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CHAPTER ONE

J.

THE R&D EXCHANGE:

AN EMERGING EFFORT

AUGUST, 1977

Susah Klein
Richard McCann

Mary Saily

(Although written by the authors listed above, this paper reflects the
contribution of many RDx participants and\advi-sors:-1'hi-s-August-,-1977
version was made available to the authors of this two volume report.

The most recent version of "The MD Exchange: An Emerging Effort" at
the time of printing this report has been included as Chapter 10 in
Volume II. Additional,copies or subsequent versions of this paper are
available from the ND Exchange- -Suite 206, 1518 K. Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 2,4105.) \
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This paper.is a draft statement designed to further discussion about the
Research and Development'Exchange (RDx) among RDx contractors, the
_IlDx_Advisory Group members, and the National Institute of Education
(NIE) staff:

It will periodically be revised and refined based on

'discussion and experience.

The paper touches on.a variety of topics of continuing concern:- the

general' problems toward .which the RDx effort isdTected,anderstandings
and assumptions affecting the design of the work, principles guiding the
work, goals and objectives, and current activities.

THE PROBLEMS
In the 1960s

the federal government began to increase significantly

its funding of educational innovation and improvement and,as part of this
effort, its funding of educational research and development.

In author-

.

izing the National Institute of Education as the primary agency for the

support of educational research and development, the Congressmade clear
its expectation that NIE should both support research. and-development

which is responsive to needs of educational practitioners and carry out
dissemination activities to insure that practitioners benefit from the
results of educational research and development:

Because of its dual,mission, NI! has these concerns:

(1)

to that extent
_

.

are the outcomes of educational R&D being effectively disseminated -that is, how. are they affecting educational practice; and (2)

to what

extent is the R&D community responding to the needs and problems of
educatioral prattice?

With regard to the first concern, educational practice seems to be
affected primarily in three ways be educational R&D:

(1)

selected

classrooms, schools and school districts have been directly involved in
specific educational R&D projects; (2)

schools and school districts

7

.

(2)

have purchased materials which have resulted from R&D projects and
which are now being published and actively marketed by a commercial
firm; and (3) teachers and administrators have, through informal net
works, learned about, adopted, and/or adapted concepts and practices
that have resulted from R&D outcomes.

Therefore, NIE decided that

other ways to disseminate R&D outcomes should be explored.
With regard'to the second concern, NIE recognized that there
are many factors that influence the kinds of research and developMent work being done.

These include the intellectual. background of

researchers, their experience with educational practice, the incentives provided by their professional colleagues and their institu/-

tions, and perhaps most importantly, the policies and procedures of
R&D funding,agencies.

NIE questioned whether these factors are re-

sulting in decisions to. do R&D which is truly responsive to practitioner_needs.

Therefore NIE decided to explore new Ways of identi-

A

fying the R&D needs of educational practitioners and bringing their
needs to the attention of R&D funding agencies and educational researchers and developers.

In order to initiate such explorations, the NIE Dissemination
and Resources Group launched in the fall of 1976 a collaborative
planning effort involving educatibnal laboratories, R&D centers,
state, education agencies, intermediate agencies, and USOE region
al offices.

The purpose of the planning effort_was-to explore ways
-

to bring educational R&D results to practitioners and to feed5orward
their needs and concerns to educational researchers and developers
and their sponsors.

This effort has come to be called the Research

and Development Exchange (RDx).

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDINGS AND SHARED ASSUMPTIONS
In the course of the planning effort, certain understandings
have developed and some basic assumptions have emerged.

8
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standings and assumptions are defining the problems, determining the
44.
.

operating principles, and shaping the pilot activities that the RDx
Is undertaking.

Figure 1 presents a framework for discussing some

ofthete understandings.. It also offers a means ofdelineating-the
thrie general problem areas on which the RDx is focusing.

FIGURE 1

.
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On one side of the figure is the educational R&D community: the
agencies Which fund educational R&D, researchers and developers, and
the outcomes of R&D.
practice:

On the other side is the world of educational

those directly involved in the - design and delivery of ed-

ucational programs in the management and maintenance of-educational

institutions. NIE's two concerns are reflected by the two arrows:
how best to disseminate.R&D outcomes to educational practitioners
and haw to "feedforward" information about practitioner needs to
researchers, developers, and R&D funding agencies.

Involved, with

these concerns are a wide variety of developing dissemination organizations and individuals who are performing the "linking" function.
figure.

These groups are indicated in the 'center portion of the
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__Given this framework, the following three general problems
emerge:

(1) how can practitioners' understanding and use of R&D out-

comes be increased; (2) how can R&D outcomes better reflect

_

titioner needs, concerns,-and-findings; and 7) how can the,quality
and efficiency of organizatiOns and personnel involved in linking
R&D outcomes with practitioner needs be improved?

Our analysis of

--how the R&D Exchange can help respond to these problems is based on
certain understandings and assumptions about the educational
prac,
titioner community, the educational R&D comMunityi and the dissemination or linkage

activities that are beginning to connect these

two communities.

Educational Practice Community
Educational practice is a complex enterprise which encompasses

50 states, 17,000 school districts, and 106,000 schools and which
_
-involves millions of professionals_ and students:- 'The practitioners
_

--of particular interest to the RDx are those teachers, principals,
curriculum supervisors, district administrators, and state and inter..

mediate education agency personnel mhos participate in determining

the purposes of education desigiing educational programs, and creating and maintaining the

rganizations that deliver those programs.

Practitioners are decentralized to_mmhyaettings---=;each of which,

_whether-classroom,school, district, or state department--operates
with a sense of autonomy.
tinct Interests and needs.

Each setting, in part, represents disThus we assume that the practitioner

Consequently, it is unlikely

community is pluralistic in nature.

that one R&D outcome or set of outcomes will meet everyone's needs.

In addition; we assume that educational practitioners generally
do not have sufficient time or resources to initiate major changes.

Change in educational practice therefore tends to occur incrementally.

For example, changes are regularly being made in instruction-

al materials, in instructional method, in schedules, or in organizational arrangements.
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However, these changes rarely occur at one time and in a comprehensive
integrated way.

Further, the new materials or processes are integrated

with existing available resources and adapted to fit user constraints.

Educational R&D Community
The educ fional R&D community is also a complex enterprise.

The R&D

ange is primarily concerned with three aspects of this

community:

the R&D funding agencies, the R&D producers, and the R&D

outcomes themselves.,

R&D funding agencies. Though educational R&D work is funded by'
all levels of the educational system and by the private sector, the
primary sponsor is the federal government (NIE, 1976).

By the gov-

ernment's own analyses (NSF,OMB, USOE), seven major agencies with
the Department of Health, Education; and Welfare fund educational
R&D.

In addition,.nine agencies related to departments other than

DHEW are also involved in funding some educational R&D.

Copsidering

the numbers of bureaus; divisions, branches, and programs found in
this collection of agencies and the variety of legislation authorizing
this work, it is reasonable to assume that the current-funding of.ed-__
ucational R&D is dispersed and is guided by a very diverse set of
policies and procedures.
R&D producers,

R&D producers are a subset of a-blhader commu-

nity of individuals, grotips-and-organizations which are involved in
efforts to improve educational practice.

In_theory' what distin-

guishes R&D producers is their effort to understand educational prac-

tiEG-td-bUIld theories\and conceptuai-models based'on those understandings;, to develop practices bated on those theories and models,

and to subject those theories, models, and practices to tests.

R&D

producers are found in many settings - - -in school systems, intermediate

servic

agencies, state education agencies, federal agencies, univer-

sities and colleges, R&D centers and laboratories, and a variety of
private corporations.

,
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R&D outcomes.

For this paper R&D outcomes are defined as those

curriculums, products, skills, programs, instruments, teaching and
-

.1

management methods and techniques, concepts, and the like that are

produced by disciplined inquiry involving activities normally condered part of the R&D process such as conceptualizing, hypothesizing,
developing models, field testing; data. gathering and analyzing, and

'

Evidence of.effectivenessOu4ged according to profession-

evaluating.

In-

ally acceptable standards, is also a hallmark of R&D outcomes.
I

cluded in this definition are exemplary-practices developed by local

schools and shown to be effective and ofhigh quality.
The RDx planning, effort is concerned with the following related

/ outcomes: X1) the findings of specific studies; (2) concepts

as well

-__

as generalizations involving those

concepts Which structure current

perctiption and summarize current undeistanaing;,(3) educational Orid:-- -7
..--

I

tices which operatipnalize current understanding in specific settings,
.

.
i

and (4) products which help others adopt, adapt-, and implement spec:Ific R&D based practices.

the following way:

These outcomes relate to one another in

concepts and understandings guide the design

of studies and the development of practices; the findings of studies
modify current understanding; product are derived from developed,..

practices; the use of products result in the Spread of specific prsc.

tices;',wide practices provide - wettings for new studies.

Therefore,

When one talks of disseminating R&D outcomes, one is talking of (its-Jinating a complex of outcomes which illuminate each other.

The RDX planning group has made several assumptions About A&D
outcomes.

First, we assume that R&D outcomes are not uned as cx-

tensively as they could be.' Evidence suggests that schools are
less likely to use R&D outcomes thaa non R&D outcomes.

For example, ..

in'a recent survey of the 100 mos. 2requentli used instructional'
materials in elementary and secondary math, readings science, and

ti

social science, only 15 were classified as R&D programs or products.

(UTE, 1976)
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assumrthat practitioners, are receptive to _using eactern-

allyr

developed Reid based outeeees. There are_ those law would argue

.Matt externally cduoaewilui developed ideas and products mill not
MC1=0'4124 useti. by local ;chop:A.:S=1i arguments assume that local
.sraeuirements'-fer,Hreenerehip" and Incentives for Osage militate against
Of SUCItOlAtCLACS.

ROVIIVera schokshave a loog tradition of

.buyini endeeing'commericil materials

.

In fact, teachers base approx-

ielStely'95:pere;nt of their total tearhini time on the tie of such
isseerjels %tsetse locally developed meter:els are used fewme than 5
days per-iiiihait-Ye4i.-( Omosiel, 1976)

outcemes are of sufficient merit to

Third, we

there is, of course, little persuasive

smnmiunt their taco

evidence that existing SO outcomes provide complete solutiaM8 to_
fact, effectiveness detail!, mot

major ettucatioesi problass.
'tem'

zictia&D

*etc-eases.

Farixesmple, celorli percent of

lo

over 700 products sponsored byNtE that far claim to bare evidanci-

ofeffeetivezeps. Nwever, this percentage is probeklymuch, higher

,

thin far nam-R0 products. Furthermore, ape .:4--ely 95 percent of
these viaducts hive clads e&

aquae of three-

elements:* These

'element* are sized at Believing; or assessing *fleets'. Thus inform*.
tire% about the strengths and we

dna outctxtes including

.theiequality and usebititydshighar thentheLi percent aims_
indicates. This type of information is often unavailable for

'Up

txttcoads.

meehanius such as thit Joint Dissemination

!Levies: Panel UAVe been and are being developed po identify neffee-

tiveu practices. The R&D Exchange is coacerned with these types of
NZ outcome* as veil as FA sponssared products.
_

Fourth, we asses that =any RSD oaten es are currently unavail-

able even if consumers become emue of their existeuce.

In fact,

appx6xLzately 25 percent of the 11.0.euteomas produced byNIE are

26D elements include empirical support tbit altoduct is Deeded and/
or is designed to nett the need; preparation of the product in a testable form; empirical testing of the product 4th users; revision of
the product base& fti users' reactions; planning for dissemanarioe;
reviewing the product for content acciFacy, social fairness, %att.
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not available in a for= coast ere can readily use (far example,
caps# instructional natarial* nay ettly be available in microfiche).
And oaly 44 percent ,of NI

products are Available fro* commercial

publisher;;?the-deralopets.
Pifth, we assume 'that even lib= R&D outcomes are available,
Shiny have not been dissaminated efficiently. *Iiiesponsibility for
diteemination his freqi.lentiy bears undertaken by the developer,
althorn di ectly (through a federal iiontrac.t or other means) or
tbroegh an arrangement with a coasercial publisher. The goal. has
been to reach qut to potential clients to try to searre-adoption end

use of the innovation. This strategy is costly and inefficient from
the standpoint of the federal funding agency because it involves
many developers reaching out to the same. schools at Its tans time.
Also, £ is inefficient from the standpoint of the consumer *to
must: cope pih quantities of information fray a variety of *banes.
let 11131111:01Th that RAD outcomes couldpbecome more relevant

to user !mods. Information about practitioner needs has gnearillyeat, beta_iayetematically solicited by Rtp producers. Thu* many RAD
outcomes are-not as relevant to user needs as they might be. Also,
such-informatisn could change the eharecter and orate= of RAD work
and coasequently result in diflirin/ types of outcomes than mig'st
otherwise emerge.

Disseetivities
bed understandings and &mem:miens related to the
two sides of Figurld 1
the educational practice and- the educational,
_U outcomes Med feedforwerd of practitianer steeds, cameras, jug ;
We have des

findings.
' Dissemination of R&D outcomes. At present there is ra'singba,
oasprther.sive system far dissamiluting RAD outman to educational
prlictitiootrs and there appears to be a consensus that such a system
Imuld be undesirable: Instil/id, the 1977 Dissemination. Forum, attendid by individuals from all leveLe of the educational community,

i
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called for the development of a " nationwide dissemination cenfigur.istion." SOMIIMUSOUrCe elements of this configuration have already been developed:
Education. Resocrces Inforemtion Center (ERIC) indexes and stores
velarticles anccreporte of research conducted, understandings
aped, and practices tried.
Tee Joint Masesinetion Review Panel has identified "effecti
emetieesideveloped through federal monies and the Rational,
DiffasionNetworkia'helping practitioners, consider their prig,tiese for adoptionaud implementation. Some state education
agencies are developing similar review and diffusion systems.'

State education agencies, intermediate service agencies, some
universities, and large school systems.are developing resource
centers and spaff capability to help practitioiers define their
informeien needs-to do informetionsearchai for practitionerse
'and to help practitioners to use the informatiocrobtained.
Speclil projects (e.g.: NTE's RAD utilization projects) are ex-plOring procedures for helping practitioners with specific problems (student performance in the areas of basic skills or career
preparation) to consider and WSW) outcomes to solve or at
least" ameliorate their problems.

-

Thus the resource eleeent of the developing nationwide disiemination configuration includes multiple functions and actors. As
the pluralistic nature of the educational commun-

-suchit reflect

ity it serves. The Abu planning group has assumed that because of
this pluralisn a variety of dissemination efforts are needed to link'
.

practitioners with appropriate Et0 outcomes.

By the same token, a

variety of alternative R&D auto:Imes should be wade available to meet
differing-needs.,4 We assume, therefore, that amore rational and informed aspproar

dissemination and adoption of RAD outcemes is in

order. A "rational" strategy would include careful identifivition
of needs and pctential options for meeting doge needs; careful selection of the melt appropriate R&D options for each situatiotu amd

help in using and adapting the selected options.

(10)

Nauseate, further, that R&D producers, disseminators, and
eracti_.

tioners-gletrelly laclaJlma-Lnformation, resources, skills, and One to
carry_out-diiiiMinetioa activities in a planned, consumer-nriented
way.
As statediprevjously, disseainatiou, has frequently been carried
out by

developers on a cent -hy-client and eroduct-by-praect basisia.e.
prodUct advocacy). Consequently, practitioners have
often been unaware'
of the vast Array of Available educational
JUSDouteomes. Also, users,
have not generally been exposed to objective, coaparativellanalytical
inforatitionabont educational outcomes on which to base rational *election decisions. Instead, the school decisionmiker
has been subject to
the serendiPitous effecte of which salesperson arriyeaatthe
office
door first. And it has'isen difficult for these individuals
to eompArt
.
or judge the validity of informatioa presented by different salespersons.

l

Au* to tine constraints .and the type of information preaented.
Thus the SOx assumes that dissiainatien oil alternative R&D
outcomes
(choice), rather than dissemination of infariatioaaboat
single products
(product advocacy), is needed to meet the needs of the diverse
educetional coMitatnity.

further, better interprativesinfeiMation is needed
regarding R&) outcomes and skilled disseminators,:or linkers, at ail

,

levels of the educational enterprise are needed to help
users obtain
such information and select and 1138 appropriate alternatives.

leedforwardotapiectitioner needs.

The current method of feeding
forward iaforoation about education practice to influence R&D funding
agencies and producers is primarily political. It is madedp of a net-

work of interest groups--for exam ale, the Council of Chief State School
Officers, the government liaison offices of universities and'collegta,professional associations and unions, and special purpose gtoupsrelisted to specific government panareas like CEDaR, NOH, or the SliIC
Clearinghouses. These groups regularly present their
pointe of view
direitly to the staffs of federal agencies and
to the Congress. IA addition, they seek to have their points of view represented on agency
.

advisory groups and proposal review 'groups.

Thus, if there is a system

for feeding forward information about educational practice which influences the wOrk of educational 'iisearchers and developers, it is somehow
eabedied in the legislative mandates, agency policies and regulati4ns
and requests for proposals of the federal government.

\
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The RP community, however, does provide some evidence of the inter=
'eats and needs of educational practitioners primarily through surveys,
evaluation studies, and policy analyses.

This work tends to focus on

targeted problem areas and typically has not attempted to assess the broad
needs of education.

Thus dissemination, or feedforward, of practitioner needs has been

'Wier to -dissemination of R&D

outcomes in character, if not in content--

The

that is, both have, been political, opportunistic, and serendipitous.

IDx assumes that a more rational, systematic strategy for feeding forward

Information about practitioner needs, concerns, and findings would result
ih higher quality, more responsive R&D4outcomes.

We recognize that a sub-

etptial amount of such information has already been collected through
state.assessments, regional laboratory efforts, and the like..

assume that RDx efforts should build on existing data.

Thus we'

Once again,

skilled linkers are needed to help obtain and feedforward such information.
to R&D funding agencies and producers. ,

OPERATING PRINCIPLES

After arriving,at common understanding and assumptions regarding the
nature of the educational practitioner community, the education R&D cora=

umnity, and the dissemination process, the RDx planning group adopted
certain operating principles to guide its developmental activities.
.

principles define both what the RDx is and what it is not.

These

They are dis-

cussed below.
1.

The RDx effort will be planned and caducted in a collaborative
way.

We have assumed thpt the educational Community is plural-

istic and decentralized.

It follows that we will therefore

o

involve representatives of practitioners, dissemination systems,
and R&D producers and funding agencies in both the definition of
problems and the design of activities to address those problems.
The RDx will not be a new national dissemination, system.
2.

The RDx will propose activities complementary and supportive of
other agencies.

We have recognized that many R&D resource ele-

ments of a nationwide dissemination configuration already exist.
We have assumed that the RDx will-BUild on these existing
activities and functions, not seek to replace them.

17
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3.

The RDx effort will be,deveispeental.

We have assumed that the

needs of practitioners are diverse and changing.

We have elm

assumed that the RED community should be responsive to, these
needs.

It foi/Lowe,.the/efore, that the RDx contractors, to-

gether and separately, will not start with fixed notations of
what the problems are-end how they shoUld. be solved.

Instead,

we will work through cycles of analyzing-the current situation),

defining problems, designing possible solutions, testing solutions, and then reassessing the situation, the problem definition and the solution design.
4.

The RDx will be a coordinated effort; that is, the contractors
will, work together to explore ways of organ/Zing the'work to

Insure optimum use c available resources., ,F0i example, We have
assumed that practitioners need more and better informition
eboutlita Outcomes,

Thus of me tesks,suCh as knowledge_syntilesisi
.

-

will be done on a 5entralized.basis.

However, we have also"

that practitioners have diverse needs.. Therefore
-t be carried out on a decentralized basis.

The RDx contractors will work together to determine wnicn arrangements best meet the criteria of effectiveness and efficiency.
They will not act as nine separate, independent contractors.
5.

,

The RDx will explore alternative strategies and solutions.

We

have assumed that the educational community is. complex and

.''!#

diverse.

Therefore.the Rinewillencourage the use of alterna1.:4,1

tive dissec4nation, feedforward, and linkage strategies to accost
modate different needs, problems, and situations.'

The contractors

will also`compare and contrast different strategies to determine
.

oheir relative utility.

.

Thus the RDx.will'not advocate individual

strategies nor will it advocate particular R&D outcomes as solutions.
6.

The RDx will deal with a variety of problem areas and a general
clientele.

We have assumed that practitioners in general need

more and better information about practitioner needs.

Therefore

the activities of the RDx will be general rather than specialized
in nature.

However, because of f

0-
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constraints the RDx will initially concentrate its core efforts

on the priority areas of basic skills (math and reading/language
/
7".

.

arts) and-competency based education.

The RDx will use a linkage/brokerage strategy.

We have assumed

that a yariety of organizations and individuals are already
involved in dissemination activities.. Not only will RDx operate
in a complementary fashion with these existing disseminators but
we will attenlpt to work with and through them to carry out dis-.

seMination and feedforward activities.

That is, the RDx will

by-in-la gi attempt to link local practitioners with R&D re-

iource then than provide diwt service.
8.

The'Rft

I depend on NIE for'iore financial support but will

encourage

thers to share the auppor0ourden.

While NIE plans.

to, provide substantial continuing support, the RDx
expected' tJ sell or barter some of its:services.
9.

The RDx will work to ensure equity

,

e contractors will provide

for full employment opportunities for women and minorities ane\c
will promote social fairness toward,minoritiesi, women, and other

protected classes'in all RDx actiyities.

WHAT DOES RDx HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH? ;>
Based on'our understanding of, the three underlying problems and our

assumptions about the current educational environment as well as our future
expectations, we believe that RDx should adhere to its operational principles in pursuing the/following goals and objectives:
Goal 1-,IncreaSe linkers and subsequently practitioners understanding
and use of R&D outcomes by:
1.1.

Increasing the availability of linker/practitioner oriented
information about the relative merits and characteristics
of R&D outcomes.

1.2.

Making high quality R&D outcomes more accessible to practi-

-

tioners.
1.3.

Helping practitioners use a mid of.R&D outcomes efficiently
.1

and appropriately.
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These objectives Are primarily concerned with the flow from the R&D
community to the practice community.
-Goal 2--Improve the quality and utility of the R&D outcomes for
practitioners by:,

21.

Increasing the availability of information about practitioners needs and current activities to help the IttD

community make decisions about the production and delivery
of R&D outcomes.
2.2.

.

Increasing the availability of information about exemplary
locally developed practices which the R&D community may
help'define, package and deliver to practitioners.

-a
t

2.3.

Increasing the availability of information on R&D-outcoiles
0

antheir use to share with linkers (to fielp.themaddreSa,
/
I,

1.1) and the R&D community to guide revisiOnianOutuie
R&D work.

,

.

. -...
_

2.4.

Helping the R&D community obtainand.use the above informa.
.
".

tion.

-4

.

,

% .

.

These objectives are concerned primarily, With the 'flowfrOm the practitioner community 'to the R&D community.

Goal 3--Improve the quality and efficiency ofrorganizations, activities and personnel who are trying to lifik.R&D outcomes with
practitioner needs 'bye
_

3.1.

activities, needs And problems.
3.2.

.

Increasing the, understanding of current disseMination
,

Providing brokerage' or referral services to help linkers,and
subsequently R&D producers and practitioners, identify anduse dissemination resources more effectively.

.

3,3.* Providing' direct services to he/p, linkers acquire informa-

tion, tools and skills to help praCtitioners identify and
use 11.0 outcomes which are most appropriate to their needs.
3.4.

Providing direct services to help-linkers or linkage organizations plan and improve their 'operations and their dissemination capabilities.

,

N-4
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These objectives are concerned with the central portion of Figure 1.
That is, they are concerned with improving the linkage or dissemination
inactions of individuals and organizations whose primary responsibility
is to facilitate a two-way flow between the R&D and practice communities.
Such individuals may also act as liais-ns within the dissemination com.

.amity.

- --

They may, of,courie, be employed by either the R&D or the practice

community.

For example, such a person could be a marketer for a publishing

firm or'internal linker" for a school district.
To show how the three goals and accompanying objectives are being
'addressed by the nine current RDx,contractors, we have pre.ared a chart of

sample ongoing and future RDx activities.

The chart follows this section.

ThestructUre of the RDx is then described in Figure 2.

.1C
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ACTWITIIS t0 Ac CI LT

l iHp ()MIMEOS

.-

Cbiectivo

itctivittos'Te Date

ROT Contra

1.1 IIKT04804 Linker/
Prectitleaer tefetuation
about rid diatom's

Identify materials and information
systems which provide information on
alto:satire oducatioaal programs and
products.

ROM

Develop model products odeh pull
together rid information on rid sad
product alternatives in tot priority

RDIS

IRS

SSC

Determine value of a
select grouper those;roductstrftzsctittettoz

Identify end develop
at:itleaal rid Stterpre
tattoo product*,

areas.
Design an experimeatal strategy and'
alternative formats for deliveriag

PETS

informaten to two categories *floors
In the area of mathematics.

.

Develop and
procedures to

icat,

::41:::1:164:1*71:0oa!lis

public as well MikeducoDistribute cOnsoter information
materials to personnel with diatom/statics functions vial* the region
throuetsaillags and regulor personal
visits both proactively and in Topease
to individual requests from this. die.
semlaators.

Sas

Assist the *DIS and Teetotal dissentRaters in idiot/676g and developing
resource.materlals appropriate to
Teetotal users' moods.

Rms.

tional prectit.liaomi.
t

Collect sea eschloge s$44
and .mllyst inSo0Motion
em the stremeths Sod 1,48
theses of rid ercooss.

,

ti

Establish and matataii a moll-scale'
regional crallectiok of rid resource
materials to-provide quick antriirect
access to consuaor ihformAttot
materials.

Adapt

1.2.14Ske high quality rid

ouscomralaire accessible
. to prectitiowir.
7
,

seleited red consumer lafOrmation
materials to high priority *wadi
regional trams.

Its

Identify products described in MI!

4SS

of

Cataleg.which ars sot available:

Establish and status

roil -stato''
regional tollectiosi of rid products

Pan
10411. la

in Dm priority arses.
Identify quality rid
vroducts that pay be us
to liskars or practitie
sad are not likely to 27

We available usiag.
present aochanisms.
Make the best and most
pooled of the Shove rid
products availabla to
practitioners.
Establish lacsetives fc

1.3 Molp.psatitioners us*
a air of rid outcomes
efficisotly and
afpreptlitely.

rid producers to podia
all quslityprolucts..
if additiess2 funds are
available contractors
could provide tochalca,/
assistance with rd out/
tomes is their areas et

I

'mortise ouch as

/

Aesthetic Et." (Sem
'labs love proposed this
work in their 3.5 year
plans.)

2.1 Increase tke

ofInformatIon shoot
prottitiecer oasis to
help the rid,cosoolity

stake decision was Aproductfon am. &livery
rid outcomes.-

of

ft

Collett data on regional otucatioest
seeds ideitified by SEAS from seats.
wide loots assessweats or istforastlen
requests from state. intermediate,
end local linkers.

Res

...eerferarsPfaiii-iinthes

of many natioweldo,date
todeterotre meter/grit
need areas.

t--22
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Activities To Date

RD: Contrectorts)

Future Activities

Res

Synthesize information
to determine specific
needs and options.

so,

Synthesise ?otiose' data on educational
weeds, determine priorities, and report
at a regional-level to the System
Support Service, RfE, east other

Coonamacete results wit!.

policy asters &Writ
casualty.

?rawest troupe.
Select 3 ItDx priority areas bated ox Rx
lafesestioe on seeds.

Ali (RDA).

Develop conceptual freapork and desip

US'

and implement procedures for collectias

sod eggverting Seta.

2.2

lames* the meltability
of isieseratiarn-theit

eseoglosy

ratites "kick

ditrAwJAW
-help

tirirlonges

Bay
pee/ape sad

deftest to.proetielessers.
F

laMtOtho toe .availability
of lataseetthes est rid

meow and glob tae to

NiM "pee

rid work.

.Survey procedures used to identify
exemplary practices.

Develop comeeptuarpaper on IDx role
manila, exemplary practices.

SSC

Collect intonation os state Identified
exeoplarrpractices is region.

1111UL Its

.

Rol, identify aerteplary
practices at regional
level.-

MIL Rrt

Collect inforeMtion about_the onset of
vat and the usability of, rid products
La the region sad forger& to thelystea
'Sievert Service.

Pas

.thvelop a rid product necklet sysfema
and maintain am RDx-Hide file of
leformatiee cosmetics Nit end sol4111

US

Nave

tau outcoewsla hi& prierityroblee_ e,

M*.
2.4 Nair the thd'oessemity
"Maim sad use the above
.

redone.

.

.

.

Synths:OA' the above information for
flail reports.

NMI

SSD
Sti

lallumates es 1114'eutresses.

3.1 Imerease uniersteading of
cermet distheialitor
activist's, seeds, sad

Res 'collect user dr!

Is key rid outcomes.
Shire and aggregate the
data natioevide.

ifflrilisp specials

efforts to themualcate
-thlerestiaa to appreptir

seam of rid commit;
Developrusd implement methodologies for
the identification and description of
dissemination activities withSa the
Regional Exchange areas.

Res
SS&

Obtain and compile comprehiosive
information about resource organisatioss
and personnel which will help Regional
Exchanges.

IRS

Produce en inventory of %non resourres
for dissemlnatira training and
consultation

LTS

Ai

Pros and influeace othe.
studies of lissoeinatio.
activities.

-

Develbp research based

Develop and implement a. process for
identfiyini linkage training end
supeort.needs.

Identify Hakese training support needs
in region.

Mtn be able to benefit

lilt of linkage =pate'
for specified linkage
functions.

Res.

Develop isconceptual framework for
linkage training.
Identify regional and extra - regional
0

lx

rid information systems of potential
usefulness to state and intermediate
linkers.
,

Dvsign an rid pregisa to create knowledge, IRS
about information resources and their
delivery.
2.2 Provide brokerage or
referral services to kelp
linkers aid' Sobsequestly
rid preduters sad precti.

.

timers identify and use
dissealaitioa sesecrrces
effectively.

L73

Revise ant expand "SciMicehook" of
linker training materials.

Provide Service to Regional
is the form of--

I/

nes

Infatuation about. available resource

organisationvand personnel

3

'"PAR

Merge efforts with RON
brokerage contractor to
dissealeetian personae'

to pneviieerceeriyv_

ti
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\\

active

Activities to Date

RDx Coatrector(s)

Future Activities

accommodations on suitable resources
for specific problems
'Assistamc in making contacts with
,appropr it organizations and

MS*

Identify and broker
available *owes
of dissealmatioe training for Regional
Sachems* users.

Ras

"Assist Regional Ischsage participants,
upon,
in desiting procedures
for iroquest.
dentifying, toll tiag, verifying
and retrieving information in rad
outcomes and exemplary practices for
their sesame? files.

J
34 Provide direct help to
linkers tremble thorn
to acquire iiiimmatiea,

Design sad conduct workihops for stet.
and local personnel en using iefeeastiam
resources.

tools sad "skills to kelp
practitioners identify,:
rid eutcemis.

Provide Regional Exchange users With
short-tors assistance is idostityialt
sad resolving specific dissemiaaties
.probleos related'to T48.00X401101 aod
exeoplarrpractices. -

ORR
Lii

titian, in their
Rot

3.4 Provide direct assistance
to linkers or discosimatioa

Deliver the following services to'
Regional Exchanges upon request:
ergasisatiems to enable
consultation, training, lure/material
-.thee to plea for and iterove resources,Jhrokerage/referval, other
their listings capabilities.
services.
VIVA with Regional Exchanges to deal.
tialaiss'prograa tosses
training seeds of each Regional Ramhaase,

a

liaise

or to

eaters it reesorees
istraumo.
Lii

.

,

'

Assist Regional Exchange users in the
analysis or evaluation of existing
dissemination prestos, sad activities.

Rx

-.Assist Regional Exchange users Ito
conducting their own seeds assessments
and in examining alternative models sad

8X

-

strategies for decision maim by
ISis, sad LEAs.

Provide technical assistant, to other
1011 contractors and Nil for the
implementation or imemnsumet Of their
information systems.

r
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aolictiaa of Ad ammo*:

headed mops and extent
of disiesioation technic
assistance to key diner.

adapt *daft training MP".

to sleet those seeds.

Tod with ERIC oaf
mad *that affaffpiiato
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STRUCTURE OF THE R&D EXCHANGE
Figure 2 shows the organizational structure of the present R&D
Exchange.

The brochure attached as Appendix C describes the current

participants in more detail.

The history of the effort is described in

..Appondix
In addition to performing the sasple activities outlined in the previous Charts, NIE and all R&D Exchange contractors have additional management and coordination responsibilities.

To the extent possible, these

responsibilities reflect the RDx operational principles discussed previously.

They include:

-!establisting and using systemttic internal operating, procedures

with each contract;

- planning for individual contractor as well as total RDx future"
activities;

- testing.

e feasibility of current activities and contributing

information for overall RDx monitoring and evaluating purposes;

- revising current activities and sharing information with other
RDx contractors'end NIE;
4.

- helping other flux contractors carry out certain activities or
functions.

Although all nine RDx contractors are performing specific tasks related to these activities, the Systez Support Service.(SSS) contractor`,
has specific leadership resptonsibilities for all activities related to

RDx management and coordination.

The System Support Service also has

responsibility for representing the RDx.as a whole to "external" groups
organizations which are not currently RDx contractors.
SSS facilitates internal and external coordination of the RDx.,

Thus the
Some

activities include providing support for the RDx executive committee and

25
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**advisory group; dasigning, dsvoloping, and coordinating RDx data manageamqt inactions; providing technical assistance to RD= contrecters;

*ErsagiagfOr OxpOkications and for 2Dx participation in national
usatings;,andastablishing liaisons vith oebir dissemination groups.
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'April 1976.,
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MEM= A
XEY TERMS

analystic, interpretive information on multiple

pasnmemrinformation:

R&D based outcomes such as inin product reports, interpretations of
research findings-for teachers, etc.

r.

Zisaemdmition: A knowledge-transfer process which may consist of four
levels of activities:*
V.

lavel'I:

Spread: The one-way casting out of knoWledge in all its forms:
information, products, ideas, sod :materials, "as though saving
seit4s."

level 2: Exchanse:

The two -sway or multi-way flow of information, prod-

ucts, ideas, and materials as to heeds, problems, and potential solutions.

Level 3:

Choice: The facilitation of rational consideration and selection smang those ideas, materials and outcomes of research and
development, effective educational practices and otheilatowl.

edge that can be used for the ivrovemant of education.

Level 4:

Imolementation:

The facilitation of adoptions Installation,

and the ongoing utilization of improvements.

Szemlan* Practice:
education setting.
.

criteria:

A. new or outstanding practice developed in a local

A practice is exemplary to the degree it meets five

(1) is viewed by practitioners as.needed and worth initi-

ae..mg; (2) is successful/effective; (3) is exportable; (4) is reasoA-

able in cast, time,*and personnel required for implementation; and
(5) has been systematically documented.

*Adopted from the Interstate Project on Dissemination.
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ImAgelyr,4; the procesa of coompanicating educational practitioner (mad
linksr) naeds far, or reacti!pos to, RAD outcome to the RAD community
(efonisorat_performers, trainers, etc.) with.tbe intent of either.

'.(a) influencing the character and responsiveness of fUture RAD,

:Cavity (including production and delivery) or (b) of providing

evidence regarding thnimpact on or benefit of current and past RAD
activity.

Yeadforward activitv:

activities such as data collection, -data synthesis

and data reporting that focus on channeling usirneeWa anduaex_maersriences with RAD outcomes to -knowledge producers and edcativael
decision-makers.

Raggleo_tEensforastion/analvtical and interpreatlysplatgv si process
of trinalar4nglinterpreting RAD outcomes in term of. essential practices and conditions that can lead replication and/or adaptation by
practitioners.
a

The drawing of implications for practitionera is em-

bedded in the definition.

Ikmw the establishing and maintenance of effective channels of_com:_awnication between practitioners in schools midimultma knowledgi- :producing agencies.

1.inkLqmmten:

the agencies--such as universities, pnblishers,

State Depart meats, intermediate service agencies,Ams--who collaborate to provide a link between the practitioner and RED products.

Linkage sunepstAmtpa: agenciessuch as labs, centers, regional ex
changeswhich provide consultation, training, and the accessing of
human And material resources to facilitate the operation of the
linkage,system.
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Iltikinx seats or linkers:

individuals who help others engage in problem-

solving by connecting them with appropriate knowledge, materials, and
human resources and who help them in the use of these resources.

IAD outcome:

the result.,of the R&D process.

It may be a product, a'

model, a policy finding, or a research result. What sets R&D out,

conies apart from Other knowledge is that they are tested in the field

on the relevant population and then adjusted accordingly.

fi

R&D product:
process.

a tangible, transportable, self-contained outcome of the
The R&D process involves a sequence of activities rooted in

the scientific method in which research findings or relevant theory is
translated into usable artifacts.

The translation is then subject to

evaluation and revision to ensure that the product(s) meets the needs
for which it was designed.

R&D resource:

resources are of two types:

materials and human. ,Material

resources include
organizations and information products.
.

Human re-

sources include personnel who produce, are knowledgeable about, or
dis,
seminste R&D outcomes which would be useful to the RDz.

Both material

and human resources reflect the approach of systematic, disciplined
inquire_to educational problem-solving-,

R&D tracking:

the process of determining patterns end.locations of R&D

outcome utilization and impact within the educational community.

Technical assistance:

provision of support to participant groups for the

purpose of solving problems in planning, implementation and evaluation
of dissemination plans, of providing or brokering training in dissimination skills, of providing access to information about R&D outcomes
and resources.

Thin-market materials:

R&D.products, programs or practices that are de,

aigded for a small yet specific segment of the educational colunity,

which are unsuited toa mass-market commercial distribution, and expensive_to install and/or maintain on'a per-student basis.
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APPENDIX B

Smeary of the R&D Exchange Planning Process up to 8/77
Since the School Practice and SerVice Division of DRG received early

'permission to limit the competition for tie original 5 months planning
awards (October, 1976 - Februrai 1977) to the.NIEfunded educational,
laboratories and centers, it was possible to engage in-collaborative
planning for the initial official' request for proposals, which was issued

in' July, 1976.* To do this, NIE circulated draft: of this PEP to all the
labs and centers and USOE regional offices for their reactions.

PIE

staff also held discussions with labs and centers,, USOE regional and

other officsb, ERIC clearinghousa-directors, and SEA representatiVes

about this proposed-"R&D Disseminatibn aneFeedforward System" nwo
called the R&D Exchange:.

The original 15 proposals from the labs and centers were reviewed
by NIE staff as well as the following types of individuals:

officials

from USOE and NSF, an intermediate service agency representative,,a

publishing company representative, an educational consumerst\rganisation
representative, and an expert in R&D management.

Based on these reviews;

five:5-month Regional Information Exchange contracts (later to be shortened to Regional Exchanges) were awarded to Appalachia Educational
.

Laboratory, CEMREL, Northwest Regional-Educational Laboratory, Research
for Better Schools, and Southwest Educational Development Laboratory.

The remainingcentral support types of contracts included:

144L for

System Coordination and Data Management Planning Contracts(latevto be
combined into the System Support Service), CEMREL for Consumer Infoimation

on R&D Products (later to become R&D Interpretation Servics).and CU fort
Research and Policy Interpretations (later to become Reiource and Referral
.

,

*A.diesemination Special Relationship Request -for Proposals (RF)) to
Establish an "R&D Dissemination and Feedfoiward System: A Consortium
of IAD Producers Disseminating and Gathering Consumer-Oriented infoxmation'Aboui R&D products and Outcomes:" Limited'coOies available from
HIE. Permission for limiting this competition to PIE funded lobe and
centers was based on (1) legislation and congressional latent for PIE
to give its labs and centers special status and funding; and (2) the
appropriateness of the labs and centers for the proposed dissemination
work -- for example, the labs and centers had engaged in previous
efforts to disseminate each others' products.
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During the first five months the contractors for Training for

Service'.

Dissemination and Utilization (15er to become NWREL, Linkage Training
Service) were coordinated by another VIE project.

However contractors

representing thiaproject worked closely with the Ti:Jeminationend FeedformimiAystem (later to become R&D Exchange).

Where possible, after

initieVliniing, the initial proposal reviewers as well as additional SEA
and ISAzirprosentatives and dissemination, experts continued to advise NIE

And Rft.contractors.

NIE also was able to secure Assistance from Drs.

-Radnor and Havelock and their associates to help the NIE staff and con,

tractors increase their understanding of the theoretical and policy issues
,involved in establishing this R&D Exchange.

;"

The Regipnal Exchange contractors spent their major efforts in col4*-

laborative planning with USbE regional office staff, SEA, staff, and to a
more limited extent, staff from ISAs, LEAs, and other...groups with dissezr

tuition responsibilities.

Tangible results of this collaborative Regional

Exchange planning included agreements on pilot activities ,specified in the

*RAD Exchange contractors' 9 month continuation proposals and individual
Regional Exchange "Baseline Reports" on dissemination activities ,and needs
in their region.

A report by Paul Hood and Donna

Lloyd Kolkin

at PWL,

"A Summary of the RIE Baseline Reports," Draft 1/5/77, provides-a useful

integrated description of the dissemination of educational practices in
the 33 states which were participating in the first 5 months of R&D
Exchange Systesi:Planning.

.

All the 9 month continuatioh proposals were funded with the original
lablcenter.contractors although (as previously mentioned).tfie names and

functions of the central support service contractors were changed some,.

zbat.

During the current 9 month planning and feasibility testing period,

the RADANcilange contractors and groups and individuals working with them
.

have beeg,deve/oping initial operational plans.

The primary NIE funds

to support-,tbis operational work will again be from the part of the NIE

budget allgcated for the sole use of the educational laboratories and
centers.

It is hoped that the labs and centers will propose this work as

they indicated in their preliminary 3-5 year plans-which were reviewed by
NIEi.n June 1977.

In FY 1978 and subsequent years we-hope that additiOnal

(non-lab and center)_resources will be available to support regional e*changes in geographical areas far from the labs and centers and to, support
additional central support services.
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14 &scotch ana Development Exchange (RDx) is
nkernarging tedcral initiathe to encourage closer
interaction hotwein lhe worlds of educational

-

research and schoo: practice.
The ROx is operated by a consortium of regional
educational laboratories and ft universiipbtsed
research and doieloprnent center. Activities are
being planned and tested ckuing 1977 under
spore ahip of the, chool Practice and Service
Dirisi
Dissemination and Resources Group,
National
elute of Education DHEVi.
The goal of
nth is reflected in its name: to
create an exchange of Information. Researchers
and devslopers Communicate theinsults of their
work to educationalprectitioners.Simultaneously,
the practitioners use the RDx to relay information
about their needs to researchers, developers, and
policytnakers. Thus the RD* encourages
practitioners to influence Whine ridprograms and
policies, while it informs them about available

rid outcomes.
Currently, the Research and Develoriment
Exchange consists of
4 central services and
'
5 regional exchanges working through
33 cooperating state departments of education
At thfand of the planning phase; November30,4
1977, the RDx may change as current efforts are
modified and new activities ere
For now, the Ingionatexchanges conduct both

4

.dissemination and "tango/ward" activities in their
respective regions of the country (see map).
Dissemination Involves providing practitioner*
with access to Information that will allow them to'

match rid outcomes to theiliteeds,The goal is to
increase the availability and to improve the quality
of infonnstion about rid outcomes In areas of
critical user need. Feedfonverd involves

dveloping techniques to enable practitionersto

----communicate their needs, concerns, and findings
.

back to the rid community. While researchers and
developers have used feedback teehnimies to
fineune products and processes, the intent of
feedfonverd is to help practitioners *Mustily
influence the character and responsiveness of
future rid work.
The regional exchanges senwthe educational
practitioners primarily through intermediate
linkages affiliated with the stale departments of
education.That is, each cooperating state
.
department has one or more contact persons.
Schools, then, can on these linkers when in need
of human or material resources. The linker, In turn,
refers questions or requestl'as necessary to the
regional exchange.
The regional exchanges serve the state
departments in several ways. They function as's
central depository for information and products,
provide totem' services, and perform technical
sreietnn. Alen thss froninnal or 1+141141.)s facilltale
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CHAPTER TWO

Ta RDX SYSTEM:. CONCEPTS, STRATEGIES, PRACTICES -AN OVERVIEW

1'

-

MI.chael Radnor

Robert Rich
Durward Holler
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1.
4

In tk-fall of 1976 collaborative planning was initiated between NIE
,

and educational laboratories, state education agencies, and United States
Office of EduCation regional offices.

The suan.leotivelfor holding

,

;

these planning maims was to begin to iOrmalate strategies for.
the dissmiLleation of educational research7results to practitioners and

tha_nfeedforward" of the needs of these practitioners to the researchers;
presumably, over time' research could, then, be responsive to practitioner
.

-

,

needs:. The inititutiondlization of this effort has become known as the

.14search and Development Exchange (RDx).

Gtyan the exploratory nature of the planning effort and the attempt to
operationalize a-new, innovative R&D system, NIE felt a need to, gain some

background on the conceptual and operational issues central to the development
of this system.

The Center for the Interdiaciplinary Studyof Saence and Technology,
(MST) at Northwestern University has had a good deal of experience in
dealing with issues related to R&D management in the field of education.
,

For example, in October, 1976,wscompleted a policy afialysis_forthat
National Institute of Education on -Agency/Field Relationships in the EduceIlticmg111111*

201EEL This analysis attempted to relate H1E's mission-and

activities to the broader field of'educational R&D,end it licluded a,
major section on, issues of dissemination. A number of atMilar studiesT4ere
in process (see Radnor and Hofler 1977).

Given this experience in the development of relevant'conakuel frameworks
and in consort with the several policy analyses being undertaken by us for
IFIE,:we were asked to commission a set of papers that would identify.

guidelines, opportunities, and questions that should be built into designing
each component of the RDx system over time.

.4
* Research,'Deirelopment and'Innovation -- see Radnor, Spivak and Hofler
(1977),for a full explication of this concept,

- This volume contains these papers, together with our introductory synthesis.
But first, let us examine the purpose end objectives of this RDx system.
,--,

I.

PURPOSES AND OBJECTlirES OF THE RDx SYSTEM

1.

Backaround

4

Since its establkshment, the National Institute for Education hisbeen
concerned with the extent to which educational R&D is being effecitmly
.

disiaminSted; the extent to which R&D is affeztineeducationil practice;

and the extent to which the R&D communitgis responding to the needs and
problems of educational practice.

In
trying to be responsive to practitioner needs, NIE through its Disser
.
Immtion and Resources Group (DRG) has bsgun to explore new ways of identifyini
practioner needs and bringing these needs to the attention of funding

agendes and educational researchers and developers.

As already indicated,

DRG engaged in collaborative planning which resulted in the inttitution41ization of the RDx system.

Klein, Mc

nn, and Saily* point out in their chapter that the RDx system

is most c nc

1.)

Ho

ed with addressing three major problems:

can practioners' understanding and use of R&D outcomes be

increased?

2)

How can R&D outcomes Netter reflect practitioner needs, concerns,
and findings?

3)

Now can the quality and efficiency of organizations and personnel
involved in linking R&D outcomes with practitioner needs be improved?

_---_--

* All actively and directly involved in the RDx design: Klein as the NIE
.project monitor; McCann and Saily from two of the participiiiing
organizations.
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3.

a

4.1a planning foithis R&Dystem, several important assumptions were

awl* about MO outcomes:

I)

R&D outcomes are:Cot used as extensively as they could
(and should)' be.

2) 'Practitioners are inherenily.receptive to using externally\

developed R&D-based outcomes.

sc

3) \Existing R&D outcomes are of sufficient merit to warrant

then use.
.10 R&D outcome, that are available may not have been dissentlnated.sufficiently.

5) - -R&D outcomes Could become more-relevant to user needs.

14 the early Planding sessions for this systeim, two other dimensio+
.

wore,given serious consideration:

(a)

occur at the regional level;, and (b)

R&D !,:oordination may beet

the current methods for` "feeding

forward" informttion about practitioner needs to researchers and
developers are totally inadequate.

Organisationally, according to the theory behind the RDx system, i.
would be organized according to the following principles:

1)

Its activities would be complementary and supportive of
other agencies.

2)

It uvuld be a coordinated effort.

3)

it would explore and experiment with alternative R&D

40

management strategies and outcomes.
A

4) itwould use a linkagetbrokeragt
strategy; i.e., liHTIg
local practitioners with R&D resources.

5) it would daptodupon WEE for financial
support.
It would vork closely vitheziating R&D agendas
o

15)

Structurally, the Arm: syttemyes to be Setup quasi
- hierarchically;
i.e., the National institute for Education
on) mould coordinate

_five (at that time) regional **changes thich.vould
take advantage
Of-support ervicis,offstred touch
of the= Zech regional_ exchange
fatipi also have en advisory board to help
along with iteoperatiort.
The.suppart se nose are thoughtog
is terms of technical =aerate*

a6dadViCa /swell si providing ovarall.tiatming
to participants.

.

Clearly, iris viewed the EDx as a system which
coildpotkotially
fill gaps.in-the arts of educational R&D and its
linkages .a
tiootre by:
.

1)

-

Providing to effecti4* feedfiorstrd ccmi000eu!t that,
over time,
would have the potential of guiding applied £&D
so that it
would be directly relevant to the needs of practitioners

in stare and local educational

agencies as well as teachers

in the classr000.

1)

Inoissaing the emcees to R&D automat far prsaitioners
-thereby increasing the quality of the research
they-would

3), Improving the quality and efficiency of orgsnisati;ns,
activities, and personnel who are involved in lialtxate
idaluding providing services to help linkers
acquire into -diets information.
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5.

Orieetation

In the context-of exploring'the development of * new R&D system,
Critical issues emerge vith respect to the overall purpose and
objectiveslof the systeu:

Is there a need for an li&D system of this

kind, i.e., Stith a feedformard cm :Anent?

Is NIS ready to adopt and

implement a full-scale R&D sysimm at this tizel

Does tbs.:RN:structure

reprrisMutththest may of designing an R&D system, given the state
of the art in the field of R&D manageamut?

Sbnuld NEE he concentrating

oa regionally based centers and labs?
I-.

It may, of course, have been that the political realities mere inch
that it vms necessary to do something at that moment in time its terms

of "being able to document results."

Clearly, one may to operate

vithin the demands of the political ereiroument eras to use existing
labs and centers.

This may have been sufficient justification, in

itself for operating within the istumptions of this 3&D frszusworkr

la light of these realities, and keeping thus broad

questions

related to the purpose of the ;system in the hick of cur mind, ve

set out to identify the guidelines, opportunities, and questions that
should be built into designing each cceponent of this system.

This set of papers dots not explore (at any length) questions
related to the purpose and objectives of the 2Dx system-4

Instead,

most papers utilize the structures and objectives of the IDs system
as the starting point for their work.

However, in the process

of analyzing individual components, questions will be raised which

relate to the overall purpose and structure of the RDx system, and
beyond that to the design of information dissemination and exchange
systems for educational innovation, in general.

II.

IMPLICATIONS OIL THE Rat STRUM= FOR SYSTEM IEVELOPMEET

There are other is:portent issues, beyond general questions related
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s.
to the purpose and Objectives of the system, which relate to the
viability of the eystee, and methods for implementation which deserve
attention.

-Viability of the System

The gpastionstissuse related. to the viability of the system should be

raised in the context of thinking about the.overall system.

In this

sane, this discussion precedes our analysis of individual components
or overall frameworks:

l)

Is the regional level best suited for the operational

xanagement and coordination of the RDx **tee?

2)

Given the different levels of government involved in this
system (iLe., federal, state, local, regional), and the
roles to be played by intermediaries /linkers, is a system

of this kind canagesble?

Will iaterorganizational conflicts

constrain the successful development of the concepts behind
this system'

In this context, one should be particularly

concerned with jurisdictional disputes between various
levels of government and the tendency of all organizations
to protect their turf; as a result, coordination and management of such a system is likely to be exceedingly difficult.

3)

Moo {or which group) can coordinate such a system?

4)

Is the feedforvard notion a feasible concept?

Can a system

truly operate with institutionalized mechanisms of this kind?

5)

Does the field of educational research produce special
problems for the development of an R&D system?

Education

is a derivative field; it draws insights Send methods for
research from other disciplines.

This tendency tends to

limit the amount of innovation that is possible in the
edu'cational area.

reactive field.

In addition, education tends to be a
It has not been paradigm setting or path

breaking, but rather has gone along with the tide.
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As a

,
7.

result, many complex, conflicting findings tend to emerge

in this Mid of research; it has also been difficult
to identify expeits whomthe educational community as a
whole,will recognize as "legitimate."

ye
In being reacti/

/

also tends
and derivative, educational research has a
develop few standards for quality control and
va
.

to

dity

.

tasting.

Consequently, problems of informatio prolifer-

*Um are salient in these areas.

.
.

These tre

s make the

goals of the RDx system extremely difficult/to implement,

gtahastem

/

/

In addition to these issues related to viability, there are several
important issues relate, to methods for implementing thtRDx'structureA
4
1)

Obviously a system of this kind must be built up over time
--it cannot be put into place.as a finished product.

Thus,.

at different points iii time, we will be dealing with more

or less mature systems and individual components of the
system.- Of what stars - -or stages will the implementation

process consist?

How can it he'facilitated?

What steps

can be taken at the beginning stages of the system and what

functions/components can be developed at a later poina-

4 What training will the linkers 'require?

What models of

linkage-might be tested in the RDx context?

What has

educational R&D learned from past linkage efforts?

3)

In general, what types of personnel would be best suited
to fill the various positions in the proposed RDx- system?
This theme is closely related to the concerns about management
and interorganisational relations raised above.

4) Given the fact that this system represents an innovation,
can the diffusion of innovation/planned change literature
and experiences of practitioners in this area shed light
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lo oft

on the development of this system and provide some
guidelines.

What does the literature on knowledge utilization and
application teach us about increasing levels of
use of
educational R&D? :Does this literature. provide
us with any
gmidelines?
Fi

f-

6)
4

_

What support services should be provided/offered
by the
ernters responsible for serving the research and development
ex binge?

7)

What incentive system can be developed to facilitate
the
realization of the goals set out at the planning period
for'":
the RDx,system? Much of the literature miiteiorganisational

conflict and management would stem to indicate that
individual
and organizational incentive syitems operate against the
successful development-Of such a system.
8)

How will this system be evaluated?

What types of monitoring
devices can be devised to aid in the developemut of
this
.

system?

9)

%hat synthesis/transformation processes should be adopted
by participants i ,theRDx.sistem to translate research
findings into pra
ce?

These issues related to viabili y,and methodology, for impleMentation
are meant to provide some overall i-Oints for background thinking
as one thinks about anaL,Ming'vazious_componants_of_the-Ripx-system.

III.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

Given the planning and objectives behind the RDx system
as well'as
the set of issues raised above, we approached the task of
commissioning
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9.

'-at 'set of papers which would raise key questions and issues that

.

Should be considered by those responsible for the RDx system:, by
employing some of our previous work on conceptual development.
.

In the Agency/Field Relationships report (Radnor, Spivak and Rofler
1976), certain realities concerning,educationel R&D are, recognized:

...For, all its looseness, its inadequacies, there is an
educational R&D system to be dealt with and NIE is a critical
element in that system. What is done in one area or in relation
to one issue will likely affect other areas and have impact on
other, issues. For example,
tte build-up Gg Aevalapient efforts
in the peat has had implications for the state of Applied
Research and the needa and opportunities for Dissemination now...

.

The recognition of the current state of educational R&D,
(including the total innovation process), is as critical as the
recognition of its sytemic character. It is loose; gaps are
'characteristic; and inadequacies are all too common. In short,
it is a very 'immature' and weak R&D system..:(p.i).

These same realities affect the development.of the RDx system; they
should,be recognized.
4LT.

A complete analysis of R/D&I functions would require examination of
'how the interaction of NIE's purposes; as manifested in the R/D&I
fuictions, and mediated by the systemic-and environmental conditions,
determine agency (and individual)'behaviora and conse5uantly strategies
in relation to the field.

The above.svatement would imply at leait

a four dimensional analysis.

As a simplified step, one can consider

each of the R/D&I funitions separataiiin relation to the. combination
of R/D&I-systemic-and environmental conditions, as shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1
R/D&I Matrix.
R/D&X Environmental

R/D&I Functions

em

Iditione

( P o t e n t i a l RDx strategies

and behaviors)

e,
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10.

Thecelle of this matrix are the'7apiropriate Itflx behaviors which

Can be built into strategies that individual participants can

pursue..

Basically, by this matrix we are raying that it is necessary to
ispecify/Consider environmental factors (e.g.:

political constraints,

liMitetione set by operative funding patterns); conditions affecting
1

...

,

.

R/D&I development (interorganizatioal relations; Stages of development
)

related to mature and immature systems); and the activities mtld
t

.

the' R/D&Ilyrttes (e.g.:

knowledge synthesis, marketing, dissemination).

There are important environmental and systemic conditions that are
related to eaChs.R/D&I system activity.

This framework can be employed to analyze structures and behavioral
patterns related to the developalmt of the RDx and similar systems.
The authors commissioned by us will be writing about R/D&I system activities
(e.g.:

knowledge synthesis, linkage) and/or environmental and systemic

conditions.

Having conducted the individual analyses for selected

R /D&I functions, it becomes possible to consider the implications
O

for strategies which would affect a disiemination and information
exchange system as a whole.

Finally, the strategies can be converted

into scenarios in which patterns of hypothetical (or actual past
or contemplated information exchange-related behaviors) are analysed
to suggest likely impagts if the system is implemented as formulated.

zy,

OVERVIEW OF COMMISSIONED PAPERS

With this analytic framework in mind, we were concerned with commissioning papers that would.provide both conceptual and practical tools
(i.e., guidelines, steps/stages for guiding system development,
indicators to monitor development) that teachers, administrators,

policy makers, state and local officials, and federal officials could
takeaway'with them after reading the package of ;Japers.

Each participant in the present RDx system and other such efforts as

might arise would be able to read the package of papers and find some
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answers to the following type of questions:

How should I be monitor-

ing flatus development in the area with which I.am moat concerned?
are.some.of the indicators which shOw how the system is moving
0

izemeleis to more mature stages?

How can linkage functions be

facilitated in the area I am most interested in?

In attempting to address these key issues, we contracted for a Bee,
of papers in the areas that WS,

consultation with NIL, felt we.43
*
Met critical for the successful development of the RDx system:
What does the diffusion of innovation literature and

1)

,experiments teach participants in the RDx system?

RDx

can be viewed-as an innovation; the experience ofthose
who have overcome the barriers to innovation may be
extremely useful to RDx participants,

In addition, the

diffusion concept may be particularly important in the
area of system development.

Zaltman and Sikorski have

written a paper which summarizes tested. principles of
.

innovation that speak

to the goals of the RDx system and

the needs of individual participants.

2)

What strategy should be developed for implementing the
RDx system?

What constraints and obstacles face the

implementation process?

What are the various stages of

development through which the RDx system is likely to pass;.

What issues/problems should be addressed at each of these
stages?

Are there other efforts at system implementation

that may serve as a model for the RDx system? ISsinAnd
Rogers Attempt to address each of these questions in their
paper.

.ecifically, they provideNan analogy to the

Agricultural Extension Service --what can be learned from
this experience, and in what ways is the RDx experience

* For the sake of simplicity of exposition we will refer to the RDx
system from here on, but we wish to emphasize that we view dui
discussion of issues tohave much wider applicability, beyond thi
current RDx effort.
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12.

likely to be unique?

This theme is particularly impor
tent because it cuts across,all of the. papers.- Each of

'

the papers must be concerned with developing "building blocks"

Oveetimeand with "stalking and phasing" -- i.e., system
development on a step by step basis..

3) What are the interorganizational conflicts, barriers, and
opportunities which are likely to Affect system develop,

mena In the educational area are there particular interorganizationalConflicts to be dealt with? Specifically,
within ,the context of the RDx, are therelikily to be

problems resulting from the different levels of government

involved with the system? Also, what are the bureaucratic
conflicts that are likely to face this system at differeit
stages of development?

What guidelines might be followed

by RDx participants to minimize these types of conflicts.

The paper by Noikoweki and Gross address these questions-,
from a conceptuLl and theoretical level as well as from
the day-to-day, step-by-step approach.

These approaches

s

inform partiiipants about the history of\theee types'of
Confliits and their likely manifestation within the context,
of the RDx system.

This theme is another which cuts across

most of the critical issues facing RDx participants.
.

4)

.

How can research products best be transformed into products
that are usable to clients, practitioners, administrators,

and policy-makers? Knowledge synthqsis/transformation processes
have traditionally been thOught of as being responsible for

this type of translation activity. The synthesis process has
been thought of is a means of communication- between- producers

and\sers of research.

Indeed, NIE"has devoted substantial

resources to the development of synthesis products on the
assuiptibeLthat it will help to facilitate the use ancifeed-:
forward of R&D products.

What has been the history of these

efforts? What are the major obstacles and barriers facing
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13.

those interested 1.1\pynthesis?

Should synthesis be thought
*is* the major mesne'for communicating complex research
findings to RDx partic
nes? If so, is there an approach
to synthesis/transformatl n which can be developed to

,f4ilitate therealization of the RDx goals?

Rich and
Goldhar attempt to address t ese questions in their
paper.
This RaiDactivity is critical

=cause it represents a key

component in translating /link

knowledge into action.

5) What models of linkage and research

tilization should be
employed in this system?: What ftes,be n the history of
linkage efforts in the past?

What step

should be followed'

by linkers, on a step by step basis, for

.

plelentiag the
goals of this system? What guidciliaes can be offered to
linkers in terms of successfully bringing t ether tha,,producer and user communities.

Lingwood and Havelock address

these questions in their paper which reviews linkage models
and practices. as well as providing a recommended set of
strategies for RDx participants.

,6)

What do

the literature, and practices in the area of mar-

keting have to offer to RDx participants?

Can marketing

principles be used in implementing the RDx goals? Are
there any .iarketing strategies that would be particularly

appropriate for the development of this systei?

(.otlar

et. al. address these questions by, analyzing what marketing

concepts have to offer this systeN, how various marketing

steategies,have been used in the past, and what specific
strategies might be appropriateat various stages of system
development.

7)

What methods of monitoring and evaluation should be built
into the devels.,pment of this system?

Are there formative

evaluation etforts that should be developed for purposes of
feedforward? How can monitoring be built into the pbsitive
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14.

devolopeentof this system? What types of monitoring are
.

1

most appropriate for this system?

How does monitoring fit

into the development of an overall organizational/systematic

,memory? What are the incentives for monitoring and how can
e be
.31

this s

operationalised? These are some of the key

questions mused on by Weiss et al.,.in their paperon
zonitoring the RDx system. i.

This set of papers is, of course, to tome degree, an artifact of=
and RDx interests as well as. available resources and exPertise. We
obviously could not commission a paper on every potentially relovent
It is important, for example,

subject/issue facing RDx participants.

that conceptual and operational work

be

done in the areas of incen-

tives and of personnel as they relate to RDx system development.
It would also be important for further conceptual work to be completed
on the notion of "feedforvard". These .gaps are only touched upon in
the other paPeis.

V.

OVERARCHING ORGANIZING FRAMEWORKS

Given the individual themes to be addressed by the authors -- related
to R /D&I activities and /or eniironmentaltaystemic conditions

and

the general concern:, of the architects of the RDx.system, we considered

several areas of research which could potentially provide an overarching framework for organizing thoughts ,about the overall RDx system.

'The tested areas in the literature on*R6D management and systmmdevelopment which could provide such a framework include:

1)

The diffusion literature (diffusion of innovations) would
advise RDx participants to select a few key users for inl

tensive distribution/Asia:2meg in relation to a specific
product (or United set of products), with the assumption
that c,ther us-re will follow the lead of the key users with

the faciatatita of the fesdforward component of the RDx
.system.

Tki.s cmception would call for services which
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could be chsradterized as proactive, direct, and focused
as selected users and products.

Related to analysingithis'framework, several key assumptions
made in the literature should be underscored:

(a). When the opinion leaders (key users) are .in

place, the spread of the innovation will
readily follow;

(b)

the spread/diffusion of the innovation can
be mapped linearally, and followed (monitored)

step by step; and

(c)

innovations are considered to be a priori
valuable:-

Relative to adopting this framework as a guiding force 'in

the development of the RDx system several key questions
.

ciao to mind:

(a)

What specific user needs should be the basisfor diffusion efforts?

(b)

Who will select the priority user needs to be

addressed
(c)

?

What is the anticipated time span for more wide-

.

spread diffusion to other users?

(d) Is this an acceptable time span?

2) WJejsUreisatriwould advise RDx participants to
formulate a strategy for distributing specific products to
selected sets of'users.

For exaiple, one could formulate
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16.

a strategy for marketing twenty core products; these products
should only; be ones that are "proven". Those should alsorbe
products for which u strong need has been identified.

Mare-

arve, they should- be prodilotalgat can be disseminated and

'implemented by the users receiving thou.

This conception

would call for direct, proactive services; it also calls
for someone
who is.willing to take the lead in-being a_

"product advocate".

It 'should be clear that marketing reprisents a proactive.
process.

mar

In terms:of &philosophy of operations, the

kiting model represents an active approach.

Than may be

a blind spot in this approach in overdoing the "push

.

aspecti" of "active operations".

In addition, this framework raises some important questions:

(a)

Who determines and insures for user implementation?

(b)

Who selects the key products to be marketed?

(c)

Is product-selection to be made on a regional
or national basis?

3)

The technical assistance literature would advise IDx partia1

pants to focus on the needs of users in relation*to selection,
implementation, and utilization of products.

In relation

to this goal, service would be responsivataclient generated
needs, related to a specific product, and directly oriented,
toward problese.solving.

Unlike the previous two frameworks,

services might be indirect or direct.

Some of the key questions left open in this framework include:
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17.

(a)

What types of skills are needed by users 4.n

relation to adopting specific products?

(b)

What personnel and institutions are available
and capable of assisting in this effort?

(c)

What are the costs to establish and maintain
this type of'Systeea

(d)

In what ways could the RDx system insure users

that they could obtain thenecesptzy help
to implement R&D products?

In focusing oaths needs of users, this modal also raises
the fundamental question:

What is the RDx role in light of

the operations of other organizations involved in making the
technical assietance model work?

.

As with the marketing model, it may be that a user driven
Model may be overdone on the "pull side" in the same way
that marketing may be overdone on the "push side".

Perhaps;

one should be moving toward a balance between various
approaches.

The consumer-information-besed literature focus:is on provid -

4)
.

ing ustrq.end/or intereediariis wit% packaged information
about what R&D resources exist within any given system.

Inter-

mediaries and users are alsegiven the important characteristics or attributes of these resources; i.e., type, quality,
costs, supplementary resources needed for impleientstion; etc.
The nature of the service provided is reactive (upon requegt)
and limited to a specific, smell product line.
may be characterized a* direct or indirect.
v
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(c) How feasible is the packaging and.
synthesis *
implied?

AU of of these frameworks hest some weaknesses.

As elreedy indicated,
models-which are totally eithar-user-driven 9r top
own -y
teed to inappropriate
distortions. We need to strike a halence
-between scientific and marketing oriented =deli
(se* LiElgwood and

Zavelock for an example of this).

aCriAtiVF, these frameworks, drawn
from recognized and tested literatures, have several care elements that Should be
underscored:
1)

-

as psis on constralein the initial efforts
of the WO
system to specific, lfrsited product lines (using
dCfferent
lenguege, each model tries to start with a limited
set of

materials); *

2)

providing services Which are accessible to users in
terns
of cost, user training and capabilities, aid
implementability;

3)

designing a zotem which is directly responsive
to -user needs
(either as defined by the user or by some intermediary
linker foY the user); and

4)

fax

Tasting a strategy for step-67-step is
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thaoverall system.

These core elements, will be recognized

in the Analysis presented -in each of the contributing
papers.

TOR TEE 'PAPERS

,)

Given those overall frameworks for consideration, it is essential to
specify the envi4oemental and systemic conditions which will play a
key role in system design and building:

1)

The political context or environment -- What legal constraints
exist: local, federal, state?

Who are the key decision meicere

and/or."high influence" persons?

In relatioh to which users?

In relation to which iniernedliry organizations?

What

views do they have that could significantly effect system

development? What special interest gtoups exist, what is
the nature of their influence?

2)

The regime]. environment

What are the implications of

this ch% 4e for the system development? What constraints
are immediately put on the system because of the history
of coordinated efforts in'this area?

3)

The funding environment -- How does NIEle funding

and coordin-

,

ating role affect the development of the system?

Does it

place any constraints on system-development? Will innovation
be facilitated or constrained by NIE's control of system
funding?

4)

The nature of the demOnstration stOmE021Ly -- In the RDx
b
eystem.emphasis could be placed on'the direct linking ofa

"user need" with a "user" who is already utilizing a relevant product or program.

Thus, some users would become; in

effect, "live demonstrations" for other users.
place any constraints on system development?
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5) j...233/11.19±1gelatnions--; What Usti*. of Contention
are likely to arise between the various organisations involved

in this effort? Will individuals and organizations be willing to live with the uncertainty (risk) involved in such a

coordinated, plfnned effort? What management issues will
become. most salient?

6)

edam jeture

and

t

systems -7 What d.sign steps should be takenfirst.at this
new function in the R&D system is imp/Moulted?

What arias

can. be considered to be middle and long range'concerns?

What strategy(ies) should be developed to inturifor successful implementation? What` roadblocks are likely to come in
the way of implementation?

7)

Incentive andnersonnel systems -- Are there reward structures in place which will facilitate the development of this
system? How can the participating organizations be encouraged
to create rewards that will be consistent with, system develop.
meat? Are there particular personnel structures whictiwouid
facilitate this process?

As already noted, this set of environmental and systemic coikdition
should be considered directly in relation to specific system fdnctions,
(building blocks); i.e., "under x, y, and z conditions, building block

A will operate, be constrained, thrive, etc."

In identifyitig with

-.what activities (building blocks) the RDx system should be involved;

we are guided by several considerations:

l)

What fdnctions are other systems already performing?

2)

In what functions ilust the RDx system be engaged?

3)

In what functions would it be adventeee6Us, but norrequired,
for the RDx system to be engaged?
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4)

With what functions should the RDx system not (under
any conditions) become involved?

5)

What functions are limited by legal and/or resource
constraints?

6)

What functions would the system need help in implementing?

,

Given these overall considerations, the following functions
(activities).seemod most important to consider from the vantage
point of our deductive analysis:.

1)

Need identification -- Who can and should be doing this?
Whose needs are being identified; i.e., users, regional,
national.

By what criteria?

Are they 'to be focused or

general?

2) -Stofi

retrieving, sorting, and

r cessi.: ofinforma-

tion -- This category of building block focuses on the

mechanical procestof organizing information, once it has
been collected.

Who can and should .be doing this?

capable of.doing it?

Who is

What alternatives are available --

from a conceptual and technical point of view?

Should

these processes be developed on the basis of predicted
needs.or a more open-ended "responsive,-to-needs" basis?

3)

Knowledge synthesis -- How should this be done?
and should be doing it?

Who can

What should be synthesized?

Should

different types of syntheses be developed in relation to
different types of needs?

4)

Quality

esstEei

-- What is the nature of this process to

ye; i.e., panel evaluation, user reports?
doing it?
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Who should be
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5)

Information

linkage. user

To

whoa should information be disseminated and sheial

By what

type of communication media; i.e., person to person,
written, conferences, live-demonstrations?

Through what

channels should this communication go; i.e., LEA's, SEA's

NI!, journals, ptermediarits? Which product should be
disseminated to which group of users and Why?

'6)

Technical assistance -- What kinds of technical assistance
do different users need in relation to different types of
system activities?

Host critical would this technical assis-

tance be for system implementation?

What would be the cost

of these service'? What different modes of insuring for
technical assistance are available or could easily be-

'

developed?

7)

Monitorimand evaluation -- Who can and should be doing this?
What functions can be served by these activities in terms`

1,

of system' development?

At what points,,stages in system

deielumeeneshould:this betaking place?

From another perspective, one might consider each one of these build.

ing blocks in relation to a specific user profile, and/or a piofile
for a user group.
process.

Figure 2 represents a way of thinking aboit this

In terms of considering these activities each user in; the

RDx system would ask (this is analogous to general system considerations):

(a)

what alternatives are available;

(b)

at what cost;

(c)

who could and should be doing it; and

(d)

how is it being done at the moment?.
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/Lore Two

SETS OF BUILDING BLOCKS

-Need Identification

- Storing

-Tailoring

-Need Arousal

-Retrieval

-Packaging

-Need Assepsing

-Sorting

-Information

Transmission

-Technical,
Assistance

-Feed

Forward

- Monitoring/

-Evaluatict

'-User Selection

-Selecting
- Quality

Control'

ANI(

Product/User

What alternatives are available?

Profile

At what cost?
Who could do/should do/is doing?
How is it being done?

Could be done?.

What criteria could-be4hould be/are being used?
Proactive/Responaive?
Direct/Indirect?

61
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fraissWark served as the bests for selecting the analytic

PaPers incitteni by our, consultants: Each author was. asked' to-aPproacis his task with the. framework jue: outlined.

the4.ons;a4aMta who were- asked -to analyse

Specifically,

',specific design- model/

framework (less-an& Rogers Kotler et' al. ; 'Kaltman, an& Sikorski)

wire also asked. to include analysis of~ pertinent building.blocks-

(activities) in , relatitet- to the Ow sy,steas, design.. Similarly,. the.
consultants wito:! were asked', to focus on particular bmildint blocks

\

or- aotiuitkk (Lingwoo& and. Havelock; Rich, ea&Goldbar; dines,, et, al.)
wets ,a1.00 sake& to: veleta the building, blocks
ammo of: the system-,
models being laelywall by other consuitanter._ De, figura'. Wes_
have attempt a& to show. bow our .overall fieswatork:Tis. orginise& in

'relation-

to

thC development

of the RDx. system.

Figure 3 - Organizing Framework

CONTEXTUAL DATA

GOALS

MODELS

BUILDING BLOCKS
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Yin-alsofelt that some attention should be given to' other key-

comcmPia sex* think about an overall framework for analyzing the
development of the RDx syitem and the products represented by the

consultant papers:

.

1)

.

The notion of a fail-safe R&D system -- The system needs
to be made fail -safe:

It is reasonable to expect

that users will from time to time have "bad" experiences

with the RDx system, which when going through a learning
curve ma, lead to premature and loMg term rejection.
.revorse of this is also true:,

The

the positive experience

should be reinforced and capitalized upon.

Thui, it makes sense to involve users and user.groupsyith
several different RDx-related activities, such that if
they experience failure,with one source, they can go to
another instead of rejecting the entire system.

2)

RDx participants have to be careful to distinguish.
between mature and immature systems -- In the immature
system there will tend to be a general lack of quality
control and a low level of effectiveness in implementa-

tion..Users may be unaware of what is available for

theiuse and they will lack the evaluative capability
to distinguish between relevant and inappropriate products.

Thus, lalthe early stagerNbe.R&D system must be developed
to give special emphasis to the need to find, evaluate,
categorize, store,, and retrieve information about what is
available.

When the R&D system is more mature, a di.fferent set of
conditions tends to exist:

(a)

products of quality and

mechanisms for quality control are,more'readilyavailable;.
and (b) users will tend to have a higher degree of familiarity with products; they will better know how to find,
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select, and use new R&D products.

Under these conditions,

those responsible for system design and implementation can
concentrate more on implementation and maintenance.

We do

not, howevir,.imply by this that me expect these conditions
ever to be well .defined and "neat" in education.

The nature

of-the phenomenon and its knowledge base would not seem to
allow for this.

3Y

importance of

A smooth functioning RID system is based on trust

trust

in-the information being disseminated, and trust in :the
source of information products. 'Quality control is key to

building and maintaining trust .quality control. on the
products and on the-usage of the products.

Linkers /inter-

mediaries should avoid promoting a product under conditions
,

that will or eould pOtentially ldad to its misuse.

In the context of the RDx system it is also important to
note that in a social and practice based field, interpersonal
mechanisms of communication tend to be seen as more trust-

worthy than printed and other impersOnal media forms. This
is especially true in such areas of innovation and even
more so where there is a low level of system development and
a high level of uncertainty.

Officials always seek ways in

which to avoid risk; impersonal means of communication only
help to reinforce feelings of uncertainty and risk.

4) AtaiiatilittAig2LautlikgMt -- When considering any element of the RDx system it is important to mike a
distinction between the design stage of devising the R&D
component and the subsequent operational stage of using it
to achieve overall, system objectives.

It takes a good deal of time to develop new, innovative
R&D products.

However, once they are developed, they
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can Sometimes be reproduced rather rapidly. The character.,

istic of replicability can, be used in order to expand the

impact of,the innovation to a wider clientele.

Tailoring, on the other hand, is also very important -espeCially'in the early stages of development where trust
in the system is rather low.

Because of diversity, among

user organizations and their needs, it is probable, that
existing products will not quite "fit" user needs

as

!(oz,

often, not be viewed as fitting by suspicious use4).

It

should be the objective of..the R&D process to clearly elinvinate inappropriate products from dissemination .to user
groups, and to have available.a variety of product II that

:

night relate to a given problem. The objective should- tito
neei user oieds as closely as possibie and to

bill

able to

create packages which can serve diverse groups of Leers.
However, tailoring will have to-occur to meet specific demands.

5)

The personnel base -- It is essential for a dissemination
systeme,to be carried out in a highly professional manner.

In education, a well trained group of specialists is lack ing..1.kst of those carrying out dis;amination and utiliza-

tion activities appear to be practitioners by training. They
are proceeding intuitively and learning their jobs through

hard; often unsuccessful, experience. R&D mechanisms,
strategies, and-innovations are expanding far more rapidly
with a far greater demand for trained personnel than are
currently available.

Thus, the RDx system will have.to

engsgein training for dissemination, as part of its support
service, as the system develops.

6).'"

.

Problem focused R&D as aAaaaagement tool -- There are many
R&D systents\which appear to be attractive on paper.

In prac-

tice, they pi.eve to be infeasible and unmanageable -- due,

primarily, to the constraints/barriers which are put in the

ems
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path of impleientation(interorganizationel, personnel or
jurisdictional disputes; etc.).

One of the but ways to

help insure for success -is to concentrate on problem
-solving.

We feel that R&D 'systems like the RDx should

be oriented in this direction; i.e., participants should
,

'beaming toward gaining a clear picture of the problem
cn which they are working; information should-be collected

anddissmsinated as it relates to the problem at hand; and
,resources should be committed to those RDx activities which
possess the clearest problem definition.

VII.

f04191

TA/

neap

AND $1,112)11.

P AKA

.The.overall framework described in the last section was available to
each consultant.

When the drafts of the papers wereavaiiable it

became clear that four major components or. themes were (to a greater
or lesser extent) covered in each of these papers:

1)

Educational research --Are there special problems related
to the field of education_ which are important to point to

in relation to the overall analysis being presentid?

Also,

it there something about educational R&D systems which
deserves special attention?

The regional context -- Is there anything about the regional

basis for the system that deserves spedailittatlafer1=1:
the aealyeis being presented apply equally well to All
regional coordinating, centers?

Is there anything about

the regional level as a point of coordination that presents
particular problems for overall system design or for 'the
design of a particular building block ?*

*For a relatively complete discussion of this question of Regionalism
ler educational R/D&I see Hoffer and Radnor (1977).
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3)

eerojh.'_...sisk)Ireletenaus&andmarcaement -- How does the
overall systes design or building block relate to a partiCelar smnagement approach?

To what'espects of interorganizi-

tional relations should RDx participants'pay particular
attention?

4)

taging and.Phasima -- How should the design or building,
block bi implemented over time?

In'what_order should

stioecific steps be taken?

.Given (1) the themes'slith which we started and (2) the cross cutting.
.

themis'in each of the papers, it is appropriate to look at the intersection of the two.

1.

Overall Yr

ks

RDx System

Done of the overall frameworks that we began with served as an adequate model (by itself) for the overall development of the RDx system.
The oonsuna.: information and the technical assistance models were

least adequate as an overall framework for organization.
note that neither one of these two frameworks insures f
fail-safe system; (b) trust; (c) feasible heplementatit

tus , we

(a) a
.eoceduresk

and (d) a'clear understanding of the problem definition that is being
worked upon.

In this context it should also be noted that the mar -

ketingapproach suffers from many of the same problems.

IA addition,
while the marketing framework attempts to insure for successful

adoption of a product,

there is a lack of emphasis on mechanisms

and guidelines to insure for quality control -- substantively or in
terms of personnel.

The diffusion framework has certain advantages in these respects.
It offers a clearer, and possibly feasible implementation strategy.
It also attempts to build in some fail-safe components.
this framework is also concerned with trust:

Implicitly,

However, the crucial

component of insuring for a problem solving orientation at all levels
of the RDx system is missing.
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autwkile sack, framework may h,vs its shortcomings, each doss don% tsibets importsat inputs into an overall framework.
-

0

!s already notec the consultant papers suggest that the Rift systete

participasitsnsed to deieiopan'overall balaucedframreork.for the
emoothand.effect;vs management (as well as implementation) of this
system. The emphasis should be opt-management:

aiidiag, 4irectiag,

allocating resources, and lapplemeotiinfthis%R&D system in a plammeifashioa.

Banagement also implies active involvement and direction

ofa110.ayik-tem.participents.

tianaAement Framework

The proposed management framework has several key calves:lents to it:

1)

.1115thspash and pull aspect

RDz should have a-mix of

pull strategies (such as suggested by Rich and Goldhar)

and push strategies (such as suggested by]beanand
3.5184ra).

2) 'The management approach would contain the process of
specifying information value (see the Rich .104 goadilar

paper for fuller details).
asked to adopt the attitude:

System participants would be
information is not valuable

in its own right; information should not be collected for
_
.

the sake of having more information around or for the sake
of individual and/or organizational protection.' Informs -

_tion should only be collected and processed when clearly
defined problems have been identified.

In addition to

focusing the system on solving problems, this component
of the overall management also helps to build commitment
to the RDx system.

3) A staging and phasing component -- Each component of the system should be develops: lith a particular strategy for im-
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t
plementation in mind.

In terms of systeez design, partici-A

pants should consider what stages they are 11.kely to go

throush,in developing a system from a less to a more mature
-state (see Heals and Rogers for further details).

4)

A. f *dforward dimension -- Once the initial system is in

,fey practitioners should be informed about Whit research

is available and researchers about practitioner,

needs.

Hopefully, both communities' activities will be influenced
.

,:by-this exchange of information,*

5) ALadileinson --Trained

and experienood intermediaries

and link= are key to the success of this system, This is
especial/7 true-in the early stages of development where
there is great uncertainty concerning outcomes and procedures.
Linkage activities must also be.closely tied to the process
of specifying information value and overcoming the interorganizational barriers traditionally associated with non.

utilization of educational RSD outcomes (see Linwood and
Havelock for further detaits).,

YZ

MULL IZESCRiS LEARNED FRCS{ THESE

,Beyond the overall

VATS

cocsiderations/factors.already discuss-1.A in this

dater, it is important to point to some of the major points covered
in our papers:

develop1) .4 considerable period of time is required for the
ment of the overall system.

In the educational area, the system is likely to go through

Z. Sikorski developed an internal RDx paper on this topic.

fi
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thFee-stagsse

(1)

J

010oratiolof the existing systems and
networks to incorporate a local level linking element -- presnMalay through'the careful use &f ,trained intermediaries; #n

the early stages it is necessary to build on
RAD elements that users are familiar with and
trust;

(b)

consolidation of the results of the first
stags -- this .phase emphasises the learnief

from past experience by emphasizing the elimination of ineffective, unrewarding and
unsupportable activitie3 from the facilitator/

linker role and placing increased euphasUion
the positive aspects of, the first phase of
experience;

(c)

1
%

institutionalization of the emerging struitures through professionilization of the
emerging structures and recognition of Career
tracks within the system.

This is. the basic framework put forward by Bean and Rogers.

In terms

/

of system design the other papers in this collection are consistent
with this approach:

l)' Ketler et al. recommend the development ofia limited
product line in early stages of developmelt.

2)

Rich and Goldhar recommend the combination of packaged
synthesis materiels on a limited basis and the wide use
of brokerage functions in early stages of development;
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this is supposed to help increase commitment to the RDx
system.

3)

In tfie area of interorganizational relations, we, as a group

of consultants, have also reached some agreement as to the
major issues to pay attention to:

(a)

The greater the ambiguity or vagueness of the
systems functions and services as perceived by
client/users, the more likely the clients will
view the system as a threat or at least an
activity which requAres them to engage in great
risk.

Thus, they are likely to-kvotd contact

with the organization.

This makes our recommehded management approach
all the more important.

(b)

Since the RDx involves a collaborative venture,
among several organizations, ihe'absence of

ground rules or the lack of clarity about them
can serve as a serious impediment to the development of effective, long-term interorganizational
relationships.

'

(c)

Cooperative ventures of the kind represented
by the RDx require strong and effective leadership by individuals who manage one.or more of
the paticipating organizations.-

(d)

Poor planning will inevitably lead to the wreckage of interorganizational efforts.

Organizations

cannotAluccessfully build Viable interorganiza--.

tional relationships on a totally ad-hoc baaiq.
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(e)

Interorganizational relationships that are
effective will be enhanced by the existence
of channels of communication which allow for
frank and open interchanges.

(f)

Lack of monitoring and evaluation procedures
will also impede the overall development of inter organizational relationships.

Finally, in terms of each of these papers we are able to. present
specific monitoring indicators and indicators for assessing system
diVelapment:from an immature to a mature system.

'IORIAAT OF PAPERS

Each of the papers which follow are-organized in roughly the following manner.

They begin with an overview of the whole

conclude with a-summary of implications..

papr. They

For a firet,reading,Auldiiii-----

iomethinsof an executive overview, it may be found helpful to read
each of these introductory and conclusion sections first.

The main.

body of the papers follow the overview and these should be read carefully by those with a strong interest in information dissemination
and enixhange in educational R/D&I, and especially by those with a stake

in the RDx and similar systems.
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The National Institute of Education was established-in 1972 to provide a, focal point for federal research
and development (R&D) in education. More than 2,500
institutions conduct some form of education R&D, yet
there is little coordination within the R&D system as
a whole.
(Harold L. Hodgkinson, NIE Director)

I.

IrIODUCTION
mr

The purpose of this report is (1) to identify the institutidnal
elements needed to provide a functionally viable R&D Dissemination and

Yeedforward capatility.for education,\(2) to specify. alternative prone\

dures for creating these elements, and(3) to discuss and evaluate
alternative approaches to the sequential development and implementation
of tte required system elements.

The present report is one part of alarger effort by the National
Institute of Education (NIE) to design an R&D Dissemination and
Feectforward (RDDF) system for U.S. education.' The ultimate users of

the research-based innovations are to be primary and secondary public
school teachers.

Dissemination is concerned with communicating educa-

tional innovations from R&D sources to the ultimate users (teachers).
Feedforward is concerned with influencing the directions of R&D, so
that educational innovations will be produced that are more relevant,
effective, and accessible to school teachers.

The resulting innovations

presumably will diffuse mom rapidly if these innovations are consistent
with users' needs.
itches."

This strategy is the idea of "scratching wherd it

Naturally, such an approach assumes (1) that there are itches,

(2)'that spell itches can be identified, and (3) that effective scratching

can be found through R&D activities that will help cope with the itching.
These thrta assumptions will be questioned and discussed later in this
report.

- 1 -
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Our basic point of departure in this report is
the agricultural
extension model, a reputedly successful and widely-copied
RDDF system.
- We utili4e the agricultural extension model
as our reference systim in
the present report because (1) the authors
are thoroughly familiar with

the model as a result of

our recent analysis of its developmnt over. the

50-year period beginning in about 1910, and
its extension to sevidn other
applications (Rogers, et. al., 1976), and (2)
two of thise epien extensions of' the agricultural extension model
are in education (the_p4iot:

.project in educational extension by the U.S. Office
of Education in the
early 1970's and the National Diffusion Network
of the USOE beginning in
1974).

We do not advocate that

a close replica of the agricultural

extension model should be established for U.S.
education.

Until now,

however, the agricultural extension model has been
the most important

recognizable influence on the RDDF system in education.

Lessons from

agriculture for eduCktion must be carefully drawn,
and must be adapted
to the special characteristics of the U.S. education
that affects
research utilization.

In two past cases that we analyze here-in, such

modification seems to have been insufficient.
We shall review the background of the agricultural
extension model
in order to identify eight main features of
that system:
1.
2.

,3.

A "critical mass" of

"appropriate",technology.

A research sub-system oriented to utilization.
A high degree of user contra over the research
utilization
system.
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4.

Structural linkages among the research utilization system's
components.

5.

A high degree of client contact by the linking sub-ayeteM.

6.

Auspannableu social ditance across each interface between
components in the system.

7.

bilution Cu a complete system.

8.

A high degree of control by the system over its environment.

These eight features will be briefly traced as they developed over
time (1) for the agricultural extension model, and (i) for the two previous
cpplications of this model in U.S. education, in'order to determine what
generaf lessons can be learned about the staging and phasing-sspncts-of.8DDF systems.

Then we shall apply these lessons to the development of an 11351DF system
for U.S. education today.
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II.

THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION NOBEL

The agricultural extension model was a set of assumptions, principles,
and'biganixational structures- for diffusing the results of agricultural

research to farm audiences in the U.S.

This "model" is based directedly

on thiCesperience'of an agency that diffused agricultural innovations.:
and that agency's program of activities (Figure

1).:

Brie 'Historical' Develomen.tzt:
The Aswicultural Extension Model

The Cooperative Extension Service via createdby federal law.' Its
---15-tirpost,.as expressed is the creating legislation', is to H.-.

aid in

diffusing among the people of the United States useful avt practical infor.

mation.

. and to encourage the applicatiiin of the slime."

ylere we review

briefly the development of,the,U.S. agricultural extension model since the
1910's.

The history of they U.S. agricitural extension program cannot be
divided neatly and paradigmatically into a series of evolutionary stages.
Rather, there is a gradual alteration of the pattern of systematic inter;

relationships between technology creators, interpreters, and users.

When the extension service began'shortly after 1910, it formed a
linkage between the producers of agricultural technology and the use=

of

these innovations, who were predominantly independent farmer operator-

clients.

The extension agent (the linker) for the most part tarried thin

information in his head and/or in some immediate 1.eferences.

Agricultural
3

technology was not particularly shaped by client demand, since there were
in the early stages no mechanism's for feeding such demands forward into
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the research system.

/bus the information flow in the early extension

serviceawns fftst to the county agent, during his university undergraduate
training in agriculture, and then from him directly to indivfAual
farmers.

Ibli kalatiyely simple system soon became modified with the inclusion.
of feedback and feedforwsrd systems to guide agricultural research into
directions which county agents could identify as areas of immedir
concern to their farmericlients.

The provision of large ACV amounts of

public money for agricultural research (such funding began in 1687, but
really began to increase sharply about 1920) stimulated the rInduction of
nay technology, and created a demand for extension service subject -na
aiptcialists to form a new link between the county agent and th=

rt

echnologyA

generating system (Figure 2).

The pattern this became

c..unty agent formed a link between the farmer

e in which the

ent and. the state -level
\

extension specialist, and so another layer of interpretation 1,42S created

between the client and the knowledge resource syitem (Eigure 3).
Meanwhile, forces were acting to change the nature of the clleint
system.

The general depression in agricultural prices which lastet

through the period between the two World Wars exerted strong econoMic
pressure on farmers, and drove out thcaewhise operaticonl war/ only maginally profit:kble.

The farmers who survived were those who could accumulate

capital and lend and take advantage of the nest technology which,the
extension services were making available.

No hard data exist to judge

the degree to whichtb, county agents were offering technology that was
1,1

accessible only to the wealthier farmers.

iowever, in practice it was

those farmers who could afford to adopt these innovations who-remaiatd in
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3.
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4.

Farm Operators
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Figure 3.

Diagram of the Agricultural Extension Model.
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farming, taking over the land, of those who could not.

In some cases,

this land was acquired by corporations, either pre-existing or formed
for the purpdse, largely because of the superiority of the corporate

fern of organization in the accumOation of the necessary capital base.
Thus the'neture of the client group for the extension services began
to slowly shift away from the individual entrepreneur and toward gradually
increasing numbers of corporate farmers, many of whom had Independent
access to agricultural technology.

In many cases, the local extension

agent began to find that the most successful farmers no longer needed
him as a conddit for agricultural technology; they preferred to reach
directly to the agricultural universities and thus form their own links
with researchers.
The county agents, in turn, began to discover other de.

's for

their assistance from rural non-farm people and, ultimately, form urban
audiences.

As the bounds on their audiences became wide and looser,

the nature of the information Which they had to dispense became more

varied, and .he_mgd-for the extension specialist as an intermediary
between

e researcher and the agent became more striking.

in nor diverse disciplines were required.

Specialists

The subject-matter of the

exten 4on services underwent a radical.broadening; the effect was to
requi e a more complicated research and backup system for the couaty

At the same time, there was no slackenir.g of the demand for further
!

%advances in agricultural technology.
ght be expected

The strongest demands came, as

from the most articulate and best-organized farmers

(partly thrOughtheir pressure group, the American Farm Bureau Federation).
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What theca larger farmers demanded was, for the most part, more capital!

intensive, technology, which offered the highest returns for the capital
they had to invest.

The effect of this concentration of extension service

activities on capital-intensive agriculture was, of Course, to leave the

poorer farmer eVenmore disadvantaged, since the extension agent did not
have such to offer him.. This process, in turn; increased the exodus from
the farms; and encouraged the increasing concentration-of the most
productive farming operations in the hand's of cOrpor.,ste structures.

At present, the extension agent is a mult.1.4imensiontleonduit for

a wide variety of technologies to a wide variety of audiences.

His

original audience, the independent farmer needing technidal experts e,
is becoming extinct.
sense has la

The need for change-ageniry in its original missionary

-A5, disappeared. ac least in relation to the farmer audience,

although it remains an extension service preoccupation for the new, poor,
urban audiences.

Thus, the agricultural extension services have undergone major changes
of focus.

Today, therf: is no one "wriculturat extension model"; instead

there is a consistent set of assumptions and philosophies, about ,technology

generation, transmission, and communication, and a constantly shifting
set of administrative.arrar ements
within this framework.

rio

ties, and operating systems

The extension' system has displayed remarkable

persistence and ability to restructure its relationships as conditions
'changed,,and this adaptability may be its most striking and important
,

aspect.

Table 1, summarizes the main events in the development of the agricultrual extension model in the U.S.
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Table 1.

Highlights in the historical development
of the Agricultural Extgnsion Model in the U.S.

Year

Historical Event

1862

Morrill Act establishes a land-grant college in each state.

1887 \

Hatch Act establishes an agricultural experiment station in
each state.

1911

First county agent is sponsored by the Broome County Farm Bureau
in Binghamton, New York.

1914

Smith-Lever Act provides federalfunds to each state for
extension purposes.
The extension services and the American Farm Bureau Federation
are separated.

919
1920

There are about 3,000 extension employees in the U.S.; one
agricultural agent for aach 2,700 farmers; The position: of
state extension specialist is established.

1935

Virtually all of the 3,510 U.S. counties have at, least ore
extension agent (mostly in agriculture). The number of
county home economics agents begineto increase (to reach
almost 4,000 by 1970).

1954

f

There are about 2,000 state extprision specialists, and the
number will-increase sharply__ to 4,000 in I97D?

1955
1969

^1970

1575

The National Project in Agricultural Communications is launched
to retrain extension workers in communication skills%

,

Expanded -Food and Nutrition Program is launched to provide
extension aides to reach low-income-families in rural and
urban areas. By 1973, about 7,600 aides are employed.

There are 15,000 extension employees i4 the U.S.; 6,300 of these
are county-level extension agents; and 4,000 are state
extension specialists.(most of the remainder are administrators). There is one agricultural agent for e...11 SOD
farmers.
The total annual budget of the Cooperative Extension Service
is $450 million, with 40 percent from federal funds, 40
percent from state se.%xtesl-and-i0-filint from county
governments. Federal funds for agricultural research
total about $300 million per year.
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We draw nine generalizations from our analysis of the U.S. Cooperative
Extension Service.
1.

The agricultural extension model has changed considerably

since its origin in 1911, in response to alterations in its
environment

_

and these adjustments are one reason for its

relative success.

5`)

2, ,The agricultural extension model is based on client

participaff;n-in identifying local needs 'feedforward), program

gAnains, and evaluation and feedback.
,c

1

3.

Agricultural.tesearch activities are oriented toward

potential utilization of research resultscAuch as through reward
sys:Ams for researchers, and this pIczlisilization policy facilitates

the linking function of the extension s ecialist and the Courtly.
agent.
4.

State-level extension s ecialists are in alsse social and

and spatial contact with agricultural researchers and univerOAK
professors in their specialty, and this facilitates ;.heir performance
in linking research-based knowledge to farmer problems.
5.

The agricultural extension model seems to have been more

effective in diffusing agricultural production

technologyers,

than in its latter-day extensions to other sub ect-matter content,
and to non-farm audiences.
6.

The agricultural extension modeljoLmcomMitheimpatiles

cf communicatiOn'as a basic procsss-skill oflhgataampa, and
provides communication traininvon an in-service basis.
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7.

Tha agricultural extension model includes not only a systematic

rocedure for the diffusion of innovations from researchers to
faimstra, but also institutionalized means for orientin, research

scatdties toward users' needs throughfeedforward activities; thus
colic a
service complex is a total research utilization system, including
innovation- diffusion as only one component.
8.

If success is measured only by continued growth in size

(ALImadsEnd personnel), the agricultural extension services have
been highly successful due (1) to their ability to adjust to
environment changes, and (2) to the strong support of the American

Farm Bu-eau Federation and of elite farm leaders.
9.

The extension serAces' elitist tendencies have, invited

criticism for a lack of concern with rural social problems, smo of
which resulted from the prior activities of the extension services
in

technological innovations in

*More specifically, the activities of the extension services over
the years helm focused rather narrowly on immediate technical problems in
agriculture, rather than on the longer-range social, political, economic,
and ecological consequences of technological change in U.S. agriculture
(Hightower, 1972).

9
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Eilit Features of the A ricultural Extension Model
Our review of the development of the Cooperative Extension Service

A

,

in the U.S. suggests (1) a number of different stages in the development
of the system, and (2) A number of consistent features which appear at
different stages in different f.

We pesent here these sight features.

We state these eight main features in the agricultural extension

model in general terms so that these elements can be used to analyze
other research utilization systers.
1.

A "critical mass" of "appropriate" technology, so that the

diffusion System has a body of innovations with potential usefulness
to practitioners.

(By "appropriate", we mean technology with a

clear payoff and an understandable connection with previous practice.)
2.

A research sub-system oriented to utilization; as a result

of the incentives and rewards for researchers, research funding
policies, and the personal ideologies of the researchers.
3.

A high degree of user control over the research utilization

process, as evidenced through client participation in policy determination and attention to user needs in guiding research and extension
decisions (this is feedforward), and the importance accorded feedback
from clients on the system's effectiveness.
4.

Structural linkages among the research utilization system's

components, as provided by a shared conception of system, by use
of a common "language" by members of the system, and by a common
sens4 of mission.

Such internal linkage between researchero and

users must continue over time.
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5. A high degree of client contact by the linking sub-system,
which is facilitated by reasonable agent:client ratios and by a
relatively homogeneous client audience.
6.

A "spannable" social distance across each interface between

components in the system, in which the social distance may reflect
levels of professionalism, formal aorication, technical expertise,
and specialization.

Generally, these variables decrease in degree

as one moves frcm the research sub-system (where Ph.D.'s are asually
.amployed), through linkers, to the client sub - system.
7.

Evolution as a complete system, rather than the research

utilization system having been grafted on as an additional component
of an existing system.

The agricultural research component existed

prior to the agricultural extension component, but it had not grown
to much size prior to the 1920's.
8.

A high degree of control_hythenystem over its enviroment,

and thus the system is able to shape the environment rather than
passively reacting to chan.ea in this environment.

Such a system

is less likely to face unexpeRted crises or competitors, and
usually can obtain adequate resources.

The degree of control is

expressed through the system's power base, its perceived legitimacy,
and its amount of political-legal influence.
Lessons Learned About Staging and Phasing in the
Extension Model
Development of the Agricul

Table 2 details how tie ?ight features have coexisted at four general
stages in the evolution of the Cooperative Extension Service.
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Tablet.

Saim Features in

Oa Agricultural
analog Model,

'.

Main Atetures'of the AgricUltural
itittension
Model Over Time

Erasla the Development of the Agricultural Extension Nadel in the U.S.
Recent
Growth
ere-Extension'
-.'Institutionalization
(About 2955 6 the present
(About 1925-about 1955)
(1911-about 1925)
(1d61-191Wa
Growth of academic
research base

Increasing specialliation of research fields;
start of the "agricultural revolution"

The "agricultural revolution"; federal funds
for researciCreach about
$300 million per year

Dominated by individual entrepreneurs/inventors
(e.4.1ferm machinery inventors)

Utilization focus
kept by researchers
with farm backgrounds

Development of reward
system to encourage
research translation
into practice

Reward system continuo
to encourage utilliation

3. A high degree of user
Control over
the research
utilization.
system

Termer control
exerted through
the market for
technology

Rise of Farm bureaus
at the local level

Farm Bureaus federate into
a national pressure group,
and are replaced as local
pro/tram planning bodies by
county advisory councils

Farmer participation in
extension program planning continues

4. Structural
linkages among
the research
utilization
system's
ccaponents

Linkages between
land-grant colleges and agri-

County agents fors
linkage between
farmers and research-

cultural experi-

ers

Extension specialist role
added to improve linkage
between county agents
and researchers

!asearchers and specialists now linked to agribusiness firms, and
through county agents, to
non-farm audiences

Total number of extension
*toff triple during 30year period from 5,000 to
15,000, while number of
farmers decrease

Decline in county-level
extension staff, while
state specialists increase in numberst.about
500 farmers porigricul*sure' extension agent.

lw A 'Critical
'mass of "new
technology'

Little; concentrated in the,;.
private sector

2. A research
sub-systma
oriented to
utilization

. A high degree
of client contact by the
linking sub- /.

space

'

sent stations

Little regularized contact of
agricultural
excerts with
farmers

County agents established in almost
'every county in the
U.S. About 2,700
farmers per agricultural agent.

Continued

itt Testmeres in

he Agricultural
xtension Model

. A "spannable
social distance across
each interface
between eumponents An the
spites

. Evolution as
a complete
:jolters

. A high degree
of control by
the system
over itit ti

environment

Eras in the Development of the Agricultural Extension Model in the U.S.
Recent
Growth
Institutionalisation
!re-Ixiension
(About 1455 tothe prole
(Abont 1925-about 1955)
(1911-about 1925)
(1862-1910)
No- affective

contact between
researchers and
farmers

County agent. link
effectively with
their farm audience

Little previous
agricultural research until
land-grant colleges and agricultural experiment stations are
established

County agent established ns a new
linking sub-system

Land-grant collcges enjoy
public support

Involvement of local
Perm Bureaus in supporting extension
services; county
agents have high credibility for farmers

Extension specilists

Greater extension effort

Added in order to link
county agents with
researchers

onzen-farm topics and
audiences. but with Ism

Extension specialists
arise as another new
part of 'the extension
system

Extension continuos aim
familiar lines ofpriput
cation; but adds wider
.
scope to program

success than in technics
agriculture -

se

/

-
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Support /or appropriadmit from ArBlt

(American Pare.
Bureau Federation)

Cooperative Extension
Service given credit by
public for the "saricultural revolution"

Following ate our mein conclusions aboUt the4shiSing and staging
of the agricultural extension iodei.

1. A considerable period of tint; (more then.50.years) see
reehired for the development of the agriculturec extension
modal.
2.

Over this period, many vary important chaiges octurria

in tist'agriniiltural ex,ension model (e.g., the additiiin of eteie

extension specializts, aides, etc.)'.
3.

The sericulture" research sub-:ysiem erew Sit also to

parap.el With the extension services from 1916 to eh.
present,
rather than adding a dissemituition system on to an orgeniked

body of Completed reseradh findings in agriculture.'
4

4.

Organizakional proceduree exist and are encouragedlor

the feedforward sensing of farmers' needs and probleMs, 'which
provide a relatively rapid' turn-around (by promiding research -based

information to solve theism ne, partly through the existing
store of already-completed research.
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III.

Elements of Educational Extension

Thetooperative Extension Service in agricultere has served as a
model fors RAD delivery systems in many non-agricultural settings, and

education is no exception.

Two programs in particular have drawn

heavily on the agricultural analog:

the y..S. Office of Education's

"Pilot State Disseination Project" (1970), and the 0E/NIE-sponsored
"National Diffusion Network Program" (1974).

'these experimental programs,

together with the existing institutional performers and users of educe,tionil R&D, are the buildidg*blocks from which an educational ROD?
systii appears most likely to develop.

The purpose of this section is

to describe the current status of these foundation elements and to set

the stage for a dis6ussioa ofmtaging and phasing issues in the further
development of an RDDF system for education.

Prdsent Status of the RDDF System
Following the simplified four-level model described in Figure 3, the
existing elements of the educational RDDF system can be described as
I

follows.*
1.

The R&D Performing Elements
a. R&D performers:'performers of educational R&D include researchers

from universities and colleges; nonprofit institutions; state and
local governments; profit seeking organiza-ions; and private
"individuals*,

apparently hi-

Between 1965 and 1974, a rather dramatic'shift
ken ?lice among these performers, with the

*Based on data contained in the 1976 Databook.
- 19 -
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college end university share of funded research deellming from 77
percest to 29 percent, while nonprofit Snstirotes have risen
in 4mpefrtance from 10 percent to 54 percent.
t

'Between therm,

;

these two cleeees of performers share?. 83 percent of all educe:,tional RED,funds in 1974.

The tlirAe remafaIngpiXfOraers 'shared

bout equally in the balance.of the funds*
-

b. .R&D personnel and_eeployment patterns: Unfortunately, statistics
cneducational-N&D manpower have not kept pace with, those on
institutional

1; thus it is difficult to tell conclUsively
. /

whether the dramatic shift in performers nc"rd above his been
assamiated with a change in the type of personnel ding the R&D.
NIElreports that in 1965, 64 percent of all educational B4D
persornel were employed by colleges and unpiersitigiq. 16 percent
were, employed by school systems; and the remainder were

IL

among government agencies, 'foundations, and miscellaneous other
organizations.

NIE statisticaalso show thit educational researchers

numbered between 8,000 and 12,000 in 1974.

Thee researcherr

*are affiliated with three major professional societies:

the

American Educational Research Association ,(AERA); the American

Psychological Association (APA); and the American Sociological
Assouaition (ASA)`..

When data on 'pa/eicipants id in AeRk professional

mtetings and the R&D performing populationlere compared over time,
it appears that the current population of research performers ate
not an deeply involved in professional associatons an was the case
ten year's -ago,

Thu4 we speculate that the communication of

-or research results may be shifting away frog traditional
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"professional" patterns.

Whether this apparent shifris real

deserves confirmation; through research.

Additionally, if the

shift is real, the guest-ion of whether 4.has been accompanied
by an increase in research communications between the 'new breed"
of performers (i.e., nonprofit research institutes) and.the user

systm-deserves careful investigation.
Users of educational R&D products:

In this analysis, teachers

are considered to be the end users of RDDF system products, with
students assumed to be the ultimate beneficiaries.

This is in

keeping with the.shricultural'extension syitem analog, where
farmers are considered the end users ofiinntavations developed
thrOugh agricultural R&D.

VIE reports that the 1975 user

population consisted. of 2,368,000 individual instructors working

in 106,797 schools which were administratively organized into
17,238 school districts.

The trend for many years has been

toward consolidation of school districts in an effort to increase

admlistrative efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

According to

VIE, prisly 300 to 350 of thenation's 17,238 school districts

-

maintain R&D offices, and only 16 percent of the 1965 professional
R&D researcher population was employed by ,school districts.

Similarly; in 1974; researchers employed by local school systems
,participated in "ewer than 7 percent'of the professional events

\at AERA conferences and conventions.

While lack of'travel funds

and/or released time could limit such participation, nevertheless
it 'seemi clear that the ;educational research performers have

r
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limited contact with RDDF users.

The ratio of potential users

to tots' R &D perfofmers is roughly 200:1.

The ratio of potential

users to readily accessible R&D performers (i.e., those employed

by LEAs) is roughly 1,400:1.

More intereitingly,,since only
.

about 350 of the approximately 17,000 school districts maintain
R&D offices, it appears that users in 95 percent of the nation's
_

school districts have no opportunity for very direct contact with
educational R&D performers.

It is obvious, then, thAt-the R&D feedforward function ix the
current RDDF syst&iq (as regards the perceived deade of teachers)
is heavily dependent on indirect linkages between users and. R&D
performers.

The R&D dissemination and utilization (reduction

of research results to practice) is similarly, dependent on
indirect linkages.

Thus, a further examination of the indirect

linkages between R&D performers and users isifundamental to
understandin:

ossibilities for further evol tion of the s stem.

One additional characteristic of theRDDV user population seems
important in light of the limited contacts between R&D users
and performers.

In those few cases where up performers are

located within LEA's, it appearR that they are administiatively
attached to district level R&D offices, and. thus may be accessible
to teachers primarily through the district superintendent's
office.

It has been our observation, however, that teachers

find few opportunities or excuses to interact with district-4evel
staf "personnel with the openness and regularity needed to foster
inn vation.

Additionally, research by CarlsoX (1965) has shown
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that the attitudes and behavior of key (administartors are important

influences on the adoptio4 of research-based innovations by
teachers.

More0er, ,Secondary teachers are usually specialized

by 'Subject matter,,while kribary teachers often are not.

These

Observations .Suggest thatas in the agricultural extension
system, specialized researcher- user - intermediaries may be required
,
,

at the LEA levelto promote.RDDF effectiveness.° The agricultural'
,extension service, by using agents specialized in, 4-H club work,

home economics, and various subfields of agriculture, has been
effective in minimizing the social distance between potential
users and "agents," thus eahanciAg system utilization.

7

Seireral other characteristics of the teicher/user.are notable
fcT out-purposes.

One is that his (Orsher) R&D information environ-

mAnt if very diffuse.

NIE has noted that educational R&D has

no'crominant journal,'and instead reports research results in more
than 2,000 periodicals.

Readership patterns among teachers are

not known to us at. this writing, but they would be helpful to
know.

It'appears to us that an important information channel

to teachers regarding innovations is in-service training programs
and other release-time activities.

However, House (1974) found

that teachers often fail to follow through in the classrq7 on
innovations which they were
or demonstrations.

"std on" in special training-programs

We have previously noted,that educational R&D

conferences and -profaspioaal meetings are seldom attended by LEA
employees.) Similarly;" we presume that teacher conferences may.'

,
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also be spar, ly attended by researchers.

Thus, it Am.:Pears that

/

.R&D prodCta- are delivered to teachers primarily as new or
revise

curriculum packages embodied inmaterials published by

comm'ercai firms.

Finally, it is clear that the reward structure.for. teachers is '
ar

st,pstantially different from that affecting farmers.
The independent
,n
farmer seeks to raise profitable crops and animals in an environment

with a large random element affecting his success.
.

He has histori-

cally fought to reduce his vulnerability v) weather conditions'

of over-production by forming cooperatives to control supplies and
prices, and by lobbying for government price supports.
are largely economic.

His rewards

4

-The 'teacher also has economic gnals,'sitch

as job security and protection against salary erosion, and.,soietimes

affiliates with unions to attain such goals.

But-teachers undoubtedly

f
obtaifi other satisfactions from their work which might make

economic rewards of secondary importan ce, perhaps even more win
.
,

the current period when two -income.families are common.

It may

thus be very, importantto investigate-the strength, of the'dOmmitments
teachers to the activities, of their job-relatOd professional

associations and unions before assuming that such organiations

3

.

could do for the educational.RDDF.what the Farm-Bu0reaus did for
0

.

the agricultural extension service.
In summary, teachers need to be viewed As the adc*seiis and'
,

users of RDDF system products, but also ras important sturFed" of

ideas and information

ao

about educational R&D'flaeedte
6

B

.

r
r
6

10

,o
0

.
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elas9rdom level.

Opportunities for direct interaction between

R&D,performers and teachers are few.' The adaptation of R&D ,
products to classroom environments has been largely to chance

until recently.* Aggregate-level indicators of the "health"

-4

-of the educational enterprise, sucPt as standardized test scores,.

college performance, ptc., need to be linked to tea hing/learnihg.

./
activities in the_classioom.
O

Thus a central challenge in the

educational RpDF system's evolution is understanding the role
of the teacher in the innovation process, and providingreward
;

.

structures for effectiventeraction atong.feachers, R&D performers
and the linking elements in tte system.

2. Linking Elements
Two types of linkage syetems appear to be impoitant to the successof'

an

educational RpDF system:' administrative linkages among the

hierachy of agencies which provide'sponsorship and political support
for the system; and fdnctional linkages among the userl, and Performers
of educational R&D.

Presumably, theNMMinistrative.hierachy should

provide the spoigsorship and resources needed-to.establish'and maintain

the functional elements in the system.
a.

Hierarchical linkages:

Sponsorship of educational R&D rests

heavily with the federal government,

provided an estimated

.

$470 million of R&D funds in FT '75.** State governments provided

*NIE repprts.an emerging trend towsrd the development of complete
Mutational "packages" by some R&D_performers.
//Based on OMB estimates;'See NIE 1976 Databook.

101
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an estimated $40 milliOn, while local government agencies
,provided $4 million.

Interestingly, while private foundations

unlike government agencies, have no legal responsibility for

ft.
Ova

education, they provided an estimated$57 million for R&D in
i.

FY /'75.

Thus, private foundationecontributed'more than state

and local governments combined.

Not - for - profit research

itutes provided between $3 million and $25 million of
.
.

.

eddi ional R&D funds in FY '75.
It is difficult to determine what proportion:of edudatignal.
-R &D expendifdrhs are in support of research versus supporting

the eleMents of the linking system.

NSF' figures, which do not

purport to include the-funding of dissemination and utilization
activities, show total federal obligations of $157.8 milli n
FY '75.

OMB figures, which ,include experimental arid demon tration

projects and dissi6ination and evaluation'activities, were

$429.8 million in FY '75.

It is difficult to preci;ely interpret

i..

.

.

the differences.betweev, these two figures.

'

Clearly, they suggest

that the federal goVernmont is supporting the dissemination' and

ta

utilization functions a

.e

substantial level, and that the

dtat and local share is'considerably less.

4

For-comparison purposes, it is noteworthy that in FY '75, federal
"a.

agricultural research expenditures were $300 million, and the

COOperative Ext4nsion Service cost/an additional $450 million,
of which 40 percent came from federal sources, 40 percent frot
.41

state sources and 20 percent from local sources.
.
.

0

a
19 2

Thug it appears

41.
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I

that t

4.

cooperative features of the agricultural extension

system h ve resulted in a greater sharing of the costs of the
delivery system than is the case in education.

Political constituencies, particularly the Farm Bureaus, which

,.

.

coalesced to transcend, the federal-state-local hierarchy,.were

important elements in the evolution of the Cooperative Extension
Service.

In education, it appears that such groups as the School

Stddy,Councils represent potentially important sources of political
support for extension activities at-the local levels

Whether

_

_

their°interests extend to lobbying for needed legislation and

earmarked funds at the state and federal levels remains an open
?

,queption.
1):

Functional linkages:

ti

Federally- supported institutions inrthe

RDDF inking system include 13.R&D centers, 8 educational laboratories,
and the 16 ERIC clearinghouse's.

These regional institutions are

designed to provide a'nationwide base for the performance of
educational R &1, the testing and evaluation of R &D proddcts, and

thedisseminational of research results.. State level R&D funding
is apparently much( lower than at the federal leyel.

State support

for the RDDF infrstructure included the maintenance of 146
General Educational Information Centers is 36 states; 51:Special
Educational Information Centers in 31 states; 208 teacher centers:

-in.38 states; and p9 educational libraries at colleges and
universities in all 50 states.

Additionally, the aforementioned

School Study Cpuneils,pioneered by Professor Paul Mort, currently
number 70 across 30 states.
p

3

o
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NIE further reports that 29, of the 38'states
which have formal
eddCational RDD&E functions receive
R&D funds from the federal
government for development, demonstrateon.,
os. evaluation functions.

dissemination, and

Such fynds may be further allocated on a

formula basis to some of the 350 local school
districts in the

nation which maintain R&D offices.
As noted earlier, few R&D performers have frevent,
"in-situ"
0

contact with teacheS.

Thus, linking persons as well as linking

institutions in the educational RDDE are important featurds
to
be developed`:- 'Two majtit:

efforts hive been-made in recent years

to experiment with educational
district level.

linking agents at the local school

These tyro experiments, the Office of Education's

Pilot State.DisseminatioriProject, and the OE/NIE National

Diffusion Network Prcgram, are discussed in detail in the
following sections:

Educatiop is very decentralize& in,the U.S., with much
innovation decision-makin4 at the level of the local school
district or in the state department of education.

AgriCultural

research and extension is also very decentralized to the local and
State level; climatic and soil conditions, which
are related to
agricultural production, are very heterogeneous Eros state,
to state,
V

and even from country-to

country.. Educators believe that school

children, schools,Snd communities are very heterogeneous,
and

ifthey are correc, the educational RDDF system may also need to
4

yS

be decentralized in nature.

04

,r
THE U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION PILOT PROJECT
__.

WITH EDUCATIONAL EXTENSION AGENTS

The U.S. Office of Education (OE), until the late 1950's, was a, very
small group of subject - natter specialists, administering a few small programs
The

of assistaricelto state education agencies (SEA'S) for limited purposes.

°

National Defense Education Act of 1958 marked-the beginning of the growth of °.
OE into a major organization, but it was not until the Elementary and Seco
ary Education Act of 1964 (ESEA) that thereal spurt occurred.--In-two, years
OE quadrupled in size,, and took over a Wholg new range'of functions and

powers of regulation and control in education.
Title IV of the ESEA created a new program of education research grants,
and the OE reorganization Of 1965 set up a Bureau of Research (BR) to administer this activity; it contained divisions of elementary education research,
higher education research, vocational education research--in short, it

tras

to 1erve as the research arm of the other component bureaus of OE, which
accordingly had no research programs of their own.

The suddenness of the

growth of these research activities, and the creation of ,BR,-did not allow
OE to develop a fully rational plan for the effective utilization of its
research funds.- Instead, for several years BR was'content to fund the
)

proposals that were received, since, there were few resourceighstraints.:

By the late 1960's, with the beginning of federal funding cutbacks, BR
moved to a "centers of excellence" concept, creating a setof R & D centers
and 20 "regional educational laboratories" to orient research activities
toward developing educational innovations.

However, there was still no

utilization plan, aid relatively little monitoring to see what use was being

made of the cente

so created.,

One of the activities emerging from this period of retrenchment in the
research function was

computer-based research cataloging system called

"Educational ResourceS%Informatipn Center" (ERIC). 'Patterned on successful
.

systems such as the National Library of Medicine, ERIC is an information
system that wg;"eXpected to amass research results in order to expedite
searches by users.

ERIC was essentially a passive resource, but it

represented a step toward applying research 'results to particular problems;
,

,,,,

A useful review of, the various research-to- practice' linkage systems in
the field of U.S. education is Butler-Paisley and Paisley (1975).
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- 30 at least it facilitated determining which areas and topics had teen
studied.
The ERIC system was implemented through a series of 17 clearinghouses

thrqp9hout the country, and was centrally managed by BR's Division of
-

Educational Technology. 'Today there are 16 ERIC clearinghouses with federal
support totalling, abdUt $3 to $5 million annually.
.11b BR's efforts' began to be more closely scrutinized on.utilization

criteria in,a period of declining resources, attention turned
increasingly
io ERIC, one of the most solid products of the whole.
educational research
effort. While it-was a resource of unquestioned value, it was clear that
fir
itwas 11.15t being tapped.to anywhere near the
degree that it might be

The

copi, effort, and skills necessary for teachers
to use ERIC simply was

greater'than they could afford.

An evaluation survey of ERIC users in 1970
by Frey (1972)' found that.62 perceht of the users were college students.

Only 21 percent of the users were teachers.,
6

In 1970,the reorganization'of OE broke up the old Bureau of Research,
end ERIC became part of the-new National Center for EducatiOn Comm
cation.. '0
NCEC deterMined that a concentrated effort to increase the use of research
resources should be tested, and accordingly began the '%Pilot State Dissemination Project" in 1970', based explicitly on the agricultural extension
model, even to the name "educational extension agents."

From the beginning,.

,.the main thrust of this approach was to increase the utilization of ERIC.
The pilot project was fairly small-scale, limited to.seven areas in
three states. Each area had a full-time "educational
extension agent"
assigned to it, who. visited the schools in the area (consisting ofone
or
more school districts) to 'find teachers who had'problems about whidh there
-might be research solutions.

In each of the three state education agencies,
there was an.infOrmation retrieval SpeCialistToi-group) who took the

requests brought in:by'the extension agents and searched the resource bank
(primarily ERIC) for appropriate references. When such information was
identified, the agent would convey it to the requestor.

The agents also
played a variety of consultative ioles, depending on their particular
expertise. The most significant part of the, experiment;
however, was the
use of the educational extension agents as intermediaries between 'ERIC aid
the potential users (mainly teachers).
1

Care was given to avoid setting up

an "experitige gap" between users and the information system.*

Further,.

In fact, Sieber (1973b) concludes that a crucial factor in the acceptance.
of the educational extension agents was their similarity in subject knowledge
and organizational 'rank _with their

teacher-client106

-

t
Os

.

.

.the agent%client ratio

buildings and 100 to

was reasonableWith'about five to.ten,school

20hers per Agent.

The role of:the educational extension agent was largely
developed J;PI
the individual gccupyin6 the position, and each of
the seven agentsoper,
ated iomewhat.differently
The
0E.acents
were
.
note, directly a part of the
6
organization to which their services were_being rendered;
the OB "clients"':
were teachers and school administrators, while the
educational extension'
-aunts vere-identified as- personnel- employed by the ,state
0

-

education'

agency. .The educational extension,agehts''"authorityr
.was-thus,consultive,

'

and demanded a rather astute MiXture of ratiSnal
prob'em- solving and
interpersonal relations to build appropriate Working
connections with
the schools and teachers with' whoM thRy Worked.
WhatNas needed was a
degree of informal manipulation of the
power structures in the local
school systems; most of the agents became very
adept at this ability
during the pilot project. This lack,pf official
power, was a positive
factor in increasing, the acceptance of the agents' service;'not
only
0
were certain intraorganizational
dynamics avoided; but the agents had
to "try harder," rather than relying QD the system to
see them through.
0
The right,of the client to define his needs and
choose his solutions
meant that the educational extension agent was not held
responsible if
he provided."bad information," and'this
needs-prientation was an impOrtant
factor in the teachers' acceptance of the extension
agents (Sieber, 1973b).'
The Of5ite of Education sporisored
a full-scale evaluation of the"
project while it was underway (thil-ough the Bureau
of Applied Social
Research at Columbia University).
The evaluaticp,in the'OE pilot project
was generally'positive, in0,cating that the Presence of the agent's
in thetarget areas had indeed led to a much geater utilization
of ERIC than
.

.

.

existed-in-nun- Let et-erea't7"W'tHaTIEFe-Fe-s-uits

of the service were
generally satisfactory to the teacher recipients (Sieber,
1973a and'1973b;
Sieber and Louis, 1973; Sieber et al., 1972).*
A number of specific gUidelines for a larger -scale
program emerged
from theevaluation, particularly in terms of. administrative
and,support

One federal official who was involved with thib
program suggests that
the evaluatiphs may have been less critical than 4served
due to modest
initial expectations about program accomplishments.

107
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However, several

questions about the reasons for yari-

.

atiOns in utilization rates remained a mystery and resulted in uncertainty
and debate about the likely success,of an expanded version of the educe.
tional'extension program.

Because Of this uncertainty,, plans for a

nationl'excansion
of educational extension agents, which were 4V-eloped
c.
late in 1971, were finally shelved.41A plan for a 'more modest experimental
expansion of the system was developed in order to resolve key questitIng-.
underlying the debate over its_potential_ succesi as.a.national program.

This experimental program was never implemented,,apparently because of

lossof key agency personnel and shifting agency priorities.
.

The strategy at HEW in 1971 called for services such as disseminatial

a

to be developed and financed

I

state education agencies througffrevenueu,-

e.

,sharing and other mechanismt, rather than through federal project grant
.funds.

The,experience with revenue,- sharing to date, howeve?, doeg "not,
e

indicate that innovative programs such as an extension netiptk,are,

often supported bythese funds.

ai

State agencies appareAtly are hard -

pressed by competing demands for revenue-sharing funds from established
programs.

Until 1974, the notion of a national educatiOnal, dissemin ation

.

_

system rem4ned a,gooa idea whose time had not yet come.
1,

We shalil-des-

tribe; in the following section, the National, Diffusion itdtwork,Prograir,

.

.

\

.,

ttat'eventually emerged in 1074, and show?hoviit built upon .fibme of the'
c
.
.

,

experiences in .the earlier attemptiat educational extension..
-

.

.

The

ducitional extension aunts
were oriented to, respond to.uier
.
.
f
A
P .
In fact, one evaluator's Briticisms of
e':educational extension
,

,.'

....

.

-

.

,.4.

,

P

-

agent wogram was that it remained almost exclusively responsive; and
.-

made little effort to "
,'"

.

agnosp"prdb mk.and to help aactively-ietAi.

definition of needs.

Thisashort-co
.

I

(that the OE pilot program cbegalLw

motintion.

-

.

occurred in spite ofthe:fiCt
1

..

:0-

"increase -the:-Use-of-ERIC"

By operating in this responsive mode, the OE extensfim
..

..

agents enjoyed a high level of acceptance with their clients.
N.,

SeVeral observers,
including those who conducted the forillal,evalua.
.

.

\

tions, commented that a majgr departure of the educational extension,

.

agent program from the traditional agricultural extension model is that
.

..

the pcktential "adopters" Of the research results, were in the educdtional

-

.

Case located in orcanizationalrathet than indiyidual settings.
.-.

Teachers

are organized in schools, while farmers'actlmainly 'as Individuals: thus
.-

0

1p8

.1.

is

i

,

.

-33organiiational)dynamics enter into the educationaI-adoption decisions,
as well as intlividukl.criteria. While this organizaional aspect
was
involved to a degree, the educational extension agents operated in a

rz

climate fairly close to that of the agricultural extension model.

Itiany,

research findings in education can be utilized effectively by an individ-

ual teache4 relatively few needs which

1.1rfaced through a mechanism

°such as the educational exten4cin agents required system-wide action to
implement- an innovation.

.In a peculiar sense, the lack ofclearAsearch planning in the
original educational research effort may have made it easier to utilize
the resultd., Leaving the topics to be researched-primarily to the
interests of the researchers 'led to considerable concentration on indiVidual lassroom experimentation, rather than the more difficult school
system

evel analysis.

As .we have seen, it is primarily for this class-

room-oti&ned research that most opportunities for utilization exist.
Thus the body of research with which the educational extension agents
had, to deal was,at the outset fairly usable and relevant to the potential
adopters,

In the case of educational research where the parallels with the
cultural situa on are not-stretched too thinly, the use of the
agricultural ext4hsi n model provided an alleviation of'softe of the more serious

diffiCU14es in research utilization.

,

The Office of Education did. hot

ite grasp the total scope of the-agricultural extension mbdel; they only
imple
ted a system to diffuse existing innovations (based on prior
research) to
ers but failed to establish.a research utilization system
that also included
by which users -' needs could, be translated into
research-problems through
edf?rward activities. To make q metaphor,'OE
,.established an extension servic

but" ot the other'combonents of the land
grant collebe/aoricultural experiment
atiOn/extensioh service complex.
Perhaps, the OE attempt at extending the agr

tural extension model would
have been relatively more successful if they had
emented the entire

research utilization complex, instead of merely the inno
coinponent.

tion-diffusion

But such'a broader scope would have involved much

-

eater

costs and necessitated major restructuring Of the organization, without
any. guarantee of additional success.

f

,
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ATIONAL DIFFUSION NETWORK.PROGRAM
.

A different approa h to ,the diffusion

'

f education innovations was begun
by the U.S. Office of Education, with some minimum assistance fromthe
o_

National' Institute of Education (NIE) in 1974.6

It is ealledthe "National

Diffusion Network Program" (NDN), and represents several'imimrtant changes
and modifications from (1) the agricultimal extension model, and (2) the
edUcationa1 extension agent pilot project of the early 1970's, which directly

influenced the diffusion strategies followed by the National Diffusion
Network Program. The most important of the
4rategies are:
1. The source of educational innovations
are developer/demonstrators
,

(D/D's), local schools or school teachers that invent and deyelop a new
idea, perhaps with some assistance from technical experts like-college

professors, R'& D laboratories, or commercial spppliers.

In order to become
a DID, a description of the innovation (that has been developed by the potential D/.
is submitted;along with evaluative evidence of the innovation's relative
advantage, to an expert committee in Washtngton called the Joint
Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP), composed of OE and NIE staff.
Once approved by
this committee, the innovation is considered a "validated practice."
In
July 1974, when the National Diffusion Network Program waslaunched,
D/D'A were approved and funded; six more were added in 1974-75; and 3.
more
in 1975, making," total of 73 validated and OE-funded innovations. In
addition, 50 or more other innovations (and D/D's) were approved, but
not
funded by OE.
e

Obviously, the emphasis onlocal.schools as inventots/developers in'the
National Diffusion'Network Program reflected a shift in OE thinking away
from expert R & D sources of educational innovations,

and recognized the
greater credibility attached to a D/D's innovation by other school personnel
A
'in, the target audience.

Also, the relatively large number Of innOvationsincludedin the, program (73 funded; about 120 that were validated), and their "0

NIE was created in 1972 .with a goal of reforming. educational practice
the,11.S. (Clark and Guba, 1974) . At the same times hoO:ever, OE also,
continued' with.
dissemination activities.

in

.'
Altbough'in mid-1975, the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development was connected to the'NDN Program in order to offer certain
technical assi4,tance.

a

.- 34
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.6

Wide variety, implied an abandonment of the previous assumption in the field
of education that certain "standard",innovations (like teem teaching,
programmed instruction, teacher aides, videotape cassettes, etc.) could each
be promoted to all public schools.

Most of the 73 innovation , in fact, are

apiropriatelyapplicable only to certain schools that have ce_ ain tommon
problems..

The main focus on the bottom-up development of innovations in the NDN
approach is made.workable by the role'of the Joint Dissemination' Review
,.

.

:

:

Panel, which screeps out inappropriate educational innovations from the
.

.

diffusion network.

Thus technical expertiseis still brought to bear at ,a
,_

point where it can be most useful (in innovation screening), even though -

such R & D expertise plays fly a minor role in creating the educational
innovations. by the D/D's). ,In fact, the 120 validated practices were

out of about 300 submitted°6 the JDRP.

sele

The chairman of the JDRP, a Deputy Commissioner of OE,- stated:

"In

the best it was enough to say a program was effective if someone visited it
and came back saying, 'The parents love it; the kids love it; and I saw'it

andA looked good'" (Neill, 1976).

This official feels thtt school

,

,

personnel now demand "hard" evidence that an innovation can be advantageous
it replicated_in another site, that changes in cognitive scores or in atti-

4( are notdue.to the Hawthorne Efgect, or to
tudes claimed for the innovation
a particular setting and a particular teacher.

Further, JDRP requires that

each potential D/D provide cost data so that a future adopter can knot:
approximately what resources will'be necessary for materials, training, and
-

.additIonal staff if the innovation is adopted.
'2.
'

,

1

When a D/D's innovation is validated, the D/D may be provided with

,federal funds by OE to provide training about the innofation. to potential

adopters, to produce, brochures and other mass media messageS,about,the

innovation, and, generally, to.become a demonstrator for the innovation
(hence the title "deireloper/demonstratOr").

-

Potential adopters can ;Asa

the D/D to observe the innovation_in use and to discuss it with DID staff,
t

who, as-might be expected, often display a missionary enthusiasm for their.
innovation:.

The DID staff may wren demonstrate the innovation at the \

potential adopter's site, or a
3.

a third s'
e.
,

As Figure 4 shows, " acilitato" are provided to link the D/D's

with "adopters."

The, fa

litators are the equivalent of the county exten-

sion agent in the agr ultural ektension model, and of the educational
- ,

9

Expected Further Diffusion

Formal.Linits of the National Diffusion Network Program

$

IP/

DevaimriDemonsfrator
ed, and
about 30 nonfundeibet validated
innavaticemY

S

Facilitators
(About 77 Facilitator
Projects)

Adopters3

Adopters2

Adopters,
About 130 Validated
Educational Practices

Secondary
Diffusion,

etc

Tertiary
Diffysion

.

PARADIGM-.01r"THE OE's(NATTONAL DIFFUSION NETWORK

FIGURE 4
.

"
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.

extension agent in OE's educational digs-

..,,:s

-.

ation pilot project in the early

.
,

1

.

4

197O's... "The facilitators pdere-federall
.

funded in 1974 through OE grants to

,

;,.
:1'

'

. gibouti 77 projects, each

a staff

1,',4th

f from one to ten facilitators who

.

41eife rsponsibIe for linking the '73/ /D's with potential adopters in all or

.

.
4..

,

-..eartift a state.'
it;

These facilitator projects were mostly funded for the

-- 'one-leff pellOd'tO,June 1975 (with the postlbility Of further funding one thee
basis :if their,demOnstrated eff/-tiVeness),--2The-responsibilities of the

ficili tors include (1) assi

g the D/D's in their area, (2) identifying.

: adqpters -that represent-a r. ge of local school conditions (such as rural,

subatban:land-urban co
..'

es), for Idhichtne of the 73 validated practices

are'aPpiidabiei and (3)

the

aware of

innovatio

vation, adopting it
g%.

,

,

4

visiting the D/D, receiving training about the inno-

And diffusing,it"to

ther adopters.

The facilitator

,

.,,.

has a rather qop
..

ssising such adop ers in their area in beComing

/

7

est,client ratio-(for' example, the facilitator project in'

/

,

the 'state of 1, chigan serves about 117,000 public school teaching personnel),,
j

,

\

but this r

with the
tions

c

o, becomes more realistic because (1) the facilitator only works

3 funded innovations, and the'50 non-funded but validated innova-

(2) among a iodest number of identifieddopters, and (3) the facili-

tato is assistedby,the D/D's staffs in diffusion activities.

,.-.
,

4.- Some, adopters (tee Figure 4) sign an "adoption agreement" Frith their
,

acilitatpr (about two-thirds do not), indicating their intention to adopt
the validated Otactice.

Occasionally the adopter,is provided With funds

from OE through their facilitator to offset travel costs forlhe adopter to
travel to the biD to observe the innovation, to purchase release time in
order to receive training about the innovation, and/or to. purchase materialt
,

required to adopt and implement the ,innovation."' As'bf September lt 1975,

/

e were,an estimated 1,000 formal adoption agreeMents, and upwards of

.1.

'2,000 adopters.'

Obviously, as Figure 4 indicaye/ s, a secondary diffusion
o'

The '77 facilitator projects were located in 36 states by the end of 197
in the remaining 14 states, SEA't were provided some federal funds under,a
separate ESEA authorization to carry oucertain of the facilitator activities.
The number of facilitator projects decreased to 60 in.1976 -77 due to changds
in funding and in OE policies.
...-/

.

,

.

*Actually, the direct funding of the Adopters]. was discontinued in 1975,
and some facilitators then provided limited financial assistance.
-,

"'An adopter is.defined as a local schOol that has learned about an innovation (by seeing'Tdemonstrition, undergoing training,' etc.), implemented
it in-the school system, andwipresied an intention to continue using the
innovation for a reasonable-period.

't
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a

.

P

a.

0

Adopters24 etc.

0

,

.

t

from the Adopters]. schools is expected, a',f

I

.0,

ark' diffusion from the

The exact extent' of SuCh'S

and tertiary diffusion

,

bas,not yet been determined, and'it is still rather early for such further /
'diffusiOn to have occurred a/ t the present writing.°

are provided only to

!' Adopter incentives"

'

.

Adoptersi, thus ensuring _that most Schools do ..not

adopt_ the innovations unless they are'percived as:appropriate to their own
felt needs (Clark' and Guba, 1974).
,

5.

11111'

a

A considerable degree of re-invention .and riodification of the D/D's

innovatio

is encouraged on the part of the AdoptersOs they

it the inno-

//

-

vation to their-actual school conditions.

fh some cases; it basbeen noted

.

that, the Adopter]. may're-label the D/D's innovation, evenwhen its form hhs

:4

riotteen modified:to any considerable degree, suggesting thatthe Adoi4eri
may be motivated to give the appearance of modification for psychological,,
egoistic, or socio-political reasons.
6.

The'National Diffusion Network Program, as shown Previously, empha- t

sizes training of the adopters about the innovation and providing in-person,
on-site assistance as important mechanisms of diffusion.

4

TO this extent,

there -is aparallel to the early agricultural extension work by county
agents.
7.

The Programalso is nationwide in scope (as indicated hy.its name),

retptkthan only being a pilot project of seven eddcationai extension agents
'in threi states, like its,prelecessor of the 1970's.'

And'the.funding of the

NDl iq,eonigerable,about $16 million during its first two years of opera%

/tiOn.. Significantly, in states

ith-,facilitators; State edUcational

agencies (SEA's).pl y a relatively mind role in. the NDN Program.. ''Soutey':of

-

tbese'SEA's may, by means bf a 1975-initiated NIE program:of "state capacity.

buildinevrant*,_become broadly involved in other.dissemination activities.
8.

The NDN Program, as itsname also indicates, emphasizes formation.

of a cOmmunicatir network among peers that'links the D/D!...s...and Adopter's].

withcassistance from the facilitators.
"

-

Such a network

that the facilitator is at least partly freed froa major responaibiiityl
,fbr,expertise about the 73 innovations; the facilitator'is, thus mainly in

of building,,the network of peers, and allowing it yo diffuse the,
educational innovations.

'

,

,

.

,
.

.

.

At present, it'is too early to draw any conclusions about the relative
'success of the NDN Program.

An OE contract was awarded in mid-1975 to the
I
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t

."

-19Stanford Re search Institute foE evalm'ation of the Prograti, and the results

to date suggestthat the NDN was at least a modest success.
In any event, the NDN Program represents an ingenious attempt by the

J

OE to modify the agricultural, extension model to the particular organiza-

The\degree of modification of this

tional conditions of U.S. education.

model is much greater than in the educational extension agent program that
preceded the NDN program.

TheANDN Program is, as its name implies, a network linkace system for
Pe search utilization, one that seeks to conntct the producers and users

A

edutational innovations (ERIC 141d the School Study Councils also are'
oD

illustrative of this network linkage approach).

In the rel,tively few

years since itkinitiation in 1974, NDN has done little feedkorward needsensing for educational research.

Throu

their direct contacts with

e 60 state facilitators could have

,teachers and school administratOrs

perfOrmed this'feedforward function, It to date they have not.
Table 3 provides a comparison of certain aspects of the agricultural
extension model with the extension of educational innovations.

Summary

We conclude that attemptsto introduce one or two elements of the
agricultural extension model to non-agricultural settings can be viewed
as interventionist'lcts which should riot be undertaken without adequate
appreciation of the difficulties of social,interpretation.

Time and

resources required to permit these new functions tO'prove,their utility
-

.

and to become assimilated into the culture of the host system may be
easily underestimated.

Agricultural extension evolved and deVeloped its

The final report by Dr. John Emrich and his colleagues at the'StanfordResearch Institute has been reviewed.by the present authors, and is to
-,

be published' in mid-1977.
.

.

.

...,

**There are presently about 70 of these School Study-deun 'ls
each is mainly intended to facilitate,the exch
in the
of information about, educational innovations among the mem er.
ity
The late Professor Paul Mort at the Columbia Unit,
schools.
in
founding
these
councils'
and,
Teachers College, was instrumental
in fact, these councils provided most of the funding for the,
educdtional diffusion studies by Mort and hip student's in the
1940's and 1950's. There is a direct parallel to the School
Study Councils -in the,"agricultural improvemerit councils," ,whose
members were mainly gen lemen farmers,-and who today Sponsorcmost
ricultural fairs.
of the county and state
.

11'5
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Table 3.

Extension of the Agricultural Extension
Model to Education.

Aspects of the Agricultural
Extension Model

Extension and Application to
Educational Innovations

<vt'1,1_

Logils'Of adoption decision

IndividUal decides to adopt or
'reject an innoVatign.
e
4,

Systems or organizations (like
schools) often collectively
decide td adopt or rejedt
ind6vation(s),

2. Source of.nnovations

C

'Host of the innovations, are

develOped at R & D laboratories.

Most innovations come from universities, regional laboratories,
and commercial suppliers, but
some, new ideas are delkloped by
practitioners.

3.'Nho benefits by the innovation

Payoffs and gains are reli-tively early, visible, and
acquired by the adopter.

,

Payoffs and gains often talge.a
great deal of time (there is a
lapse between use and results).

4. Nature of the innovations

Technologies and their cogsequences are clearly understood by'tbe adopters.

The innovations are often nonmaterial, and theirsconsequances
are complex and izty not'be very
clearly comprehended by the
adopters.
.

'

a

S. Direction of communication flows
.

iliosC of the information about
.

innovations is top-down and
one,.sidedj. but it is presum-

ably'provided in answer to
needs.

,

Communication flows are becoming
more interactive, especially in
the National Diffusion Network
approach.
.

4

.\6. It ulementation

4

Clear-cut implementation of
thq innovation occurs.

Often unclear as to when implementation hasoccurred because innovations Tay .be vague "and general
in nature.

7. Client/change agent ratio
One tharige agent per 5001,000 farmer-clients, but

'many am reached only
indirectly.

One change agent maybe assigned to
serve,a large number of clients,
but in reality he/ghe can only work'
directly with a small numbert.,
k

116
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4

.

elaborate role structure and functions over a longeriod OU'rime.

'.

ExtedSioR specia ists emerged bedause-of fihe indreasing complexity
>i

and.sp'ecialization.withiR agricultural tesearch, a situation to which
county agents could not, respond withput diminishing their direct.
contacts with farmers, and thus reducing 'weir .effectiveness.

Extension

specialists thus emerged to fill this recognizable need, a need which
was backed yp by powerful supporters ofi ehe agrictltutal extension
0

system who could deliver the yotes.and theresources to make this
,

adaptation pospible.

,These observations, together pith the known

failure of mOdestlY-funded efforts to transplant specific elealntSOf1
the agricultdral extension model into other sectors, suggest that an
extension system approach, rather than a "county agent" ipproachw. needs
,
.

to be taken,and that a first consideration in

efining the elements

required for successful implementation is the ideptificarion of a

t

relatively homogeneous client group which can be contacted directly by
technically competent and trustworthy agents on a systematic basis.

The agricultural extension services begin with users' needs and
,

problems,.._and the system qerates to find useful information.to meet

these needs, while the 0Eiadtivities illustrate an opposite approach
of conducting research largely in answer to researchers' needs, and
then attempiting to find some use for the `results.

Naturally, the

research topics usually do not match up with users' Reeds. .An effective
-

research utilization system must begin with users' heeds, which are
-

monitored through feedforward
.

The U.S. Office of Education did not grasp the full scope. of the

a

p.

0
0

42 -L

4

I.

agricultural t/ttensipn model, as they perceived it as only an innovation

diffusionosystem rather-han a aMplete research utilization system.
0-2

In other'words, these federal Agencies ignored the°fect coe the gxtension)

servides are onlyo,one component in the land grant universl,ty/agricultural"-'
experiment station /extension service complex.

.

Q,

4

One main differenceibetween the agricultural extensionmodel and
the educational (and other)' programs that followed the model ardtibt

'ust that otential'adoters are nested in or:anizatibnal settins,
but that the nature of theannovationg to be adopted implies that an

individual cannot adopt without carrying the test othe organization
along with him,

.

(,,

_

The relative success of the extensions of the agricultural extension
.

...,

Mlortel is due to extensive modification of the model to.kit-its new
L. -'
,

)

_.

, .

application.

,.

-

:

4.3

C

0,h4

S

.

so.

, IV.

Staging and Phasing Issues
in an RDDF System for Education
g

,

It should

e clear /Nom the foregoing"thatthe present educational
.

system for

.

nnovation differs in many respects from that in agriculture.
*

A4

It differs structurally, with the educational RDDF system appearing
"top-heayy" in the number and nature of its national and regional centers.
The Cooperative Ektension Service Is an integrated system with the bulk
of its 10filities, personnel and decision-making authority residing at the
state and local level.
development.

They differ in maturity and in pattern of

The agricultural extension system is 66 years old, and it

has developed in an e olutionary pattern, with close linkages to users

-6ding theyrocess, and

.

olution of the. research components and'the

bureacratiCstiu&tUre.following.

The Cooperat4ve Extension' Service

developed out of user needs coupled to highly visible economic consequences
(

and was spurred by political activism amon g.powerfulelite sponsors of
the county agent idea.

Because of the,potential economic gains to be

Made from county agentry, an element of market competition*Was present
to help stimulate the widespread' diffusion of the approach.
The educational system is at a pre-extension state of devp lopmerit(See Table 2), lacking, the systematic connection between°the performers'
,

.

and users which the'County agent provided in agriculture flog 1911 forward.
-

On the other hand,-education is as advanced, if not more so, thangagricul
of
ture in the R &D performing and information storage /retrieval aspects
*
1
the system (see Figure 5). From our perspective; there is little doubt

that the 2otengial for rapid advances in the devglopment of*an integrated

RDDF,,systeMfor education lie in the addilIgn of improVed coupling elements'

-43-
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Figure 5.',Elements of the educational RDDF system.
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at the LEA'and SEA level, and inthe development of a sponsoring system
The following section describes the basis for this

for such activity..

.

,

interpretStion.
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Agricultural-and Educational Extension:
Comgarison pf Key Features
'

In

TaOlie 4, tfie'keifastures of the agricultural ext4nsion service
.

are compared-to-those of the extension efforts in education, as, represented

'

,

by the OE's:Pilot State D issemination Project, and its NatronarDiffusion

Vetvibik PrOgram. A quick ,comparison suggests that IY2's experimental efforts,

,

1

taken-collectively, have covered the seine ground in'all but twa areas:
.
A
qp educational RDDF ip not evolvinras'a cOmplete system; and it is%(consequently)
'

/'not ahlid- to exercise the

gree_of control 'over its environment that-may be

required foull development.

Thus,.while,the Farm Dureaut iobbied.fdr

support.at the county, state and federal levers as the agricultural exten.

sibn system evolved from a local to"lnationar organizatign, the educational
4
scene A,....
is,quite ifferent. Many of the elements' and insZittitions n eded for
,

-J

e;
0

the creation, storage and

)-A

,.

,

retrieval of educational' R,& D prodUcts
.

ist at

-

.

-..

' th6 national, regional' and state levels, but little support exists at the
..%

-

\

.

LEA level to facilitate extensive, reutiae contact between the teacher and
,

e
other elements of-the syste.

With the e

1

ptionlof thelacil..ibtor role
/

created by the National Ditfueion Network Pro

e counter a

'county_agent0.s seemingly absent,from the edu(

n scene,.

f the

Hot)ever, the

-

apparent "mode

suceessm-of.the NDN Program suggests that close worVig,

relations can be
'3 1.1

trates that

stablished at this level,

"inventions

does occur at Fhe LEA level in response to

.
,

°

Secondly, the NDN Progra

ti

perceived educational needs and

Ai
that '

otitors" are interested in seeing

.

their.ideas applied, adapted anti widely diffused.*
.....-

o

*

,

*

However, it lb also

true that the NDN Program) chile
a provid bg for "screening" of lotaliy,

)

7

*Whether such interest on the part of invent6Ft-is temporary or continuing
may depend, in part, on the'reward structure associated With successful
invention.

gee
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.
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Table 4. -Main features of the agricultural extension
system compared to those of its educational
extensions.
Main Features
in the.Agricultural Extension
Model

Cooperative
Extension
Service
(U.S.D.A.)

1. K critical
mass of new
technology'

Technology, with
a clear payoff,

& understandable
connebtions with
previous practice

2(A research
sub-system
oriented to
utilization
3. A high degree
of user control over the
research
utilization
system
.

Yes, due to
reward system
for
researchers

Educational
'Extension
Efforts

Natiohal
Diffusion.
Network

(OE)

(OE)

Technology
developed
from
practice

Technology
developed
from
theory

Xes,
i

No

conducted
by D/D's

_

Yes, through
county
planning
councils

4. Structural
linkages among
the research
utilization

Yes, as R&D
is

No

conducted
by D/D's

Yes, between
D/D's &
adopting
schools

Yes, with
help of
ERIC

Yes

7

,system's
components

5. A high degree
of client control by the
linking subsystem

Yes, agent:
client ratio
of 1:500

6. A "spannable"
social distance
across each
interface
between components in the system

Yes,

Yes

Yes

No

7.1volutipn,asa
complete system
8. A high degree
of control by
the system
over its
environment

Yes, in a
pilot project

Yes,.e.g.,
through the
AFBF

123

No

Reasonable
client
ratio

Yes, as both
D/D's and
adopters are
peers

'10as /

No
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developed practices to assure that they meet profesiional standards, does
not provide

a feedforward capability to the rLsearCh-performing elements

of the RDDF system.

Thus a third important feature which is,lacking in

the educational RDDF system emerges:

the linkage between practice-,based

technology and research-based technology.

The recent emergence of not-

r-profit and commercial firms as developers and disseminators of innovative
educational materials introduces an interesting new strategic element into
.

this part of the system. _Some of these firms are seeking to develop and
commercially exploit educational technology, and thus represent a potentially
'important source of, financial rewards for researchers or practitioner/inventors
"who create improved educational products, materials or practices.

Whether

the incentives to researchers or practitioner/inventors are adequate to

stimulate an active market for educational innovation remains aquestion
for further investigation.

Clearly, howeyer, if the linkage between teacher/

users and inventor/technicians/researchers is to develop further, the
existence of such incentives supported by an active market system would
seem highly desirable. °Recall, for example,,that it was the commercial
interests of the railroads acting in concert with the commercial" interests

of the Broome County, N.Y. farm bureau which provided the stimulus for the
county agent role in the Cooperative. Extension Service.
1

.

Thus we conclude that a partial- answer to the future developniient of

Ule educational RDDF system lies in the'additionof.a linking elejent
capable of direct contact with teachers at the LEA level.
Responses to Current Status:

We cad envision a three stage response tothe current situation:

124

ti
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First'Phase:

Elaboration of thg existing system to incorporate

3

a local level linking element--the analog of the'"county.agent" in the

This might be implemented by ap expansion

Agricultural Extension Model.

of the number of NDN "facilitatOrs" or R&D'utilization.facilitators.

Special

attention shou ld be given to the following issues:
o/

obtaining evidence that the presence of*a facilitator/agent
o

contributes to teacher and/or researcher productivity.in

excess of the.costs incurred in developing and maintaining
the, function;
o

assessing the local and -state support base for such an effort;

o

deterMining whether the reward structure inherent in the local

.

.

environment of this facilitator/linker is sufficiently strong
to attract qualified and respected candidates;
o

testing the ability of a'facildtator linker to maintain a sub-_

stantial "client ratio" and still work effectively with the
research -based technical literature aid. to "feedforward" the needs'
and potentially researchable problem's, of the teacher/users.
.

_.

,

'

Given the existence of the NDN program since 1974, phas1 one goals

are perhaps attainable within'a 3-5 year time frame.

fecond Phase: Consolidation of the results of system eraboration.
ThiS phase can take several fortis, depending on-the reactions of 'focal and
'state constituencies to the LEA linker /facilitator concept;. the limita-7

4';

Lions placed on the role by the rest of the system; and the reactions of the
role perioriners.

The second phase should thus emphasike the concept of

learning from past experience by:

eliminating ineffective,'unrewardini and

'unsupportable activitiesofrom the LEA facilitatoi/linker rOle and placing
1-

increased emphasis on the positive aspect9 of the phase one experience.

125

The objectives of this phase shouldinclude:
.'

o

Obtaining the legislative and/or.other forms of loeal support
1.

needed to provide a legitimate po=er Vase for the LEA
facilitator/agent role.-

o iadetermining the: training and skill requirements foieffective
performance 'of tHeLlA facilitator /linker function;
o

.experimenting-with.alternative ways of improving the feed-

fi

forward function, including the use of analogs to the research
specialists in the Cooperative Extension Service, or perhaps
with"the "new breed" of information specialists Acting at the
ERIC interface;
o

-

building reward structures which will focus resgafcii orrmtilization

goals(

,

o

/

,
,

.

,

/

exploring alternative "career paths" within the emerging systgEr
in order to facilitate mutual understanding of

norms and

behavior patterns'atfathed to the' various'roles, thus preparing

to minimize "social distance" problems.
- ,

o

establishing the administrative structure needed to bridge the

fedgralstate-local interface.and.determine the type and extent
0

of intergovernmental support and cost sharing reqUirements.
o

Assessing the concept of regionalism; its alternative dimensional
basil; functions; number;.and the position ofregional.Centers
141 the administrative structure.

-Phase two might require an additional five year interval beyond phase
one.:'

Third Phase:

InititutionalizAtionOf the role structure through

professionalization of the emerging functions and recog nition of career

12,6

-4-

tracks within the system.

The esbasis for such a phase rests?' of course,

with the social and political forces which govern the exact outcomes of
previous phases.

If it is to resemble the Cooperative Extension Service,

the'institutionaliz

RDDF system for education will be explicitly recognized

by law at the local, state, and federal levels a s a unitary system with a
of
power base at each level and a basis foi. cooperation and coordination

activities across jurisdictional boundaries.

k

4

4

J
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Introduction

A.

Obiectillesf the Paper
This f;aper,iginesigned to provide the NIE-spqnsored RDX (Research and

Development'Exehange) participants with (1) a re;kewRf le assumptions about
Systems that are made,
policy formulation and.implementation and about R and D

by producers and uers of "synthesis products" -- what are the implicationa,
for the development of the RDX system?; (2) a review of theh"state of the

.

methods are Availart" in the area of knowledge synthesisAiranslormation--what
,.
able?

(3) a new operational perspecWhat are their serengths and weakne(Sses?;
,

Live /process which can be,used by participantsin he ittsystem for (a) formu-

lating problems to be addressed by knowledge synthesis Products, and 0) creating
the synthesis product; (4) the implications of this perspective/process in terms
of "staging the phasing "- -i.e., implementing the RDX. system over time on a step.

0-

by- 'step' basis; (,5) the implications for monitoring the development of knowledge

synthesis products within the cgntext of theRDX system; and,(6) evaluate proposed,
RDX plans and make recommendations for changes, if needed.

B.

Background of the Knowledie Synthesis/Transformation Component in the RDX
0

System and, the NIE

The Research and Development Exchange(RDX) was funded under the assump.

tion that "Wand U outcomes seldom reach_the'loCal school teacher, administrator,
and decision maker it a form which they can use or act'upon."

In addition,. as

expressed in the Request for Proposal (RFP) on "Dissemintion and a Feedforward
'

it

System":'' "25% of the k and D ottcomea produced byNIE are not available in a

form they (users) Can

Thus one of the key components of a "streessful",

RDX system will be the ability to deliver "synthesized" information to

,
"clients" (local school teachers, administrators, and decision makers) in a

form inwhich they can understand and use it.

3.1

2.

JP,N,

The development of the RDX system appears to correspondwith_a;widelY
accepted obligation within NIE to pul'i together available knowledge in a form.

Awaiready.noted, it

accessible to practitioners at the state and local levels:
,

.

is critical that this information be useful to decision maker--useful both in

-

AIE feels an acute need (within the'ciintext.ofthe RDX

substance and in form.

system)/to define what is meant by the "most 6 useful.informition" for eactrof the
primary audiences who shotild be benefitting from the creation of this infOrmation'
exchange.

,

.

-

.

Knowledge synthesis has' traditionally been thought of as an effort o-collate,
compare, and/or-interpret the current body of scientific and technical.knoOledge,
inclUding research 'iesu ts, outcomes of systematic development, theoretica and

,

speculative writtng and evaluations and verifications dt zurrent. field practices.

More recentlys it h. also been thought-of as an area in which thbse.finterested
in' experimenting with (1) different media forms (print, microfiche,-ftlaistrips,
s
'-.,

movies, etc.)-and (2)computer bated technology (computer cOnfereneing,,,.Abstracting
.

.

,

.
.
and indexing services, etc.) could make an important contribution.
.

within the context of users and'clients,
.

.

Essentially,

"synthesis" has been thought of as a

.

.

.

L

*

problem."
problem in data reduction and coping with the "inforiation.pverload
, _
4

As such, it has been conceived of, as a passive process that does not involve very
much innovation and/or creativity.

It' is not a'matter of creating new knowledge, 4

,

but instead, summarizing research that isialready Ompleted., At best, the collation
.

of knowledge, in this context, it a technologicalfy,challenging qtoce'ss; i.e.,

what are the most cost andfresourA efficient methop/tools that can be developed
,

to perform this task?sWe would prefer to conceive, bi.4ynthesis es an innovative,

4

.

active process, which requires the generationof new knowledge; to be sure,'this
,.

V

product is dependent upon the existence of research studies,that can be incorporated
into new knowledge through the process\recommended in this paper.

IP'
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It should be understood that the traditional-way of thinking about knowledge "synthesis (i.e., ad a passive process) is consistent with an emphasis on end.

.

.

.

products--what are the most useful formats?

What tykes of synthesis are likely

to be most attractive to practitioners, policy makers; and administrators?

.1.

i

It is

our conviction' that this emphasis on end-Products is likely to result in many
"t'

information products which will not be used by the audiences for whom they are
.

intended.

Users are affected by the precesseS.through which the end-products are

produced.

If they are not part of or airl not understand the..process,

then the

information is of little use.

C.

Definitions
As part of beginning to understand these processes, it is necessary to

reach a common understanding'of what is meant by key concepts used in this area.
Many of the distinctions have been blurred:

(1) Is there a difference cbetween

knoi.iledge. synthesis and Ispoi4ledge transformation?

tionally been thought of asa process

for "particular problem at hand."

Knowledge synthesis has tradi-

by which all relevant knowledge is summarized

The aat of 'reducing large poions of knowledge

into a manageable product (that can be understood by-the client/audience/User) is
the key concept in this case.
tiOn,is essential.

In this traditional notion of synthesis, data reduc-

The idea of data reduction based on relevance or asualieY

judgment are not centrally part of this idea.

Instead, all availSble,knowleage in

a particular area is "reduced into manageable form:" Kno4edge transformation,
on the other hand, involves placing the available knowledge into some kind of
framework or overall perspective; e.g., summarizing only that knowledge which i
releVant to particular problems of interest to a particular administrator; and
(2) IS there a difference between these two concepts and "interpretation and
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analysis"?

ihterpretation goes beyond the formulation of a framework for the

purpose of organizing knowledge to drawing implications and/or recommendatiOns
on the basis of the body of knowledge.

At a minimum, it is argued in this paper,

the RDX system should be engaged in knowledge transformation; some specifiC,
clieritTgenereted problems may require interpretation and analysis.,

D.

.'..-Lain Arguments of the Paper

In conceiving of synthesis as an active process requiring the participation of the technician responsible for producing the'synthesis,.the client re-,
.

,

caving it, and if applicable and appropriate, the intermediary communicating
between the two, we are (by definition) thinking of an-innovation in the area
of khowledge synthesis transformation and federal R and D pOlicy.

As Zaltman

and Sikorski point out in another paper prepared for RDX participants, the term
innovation refers to any idea, practice, or object which is perceived as new to
a person or group who might potentially adopt it.
In terms of the arguments,made in this-paper, the "newness of knowledge"
is key to.our understanding.

The literature teaches us that users are concerned

with receiving up-to-date information--preferably, the most recent (new) know edge
(research) that is available at any given'point in time.

As already ppinted

out, traditional views and practices associated. with knowledge synthesis do not
require anything new.
together.

available.

r

Instead, ".old," presumably validated knowledge is brought

It represents more or less an inventory-or shopping list of what is
The traditional view of knowledge synthesis is based on the assump-

tion that individuals and groups should summarize all of the available

information

relevant to'a problem at hand.
P

We strongly advocate an alternative view of synthesis/transformation
which we belieie does require innovation.

If all participants are involved in
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creating the synthesis product, then the proce s and knowledge are unique and
new

or all parties involved in the-proCess;

Furthermore, the protese outlined

in thipaper reduces, the paperwork associated with the synthesis process.
is no attempt made to collate all knowledge.

There

Instead, the process provides

criteria (a set of questions) for judging what information is relevant for the
question at hand; then, all of the relevant information can be applied to a particular problem.

This process increases the reduction of information and, at

the same time, increases the potential impact and utility°of the synthesis for
the Clients.

The process advocated in this paper seeks to establish consensus on the
problemd/goals to'be addressed before the knowledge collation, analysis; and
In terms of the proposed RDX system, this'

transformation process is. initiated.

refers to the goal-setting process at the national level, for the intermediaries,
for the local 'agencies, and-fer the practitioners within the classroom.

Essen-

tially, the paper proposes to ask clients/users (at all levels of the proposed

R and D system) to engage in the process of specifying-the value of information
to them inrterms of.agreed-upon goals and priorities.: Thus, information Value is

available information; in a given

expressed in terms of the extent towhich the

0'

problem area, is related to a programmatic goal.or;objective at all four levels
,

.

(i.e., federal, state, local, Classroom) within the sytem, at three levels, at
two levels, and at one level".

The information value concept must also possess

the capability of dealing with conflicting goals, and objectives.

goals, priorities, AO objectives are no

However, if

clearly stated, then it is difficult-,'
.

\

-

if not impossible, to make judgments al?out the -value and relevance of the avail/lb

a
.

able informatiOa.
.

.
.

,

.

.

'..

, ,

)

-.

The exercise of specifying information value'seems particularly appropriate
,

for the RDX system.

-

This task will -be facilitated. through the use pf.traihed

.1"

1.35.
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6.

intermediaries.

;,..-,..

The literature in this area teaches us:that intermediaries

A'

.

,,

4;

,c

an-lbe,most effective when there is a clear understanding of the goals and

,

problems that are being worked upon.

t
As the President's dbmmission on Federal

"The basic difficulty' lies in defining the goals ol a

`;Stafistics points out:

program...Users are Oeilily'not,sood at defining what it is they'need."

Unless'

-

_

.

.

we engage in this type of training that will increase aserstabili404define goals
.

.

end formulate clear options, knowledge transfer /synthesis will continue-to 1:4 plagued
-0

order fora research and

with the same problems it has faced iR the past'
.

,,

..

-

.

.

potential users must be capable of 4fining

development system to be successful

.

:what information they need; at least, it should be possibl for them to.pOrticipateneeds.

in a process which will result in defining

contrast the perspective put forward

In Figure One we have attempted to

a
.

in this paper with /the traditional view of knowledge synthesis.

One can conceive

continuum.-- -

of the differences between the two views as the tw o end points on.a

/

p

.

.

e ,to

PartiQl.pants'in the RDX system. concerned with knowledge synthesis'wil

locatethemselves on this contiAim.

Pregunlably, the proceks put forward.n thilv ,
.
.

paper (if adopted) would urge people to emphasize the....ri.ght-hand side of the.
continuum..

Figure One

"Criteria for Choosing What information'
to Include in a Synthesis Product"

'7"

14
%or

4

A

B

-Information

All
Itifor-

Related* To

matiow

a Problem.
.2
of a Specific
User
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Clearly, this goal of specifying information value represents an "ideal,

.

'111

Sub-optimally, this paper offers two other concrete products:

soLution.w

(a)

a review of current practices (based on the emparntl literature in the areas Of
knowledge synthesis and utilization); and (b) a set of suggestions for reform
some of the existing practices:

Hopefully, the-RDX system ( in its early stages

may try to'adopt the information value process.

I.

Expectations and Functions'of a Knowledge Synthesis Component
In terms of specifying the appropriate knowledge/transformation synthesis

functions within the.RDX system, it also seems important to outline the expectations of various users' of-traditional synthesis products as well as the functions

r

that a synthesis component of an R and D system could and should play.
First, one conception of the capabilities/capacity of a synthesis Component
t

of/3 the RDX system would be:

r

An end-product of the synthesis process should have

'met the following' criteria:
(1)

Consensus should be reached between the producers and users of the syn-

thesi AS to the problems that the synthesis product should be addressing;
os

G

(2)

en that problem, an appropriate range of data (i.e., measured in

40404.

terms of relevance to the problem at -hand) should be examined -for
possible' inclusion in the synthesis;
(3)

'The data included in the synthesis should be of -high quality ( measured
in ,terms of traditional scientific criteria);

(4): Data should be organized in..a way that addresses the questions of great'est concern to users;
t

o

Support should be prbvided for the users (e.g., translation of data into

(5)

understandable language).

,

.

.

.
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As already noted, this conception of synthesis is not shared bythose in and
out
ri

of government who traditionally have been engaged in the business of producing
r

synthesis.

It-is, however, our belief that a comprehensive set of synthesis

related fdnctions, of the kind °alined above, can and should ba included in
r

the RDX system.

In proposing this set of functions, it seems important to,distinguish

between three types of R and D related activities:

(1) the synthesis process

(traditionally conceived) itself--i.e. summarizing knowledge into some kind of

communicable end-product; (2) the brokerage function--i.e. an intermediary who
provides "support services" by communicating with knowledge producers and
users
in order to increase

the "goodness-of-fit" between the needs of users and the

knowledge available related to a particular problem; and (3).the tea

g and/or

socialization of clients (consumers) in -specifying what problem they are trying
to holve and what information they need (i.e. reaching consensus).

It is clear

that knowledge synthesis has not traditionally been thought of in terms of support
and training functions.
In putting forward these functions, it is equally clear that we,need to

'istinguish between various, types of users:
(c) policy makers; and (d) administrators.

(a) reseirchers; (b) teachers;

The traditional conceptie{of syn-

0 thesis is btrcAly related to the needs of researchers:
available knowledge ip"a given area:

to be on top of all

The other potential users of the RDX

system are-deeply inneshed in the political process; hence, the constraints and.

\v
pressures placed upon them-often make the passive conception of synthesis irrele-

vant and of little use; at a minimum, this conception makes tUe Process inacces..

.sible.
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9.

Major Constraints on Adopting an Innovative Conception of Knowledge Synthe-

II.

sis /Transformation

These conceptions of what the knowledge synthesis'prOcess could and should
be represent little more than theory unless powerful constraints are overcome:
those related to the. assumptions generally associated with the traditional knowledge synthesis process:
--

(1)the primary problem that knowledge synthesis processes are designed to solve is

related to information overload; thus, processes which lead to 4ata reduction are
critical; (2) the knowledge synthesis process, as traditionally defined,-is a
natural part of scientific communication; (3) the "better mousetrap theory" works;
i.e., if information is' provided in a form that is understandable to users, the
"synthesis" will automatically be used; (4)the Major problems assideiated with knowl:-,
edge utilization at the, present have to do with knowledge specific problems*,,ili.

those associated with form timeliness; available technology and'amounts of knowl-

edge available. Ifthese barriers can be overcome, then utilization

automat-

ically follow; and (5) knowledgW synthesis is needed.and wi -1Vbe welcomed by'

potential users

educational, community.

It is just the set of assumptions outltned'above which has led NIE.(and it
...

0.

,.

is recognized in the planning for this program) to confuse the more basic issue

of adequacy

.

in terms of quality), relevance, and comprehensibility of the synthe-

sis work with the incentives and deeds for formUlating a comprehensive strategy_
a

for knowledge synthesis processes.

Given the fundamental consensus (value) out-

/

lined above, we can begin to use the knowledge synthesis process to inform our
efforts in the area of training, research development, and planning.

Thii can

be done with a variety of media forms -- traditional books, articles, interactive'com.

puter systems, computer conferencing., conference calls, and many other methods of
this kind. */

.
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c
III.

A.

Discussion of the Assutiptions Behind the Knowledge Synthesis Literature
and Field R4actices

The Information Overload Problem
.

.

It is commonly reported throughout the literature that more kAowledge
4

.

crossesa po ential user's desk than heAshe can possibly assimilate and contructively apply"to a problem at hand.

There are not particular guidelines(gailable

which pal him what is of high quality and what isn't, and'generally what would be
most important to ,read and what wouldn't.
,

How'can he.effectively allocate a limited

.

amount of time so as to be exposed to the most available information?
Those engaged, in knowledge synthesis view their activities as centrally re,

lated to responding to this-problem.

Through a variety of means (intellectual and

technical), it is possible to reduce the available knowledge to a manageable form
that will make efficient use of the limited tine available to individual clients.

!V
instead of having to leaf through piles of papers, one article or series of abstracts can be read.

The problem of-aiiimilating and constructively applying

information to a problem is particularly intense in the "soft sciences" (education
and social sciences included).

In the physical

sciences, experiments are con.

ducted starting from the basis of what is known in a given area; this same scientific
method is not rigOrously applied in the "softsciences."
redundancy i

Thus, 'there is so much.

the literature, that even random selection of materials fay pro uce

more information than is needed (or can be used) for a given problem.
Knowledge synthesis, according'to its advocates, can fitter, condense, and

validate,available information in an area of interest to a potential client/user,
This initial-Screening process is viewed as an invaluable aid to decision makers
and other.usera.

On the basis -of screening and validation, rational decisions
o

,(in terms of efficient use of available time and resources) can be reached
concerning
-

,
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4

what other information should be collected (if any) and what "option for decision"
makes the most sense.

Although this is a commonly held assumption, it seems to us that it xepre.

sents a rather Undifferentiated view of the "information probleie." Indeed,'as

Caplan discovered in his interviews With 204 federal executives (political appoin.

tees), users/clients complain abort not having access to the best available and

highest quality information.

Thus, we are not dealing with a simple information
V

overload problem.

There may be an overload of irrelevant information 'and'a scar-

city of relevant information--for the particular problems "at hand."
By not differentiating carefully between potentially relevant and irielevant
information, the knowledge synthesis field has developed, the practice of'collating
and summarizing all available knowledge in a particular area.

Thus, although the

synthesis process represents some actual data reduction, it still provides the client
with a paucity of relevant infOrmattion that will allow for

the most rational

decisions in terms ofdeveloping an information-search strategy,
It is useful to-think of the so-called information overload problem in terms
individual users and the RDX system, as a,whole.

.illustrate how one might think about this problem.
constitutes noise for an individual user,
a whole?

In Figure Two, we attempt to
It is easy to think Of what

but what, about for the RDX System as

Similarly, how does one judge relevance for a system as a whole?

The

systematic level will have tobe addressed over time, as the system begins to
develop an organizational memory (see section on staging and phasing, and the
Beath/ Rogers paper).

The problem of differentiating noise from relevant information is further
complicated by. the fact that education (and educational policy) is a derivative
"discipline.

Thus, in some fundamental ways, the field of education represents
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Figure Two

"The Information OverloadTroblem"

Noise

Relevance

A

System

the product of_a synthesis--takinganddrawing together materials from other
Since there is not very'much 'original research in education that is

areas.

"paradigm building" (as Kuhn would define it), an inherent process of suboptimization has been going on in education for many years.
In terms of the so-called information Overload problem, it is also instructive to cite some of the relevant literature r lated'to this assumption.
Burchinal; for,example, aays that local educ
lit

,

.

ional in-

,..

h

formation centers.(the focus of his study) should know ALL large scale sources
,

...do.

of knowledge.

Within the context of educational policy, AbelsonsUggests that teachers

need to be exposed_tO thelmost current ideas so that they will'be able to trans..

foraAleas/knowledge into pfactice.

according to Abelson, rests on the camprehe sibility of the knowledge.

.

I;

The ability to translate ideas into practice,
Similarly,

Glaser underlines the importance of increasing the impact of research findings, by
.

--..

.

reporting then in a readable, brief, and non-technical form which are Widely distributed to potential users /clients.
.

-

These types of readable ideas; according to

Glaser, provide the basis for for m.ing a "mind-set" about an issue.
.

%may stimulate further interest in this area.'
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the traditional
Indeed, these short excerpts fray the literature underline

(a) synthesis-Provides current knowl-

to:
synthesis. conceptions alreidy referred
.
A

knowledge (the purpose
edge; (b) synthesis puts together all sources of available

of informationcenters according to Burrnal);

(c) synthesis stimulates fur'

of knowledge and providing

ther interest in an area -- thereby, increasing.the in

into ieparticulat problem area.
(:a rational basis for further investigation
1
-,.

.

B.. Technology Driven Solutions
.

.

.

.

.

..

.

oriented activity has
The conception of synthesis as aitrimarily data reduction
1,
...._,

.

.

encouraged the developthent.ofinformation technologies designed to ierve'those

:

4

As previously noted,

responsible for knowledge synthesis (elated activities.

ifnne conceives of the major problem facing an Rand D system as, one of data
reduction, then one is almost obligated to ihink.of syntheiis as .a passive process.
AIL
As such one automatically thinks of the most cost efficient weir in which to reduce

O

Ile vast bulk of available information into a useable form.

Naturally, technicians

,

(especially computer technicianS) are attracted a this perspeetive.

Computers can

Probe used more efficiently than simple human manpower in reducing information.

graqmed correctly and appropriately, computers can reduce data quicker and more
s

efficiently (in terms of cost) than any group of individuals by themselves.
Computer technologies capable of pefforming these synthesis related activities
have been developed in response to the information problems/pathologies Mined

by the federal government and by manyiatheprivate sector as well.
It is our belief that computer technology has been substituted

for a conceptually derived framework for knowledge'reduction activities.: As suggestsd earlier in this essay, some framework is needed,for'the purpose of judging
.
.
.

value and relevance.

A co pater ovothermechanically driven technology _cannot
"4. ,
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provide this service for us.

Thus, in encouraging this type of activity we have

tended to liy-pass what seems to us to be the most essential need in the knowledge

synthesis/transformation area.
In our analysis, we do not Mean .to discourage the development of hardware and
,.7

techzological innovations.

It is simply our belief that the needs of the RDX system

can best be net through the simultaneous development of institutional and technological innovations. Hardware, will be necessary, appropriate, and useful if the insti-

tutions responsible for formulating and'impIt6;ting the RDX system also engage in
innovation; one cannot rely on hardware to do this for us.

C.

A Belief that Knowledge Synthesis Processes are Naturally a Part of Scientific
Communication

his study of diffusion, Dahling found an.idea spreads fastest within a

discipline in which related work is going on. when the authority of the source
is recognized, and the vocabulary and methods are similar.

I

He goes on to point

out that ideas gain, currency and some "flurry" when related activities.give.rise
to it.

Finally, Dahling's study concludes that 'ideas spread from one discipline

to another when they clearly deal with matters of common interest.

also points out that th
is limited.

,:-

This study

read of scientific ideas via, the. populous mass media

Thus, for the diffusion of scientific ideas, one must rely on accepted

methods of scientifc communication:.
.
,

't.

.

.

In another study of innovation, Rogers and Shoemaker point out that as in.

,

dividual members of a social system share a common base of knowled

about a par?

.

ticular innovation, the Chances of adoption increase: Like Glaser, t ese au-

ihors are making e Linkage between means of communication and ultimate,ipmect
Both the'Dahling and Rogers and Shoemaker study are illustrative for a class
of studies which focus On methods of scientific communication and their impact.

1.44.
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From the, perspective of the traditional knoWledge synthesis procesd, it is clear
1r

that the proponents of this procetifsee-themselves as being directly responsive
,0 the problems outlined in these studies:
1.

610

Knowledge synthesis processes were designed to communicate to various
.

.

audiences the'types of other inowledge related to the problem they are

--,

interested in with a vocablulary that is compiehensible.
c.

It is also

designed to collate scientific findings andnot rely on popularizing of
them before disseminating the results.

Indeed, traditional knowledge
L.

transformation processes may provide the kind of framewOrk that would,.

illustrate the interconnections of various fields 'of res,rch.

In ad%tion to data redvtion-related activities, knowledge synthesis

2.

processes are.designed to'0 provide audiences with a summary of the avail-

able knowledge in a particular area.

This provides a common bast of

understanding; from this common base individuals can decide whether to
O

.

develop their expertisey delving further into an area or whether the
collated summary is sufficient for their needs.

'Clearly the field of scientific communication is centrally with creatin
viable mechanisms which will allow scientists to share knowledge with each o her.

Chesler points out that the ultimate,impacE of scientific knowledge is depe dent
upon researchei

to researcher fiedback and exchange.

It is equally clear

hat

knowledge synthesizers see themselves a; being directly responsive to the agenda
of those concerned with the field of scientific communication.
Within this context, the central question becomes:

are knowledge synthesis

.processes directly related to facilitating more effective (in terms ofcosts
and the allocation of time resources). means of scientific communication?

TO what

extent are seientiststresearchers'likdlY to rely upon knowledge syntheses as II
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o what extent

means for gaining a "common background" in a particular area?

will they rely upon it forthe diffusion of ideas?
It is clear that when most researchers have a probl,,Lm, they, like decision:
,td

makers, do not search through all ehe available knowledgein'a particular area.'
.

It is simply not efficient Em..themto engage in this ?type of search.

Instead,

they are likely to telephone a colleague concerning the "problem at hand"; the

colleague is likely to be able to provide some'citations; or the same of other
colleagueS to communicate with.

This looJI, informal detworkAs usually suffi-).3

cient to meet the scientist's immediate needs; i.e., bringing.him,up-to-date with th

mostecurrent, validated knowledge relevant to the pblem he isinterested in.

This4.

informal ,petwork is only able to,opekate suCcessfully%(i.e., meeting the nee

,-

o

those who are part of it) becauge (1) scientists/researchers are co

.

ngag d

tantly

in the synthesis/transformation process; i.e., collating infOrdation and integrating
..

,

it within the framewOrk of the knowledge and'perspectives,they are already fatiliar
,

with, and-(2) they know who ito contact for the problems they al.e working on,
45

,

Scien-

.,

tists, are able to "wan down the hall" or pick up the telephone because .they are in
.

,

touch with the expetts who are mOtknowledgeable in the at as they are interested
.

in. .4Thilsi there is reaq94fteincentive for them to make use of formal knowledge
'Arfithesis products--especialiy.wten they do not differentiate for'relevance.
01

.

This

is the crucial test which colleaguatisa0 definitely able to meet.
t,.

,,':,

.

In addition, as Rosvlbloom,andWolek "point Out, scientists are noS likely
.

'ideiof their torporation'(i.e., their

to make substantial use of softces'
,

0

g

,
Immediate association, department4tele nt unit), "In,aggregato, only about
,,, is
half of'the information acquired ritulted from a specific search by the respon.

,-:

dent. -.

p

.the informat n wasacqnired

r

being requested to do' o."

ecause someone pointed it:out without '...
.

The stu Ad& on tdshowthlit pcientists% 'and.

0

.0

4
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practitioners have established means for collecting and
processing information.

They are notAikely to adopt a new source of/information.
Within'this context, one should be careful to point out that there are differ'ences between various,types of researchers (i.e., university, members of for-profit
institutions, industrial) and researchers who are beginning toexplore a new field
?lpf research.

Industrial scientists are more likely to rely upon "t formal synthesis --

system. Other researchers would be more inclined to test such a system when they
were begina,ng to explore.a new field.

-However, it is nevertheless the case that

'informal networks are relied upon more often than forMal synthesis systems.

D.

Implications of Scientific Communication for Synthesis
It seems to us that the knowledge synthesis field has simply assumed that

there would be a market for their products, irrespective of developing incentive
structures: 'Indeed, some of the existing incentive structures have
helped mo
support 'this assumption.
,(1

Some laws, for example, require officials to consult

data; this is true of the New Jersey."Thorough and Efficient Legislation:".
Officials are held accountable in terms of examining data inforMation.

This type

of accohni'ibility may artificially inflate the market for synthesis related
pro,
ductt.

In terms of scientific communications

as a possible incentive for helping

.

to develop incentive structures, it is certainly true that the
general goals at
the foundation of knowledge synthesis proqessea;are part of
scientific communication; however, the particular, manifestations in terms of particular products

may not have any appreciable impact upoh clients - -at least, in
searchers and-decision makers.

terms of re-

/
ti
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At the same time, however, the scientific communication also provides
a basis
.

for the recognition of knowledge,synthesis 13rocesses as being, central to scienti-.fic communication in general.

Becker's work 'is representative of a group of

studies which analyzes the role of opinion leaders.

The notion ofopinion ,leader

applies to information channels outside the client's organization.

Professionals

are motivated by a desire to maintain or increase professional status; they also

14.

want to be part of the "mainstreare'communication network of their professional

groups Vey will be influenced by peers whoare recognized for their
authority; ,.f
ar%
this is just the reason for contacting colleagues who can pass,
on "authoritative

information or provide access to authoritative leaders.

Thus, these leadOrs what

Becker calls opinion leaders') can potentially, be employed
as part of tiaIbUiedge

synthesis proceps.
process.

e.14,

They can be instrumental in increasing

(See section'on Glaser's work for an exa

the legincalicy'0,f

this.) nIdeidi it
1our
ra, s.
...*

tviction that one
to behave.

It

is

should not make assumption

,

about how -the alark0%iit Ilkili:(.:
...

.
important to assess the mark t and formulate atstrated . 4.f0x(7.,
r'..

selling one's product.

.

This is part of the

;

i

,.

e or

4

$4.

o

..

I/

in this paper, and developed by Kotler at al. in their paper'on.
o

rs
,

A Belief in the "Better Mousetrap" Theory

!

.

':

I

the RDX.

E,

4

/
..;-,,I

,.

v

tive synthesis process propo,sed"
,

e

ore

o

;

"I tA

I,

*

The lack of attention that has been given to
incentcvs structureity'those
concerned with knowledge synthesis reflects aoratherateeply
embedded belief
that clients/audiences will recognize the value Of
Asynthesis product.once they
,are exposed to it.

Ai NIE has recognized,. there' appears to be
a basic assump-I
Ana in theliterature:nonutilization of syntheses
by educational practitioners
due to the fhot
AIM policy makers is/that'they do not have
access and/or-are not aware of sfntheses of the best knowledge available froM research and praCtice.
.."Best"

knowledge, in the context of this literature, refers
to high. quality materials-i

1
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judgment

it-is not a

,

.

`strongly

`teat
that

belie

..

,

of information,asapegifie0 earlier_ in the paper.
,

It is

.

.

.-

,

teachers,(practitiones) and, policy-makers are in search

:30
..,

.

.

.

.4f genirally -accepted information on how tq structure.the classroom, what in-,,

.

astrugtional.lnaterials to Use, how to use them, where to obtaia the materials,

.,,nr,where.to Obtain help on structuring the classroom.

q!..,

i

'

.-

.

,

of lcnawledge
",

°

Itis,the'design and goal,

synthesis processes to.meet these needs.

.

,

Thus, once it Is_avail-

.

able,"people will beat'a path to the door of synthesizers" in order to obtaiu.,
these maierial i.
.

;'

-

.
s

Mi./eller, it is true that even Or syntheses are available, use and appli-

,

,.'

-s

,*

catInh.do not automatically follow.

In part this is due 6a ,the fact that.re-

,

tearcherkeannot agree on whit constitutes the best available knowledge.

When

._

there'ire.basic disagreements on this point, the knowledge synthesis prodess is
caug14 1.tra state. of. confusion.

"

r

What should be included and excluded and on

-

.

0

what h#eis do we make these judgments?. Any answfr to,these questions is likely
,;,tt:ba somewhat arbitrary in the absence of_clear scientific criteria. 'thus, it
iB no surprise ,ethat,practitiohers $ intermediaries,. and decision-makers feel more

7
comfortable-Allying-4°h their' own intuition and training.

.,,

In additiOn,Ahe knoviledge synthesis process-provides little basis fck

A(

.

....,,

Most syntheses present a rather

deciding what constitutes the best knowledge.

,

.

: -

-

,-

,.

A

s'

7---14.1

.;

undifferentiated collation. of the avairahle.Materials.

t-

.

°

^

4.1

,' 6

,

,

6,

1

Traditionally, in the area of,the socigl'scfences, "best" has beed determined
.

r

'
,..

.

by the norms within the field at-any givenpoint in ttime.instead otanx criterion
.

a

.

.

.

I.

0

-

reference tests.

.,

.

:

We need to move toward criterion refreii.te t6sts in the synthesis
%

:'

4

area,

,

k

i

t $4.

.

4,

.

These tests and ,standards are necessary if.tyntifeses areexpeCted-...

to haVe any measureable impact on clitnts/users.

,

,

If imp'ect

/or

':.

il

A

.

J1 .
a.

%

941'
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and utilization are to he central goals of the
knowledge synthesis process, then
it must formulate a process which will provide the
.,
basis-for providpg a
.
t.,

.

differentiated view of the avaitible materials.
I
_
,

c

This*is our reason for recomA

I' to the '
.......
metAag a'process which will lead
specification of information
,
,
,..

,:

..,,,,,,,a

value.
A .' .
.. ',i,..
.
Indeed, the normal Patteins of scientific communication
l
provide a powerful conl.

-

itraint on adopting new approaches for informationseare)les.

\.

absence,of

an kano4ation. like the process which leads to the specification
of value, we',.
1.

may stand 16.tle chance Of

increasingievele\ot,iwact for the audiences that
%

tee'RDX system is designed to reach.
-

P. Knowledge Specific Constraints,
-The traditional assumption of the better
mousetrap.theory is closely
,correlated with a 1:relief that utilization and
,

close linkages between the research community on the one

-.,

7--A--tioner-and policy- making community on the other.

.

rlisved,by -the research and
".o. ...,
.

4'

i,

,

lk-

,

'

functron Of

Real?'
and-.the
,- '

Practi-

, ,&
Generally
speaking,.it Is'6
.

....-

.

1

tosigunitiei alike that factors such

,,

-as timeliness of data, ob
4.
,
jectivity,.communidatioebarriens, cost of researcii,
.
f.

-.

.

-

;"

"

.

litical feasibility play major roles inimiting
l
the
.,
e level of utiliiation.'
.

..

policy- making

4

<c41

application is

.

.
,

.

-.Mlle some` authors may stress
,

.

.

t

14

one of these factors o 'ier

_.;

.

another in explaining,

.
barriers to utilization and the adoption ofinnovations,
it'is presumed through..
out the literature that ifhese barriers can-be overcomes(i.0
--if data were
.

.

..

,

.

4,.

'a.'

,

.

.

.

more tipely, higher ing4ality,
more relevant, in the

.

proper,

I-

forta,:mdre cora-

.eagle., etc.) than utilization and application
would automatically follow regard-,'

less oftlie-source..'in other words,
w
what needs to
\
be,done,so.facietafeutiliza-tion is.to increase a "goodnesa-of fit" between
the knowledge deemed regulate .
by policy makers and thelinowledge produced
by researchers.

A.

p
A_

-.

.7,
,

.

'
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1

While there is no explicit theory of utilization in the Miscellaney of
"factors affecting" articles, there is one major underlying assumption which
implicitly,ierves as, the foundation for th ese ideas; namely, that utilization
can only take place 'if these barriers are overcome.

It'ispresumed that policy

makers strive for increased rationality wi thin the context-of an open inquiry
system.

The open inquiry system, in turn, is suspected to result in increased

rationality in decision-making.
*

Mote specificsly, the literature as a whole,makes several critical'assump-.
tioni concerning the relationship between knowledge utilization and decisionamking;
Iv

First, there is an assumption in minch of the literature that (a) decision.

makers are rational and (b) that they follow rational decision- making processes.
Ratfbnality refers to the scientific conception of it; i.e., it follows the
scientific method.

-

When a person has a problem, he searches widely for information

in ord6 to reduce uncertainty over the potential solution.

The information search

extends to all places and sources where relevant information might be available
and the reduction of uncertainty refers 'specifically to the confidence.that the
person can have in' the solution he has come up with.

Thus, in the policy arena,

rationality refers to the desire of decision meters dud administrators to cbilect,

be exposed to, and willing to use quality informational inputs, regardless of
source, relevant to their decision-making agenda within the practical limits of

economic, political and social constraints.

This fOrm of scientific rationality

can be contrasted with bureausratiniationality.

Bureaucratic kationality is

also concerned with reducing Tertainry,but is set in the political as oppdsed
to the scientific arena.

Bureauorats seek to reduce risk in the'sense of embar-

'rassment to themselves or to their agency in terms of prestige: budget
resources,

1 5 .1

11.
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etc.

Thus,- information searches are usually
limited to trusted aides within
their departments.

-

Second, related to rationality, it is assumed
that decision-making processes
can best be characteiized by a linear input/output
,
model: Given a set of decisit=
g processes, certain specified inputs will
produce (automatically),
apeci- ed outputs. In this particUler,case,
the inputs ate information elated
characteristics represented by timeliness,
policy relevance, communication

.

linkages between policy-makers and
researchers, form (style), objectivity, bu- '
reaucraticiorganizationalzulas
and procedures, and political feasibility:
.
e
The
outputs are assumed to be utilization
and specific practices. of decisions within
...
the education field.
1
f

,

,

.

Third, this,narrow view of rationality
!mien ific and bureauc
tific

(i.e., not distinguishing

between
fc rationalityAND basing practice
on a.belief in scion-

,

ationakity) is consistent with
a short-term perspeesileNOn
decision making.
In thii short-term
perspective, planning (e.g., formulating
an overall' process
to guide the synthesis
process) is not advocated;
instead, decision making and
the adminiatrative
practices/procedures associated with
it are viewed as the
product of small, incremental
steps. A lack of planning.
helps to support a
continued reliance upon bifeaucratic
rationality.
G.

Open

stems of Decision making

In examining the

hypotheses advanced in the literature
one overriding assumption emerged that
cuts across each of the
discretesassumpions
1
and factors,concerning the relationship
between utilization and diciiion4
malcing:
Policy makers and practitioner's
are-receptive to
kinds of informational
inputs (soft/hard, in-house and
extramurally producedl

insiumen
%
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Thus, their knowledge inquiry system may be best described as open.

An "open.
4

knowledge inquiry system" can.be characterized in the following manner:

When

o

the policy maker.is.confronted with a decision in which he has inadequate
informationiabaut the relative merits of several alternatives, he seeks fro
,

various, sources knowledge, bearing on his 'problem, becomes fmniliar.wilth it,

and all other things being equal (e.g. quality of'informationiCommunicability,
timeliness, political feasibility) selects tire` optimal alternative supported
'by the greatest amount of tested information; thus, he is acting rationally.

In thii model, the knowledge inquiry system involves a set of information
retrieval and transmitting activities which recognizes 'the importance of
searching and drawing freelyrfrom well - sampled knowledge and exhibits a will-

ingness'to use that "best" knowledge, regardless of its source.

These char-

liCterisitics are analogous to those commonly attributed to an "open decisionmakingsys,tem" .and /or the rational decision-maker.

There la not one complete arkicle or book in the literature which des,

qribes the open.knowledge inquiry system of decision. making and utilization

. or which presented evidence of findings which substantially conforms to the
operation of such a system. ,Taken together, however, the open inquiry
system
is clearly implied throughout the literature.
.

Specifically, in the area of knawledge synthesis it is clear that these

.general assumptions concerning the salience of-knowledge specific. character-

iatics also emerge.

Joly, for example, suggests that a Significant estrange.

sent lxists between researchers and practitioners over definition of terms, ob-

servati

s of different samples, and other problems of this kind(e.g. Dormat).

Mackie. expresses a concern over reaching a coon underitanding about,the meaning
4

. of research findings%

He believes that users.are generally incapable of formU-

lating4neir problems in iesearchlangdage

-

and vice versa.

-

O
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Similarly, Schwartz'

4
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4

concludes that effective utilization will only increase when more effort is made

A
to generalize findings to broader publics--especially to professionals, and volun-

teers who are responsible for action pArams.

He identifies two caidinal sins:

the sin of omission -- information doesn't go to audiences who could use it, and
the' silt of commissioh -erroes of act or misinterpretations.

All of -these studies

point to the need for "linkage"--bringing the two communities, together and

facilitating a match or better fit between patterns of knowledge production
andt'the information requirements of practitioners and_policy-mikers4 . Lingwood
r

.

and Havelock, in another paper written for RDX participants, also point to some
of these same assumptions whiCh serve as barriers to utilization.
This ,emphasis-on kndwledge specific characteristics does anot distinguish

between relevant and irrelevant information.

By trying io facilitate utiliz tion

and application irrespective of relevance, one risks the po'siibility of loading'
down users with information that will be of little use

them in their problem-

solvirig
5

It is just this concern for linkages that has served as'the backbone of the
knowledge synthesis process.

A discussion of open knowledge inquiry systems

's

serves to underline the fact that barriers related to knowledge specific Char;.,

Acteristics1may be overcome without resulting in increased levels of utilization.
Ia a study of-ihe.Continuous National Survey, which was available to practitioners
and policy-makers in the educational community, Rich found that 'the formidable
'barriers underscored in the literature were overcome.

Perhaps the CNS experi:'

'meat came the closest to illeetin%these requirements of any formal information
7ayatem in the educational area.

This experiment funded by the National Science

Foundation/Research Applied to National Needs Division also built upon the findings

154;
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of: the diffusion of innovation literatUre
outlined by Zaltman and Sikorski in

their-paper for RDX participants.

Nonetheless, despite the fact that the infor-,

_'.''oration requested from the CNS was tailored td
agency needs,and provided quickly,

by si highly reputable research group without Cost to the
agency, Rich found

considerable discrepancy between the level of'anticipated and
actual use, of the
data.. The 1 vels of use of the service were less than
expected and the iffrorma.

tion provided to those who requested

itfbr.intended use did not use it to the

Anticipated degree.

Onl

participating
five of the seven/agencies made use of the CNS.

Given the fact that

polidy-mAkers requested the CNS data with concrete uses in mind, it seems natural
.

to expect very high levels okutilization.
tiin these expectations.'
,

.c

The findings, hOwesor, fail to suan

In only sixteen of forty-four cases of information
.
/

requests studied} did Rich find that the expectations for utilization
were actually
met for the information collected during the 18-month
period in which tlie.CNS
win in the field.

4,

.

-,

In,terms',of knowledge synthesis processes, these data point to the need

.to

rethink dur.assumptions which are at the foundation of current knowledge
syn,

.

thesis practices.

The NS provided synthesized information to clients
according

specifications outlined in the literature; all indicators of success
were

buil "into-the system.

The-knowledge inquiry system did not work.

to :ive more attention to source and

Thus, we need

organizational/bureaucratic constf

nts aid

.

in eiests (see Gross and Mojkowski papers on interorganizational
management and
t e RDX system).

This same theme prevailed our earlier discussion of the central

assumptions associated with patterns of scientific communication.
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Summary and implications for Knowledge Synthesis

This disCgesion and analysis of traditional assumptions points tothe need
to rethink some ofour approaches to knowledge synthesis.

Fir%t, we should

not assume an lidediate receptivity to, knowledge synthesis processes by decisiOn
.

makers, intermediaries, and practitioners.

Channelsof communication and feed-

back need to be cultivated and maintained.

Secona, knowledge synthesis ii .con

.

ceived of exclusively in terms of data, reduction.

Efeaningfal'data reduction

(that increases rationality and efficiency) will be based on tfOilte standard of
rel evance and value.

UP th now, w1t

the literature speaks,of relevance it

seems to assume most, if not all, knowledge is available in a given prohlem

area. Third, knowledge synthesis is not necessarily automatically part of
scientific communication...let should be remembered that other channels of communi..

.

cation are preferred by many audiences.
-

Again* we shogld norpresumeto be

.

part
.

1

,

of these channels, even though there may be great potentiai for, development.
.

0

,

Fourth, a realistic assessmeAt must be made of the strengths and weaknesses of
current knowledge synthesis.practice sand the barriers to their adoption.

At the

moment, we may be attacking the wrong set of problems.

IV.. Current Synthesis Practices:

An Illustration of Assumptions

In terms, of,synthesis practices in the educational comitunity, we can learn

quite a bit from NIE's own survey, of knowledge synthesis related activitiis.
1.

The vast majority, of syntheses are either "state of the art" papeis

or "critical reviews" (i.e., interpretation of the literature with
au evaluation of the quality of the content).

2. Themast major ty of syntheses have as their purpose providing the

A

user with'an overview of current knowledge.

1 %s 4

.*
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V

3.

The intended users of these syntheses include a broad spectrum of

audiencesranging from policy-makers to'local school teachers and
administrators.
4.

The process used to synthesize information was primarily aggregation

of infOrmation related to a specific'area:
5.

The content of these syntheses was primAily derived from one discipline.

Moreover, this survey showed that in terms of knowledge related to protice,
'consolidation (collation/synthesis) occurs within the context of available
frameworks.
,

Very,few new frameworks were established.

Given the assumptions

-

atthe foundation of, the synthesi field, these results should come as no
0

surprise.

Producing "State-of-the-Art" Papers

A.

As the data 4iom the NIE survey indicatestate of the art" papers
A

are the primary mode of synthesis 1relied upon _in the educational'aria. .These

papers are designed to highlight the most important findings in a particular
substantive area.
Edward Glaser has recently completed some, groundbreaking work in the knowl-

edge synthesis area which recognizIs some of the shortcomings of the traditional
assumptions in this area.

In 1967, Glaser began to develop an innovative process

for producing "state -of- the -art papers."

His first pilot effort was completed,
--

in the area of knowledge related to care program§ for patients wit
,

ronic ob-

v

structive pulmonary diseases.

As part of this w6rk he conducted a survb' concern-

ing current practices with respect to diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation of
these patients.

This survey was followed by'a three-day workshop for'49 persons
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it

,

/

actively involved in the treatment of these diseases; physicians, respiratory
nurses, and physical therapists were represented.

PartiCipants also ,included

,

equally experienced and knowledgeable critics of the programs developed in this
area of medicine.' A report was produced as a result of this meeting; the report
presented a consensus on a minimal program for diagnosis and,comprehensive,treat'ment of patients with chronic pulmonary obstructive disease (COPD).
As a follow-up to this conference, Glaser received funding for the develop°,

ment of a broadly based state-of-the-art consensus.

&team of nine top researcher-

practitioners in the COPD field were recruited (six had participated in the pre.

viouaconference).
These nine physicians were brbught together for a two-day meeting.

They

exchanged ideas on what was the best current knowledge and Practice with regard
to diagnosis and comprehensive care of persons suffering from COPD.

On the basis

4 of this meeting, one member of the group agreed to prepare a preliminary draft
of a paper.

The draft was then critiqued by other members of.th4 team; on the

basis of this critique other drafts were completed.

t

After the fifth draft was

completed, other prominent persons in the field, outside tfie,team, received copies-

of the paper; twenty such persons received the paper.

Drafts,iere then revised
/
'until 160 colleagues in the COPD field haereceived drafts)If the paper. 'Only
.

°

_

after the 14th revision, and several different authors of te paper, was the
article published in the Journal of the American Medical Association.
.1

Within six months of publication, over 7500 requests for reprintsihad been
.p

received as well as more than 100 letters in response to an invitation "or critique.
On the basis of this experience, Glaser concludes that there are four key
procedural steps which should be followed for developing a knowledge base that

/N

presen Trent state-of-the-art papers in a giVen field:
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A. Strive for clarification and shared 'support of the research
idea.
B.

In the research process, work out agreed-upon procedures with
those
involved in creating the state-of-the-art paper; interaction with key
persons in the field should continue until the point of.diminishing
returns--no matter how many revisions this may re4uire.

C,

Develop contacts with relevant professional 'societies and with-government

1

for enlargement and coordination of communication networks.
D.

Provide for follow-up and'feedback.

Basically, Glaser attributes his success to the 'process followed in completing
the synthesis product.

It is our contention that he followed some of the same prin-

ciples advocated in this,paper:

(1) He did not assume that he would automatically

have an audience for his synthesis once_it

understandable to his audience.

as completed id a form that was

He Cultivated a wide-ranging audiance,based

on the lessons learned from the scientific conisunication literature.
tell other-expe rts about ''current awareness' topics.

Experts

Members of Glaser's ,r

panel undoubted* told their colleagues about thii work.

Thus,. through normal

diffusioi patterns he was successful in building up' a wide-ranging clientele:(2) This experiment in knowledge Synthesis believes in building a'consensus.
Through the use of panels, consultants, and reviewers, Glaser reached a consensus
on prOblen definition and the best and most important material:3'w be inclddad;
and (3) Glaser's experiment illustrates the need to develop a more open inquiry
system.

If a client is going to reach beyond his owns organization for informa-

tion, this information should come from opinion leaders.
,

Through the process

-

of creating this synthAiss Glaser created a panel of opinion leaders.

It is

also clear that Glaser was using his panel to make judgments about relevance
to a particular problem.

f

a
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I

I

However, It'i

also equally clear alit Glaser41 methods also present some

problems for the development of theRDX system:

.(Ty

It is not at all certain

../

that the sucicesses evident '2n the biomedical field can be-xransferred to theme,'

educational field.

In medicine the Participants.(and.ultimately the 160-peAon

aetwor'k that was consulted) searteevith a common vocabulary; in the social
1
.

.

.
,

sciences this

will

not be possible. 'Considerable time Would have to be devoted
1

o socializing the panel to a common set of terms; (2)

The process experimented

with by Glaser iscostly in.terms Of the human resources that dre-devotedto
the effort; 'one would expect the resources and time deVoted tothis process to
ilAncrease when agplied to the field of; education; (3). Thus, the time -taken to
complete a synthesis (state -of -the -art paper) would probably be longer than
.

practitioners or, administrators' could wait fdtr, if they had 'a problem of short -

term concern.

Should the RDX be pa, in the position

to wait until this process is completed"?

(4)

of'saying; "You willhave

To what extent can,the process

related to "best practices",be transferred to a synthesis of the literature?
Again, due to common' vocabulary and a coMMitment to solving a problem, it may
have been easier to reach consensus in this area; and XS)

In the educational area,

questions of values become very, important; how can this be accounted for in the

Glaser system?
Overall; we feel that 'Glaser has made an important contribution to the
.f

development of this field.

However-,--Le price of reaching consensus through his

recommended proceis may be too high given the-time and resource constraints on
J
.

the participants in the RDX system,.

upon the judgments of experts.
'

IL&

Furthermore, the end-product is dependent

They areexposed'to many inputs from potential

users they must &Ade on what. to incl6de and what to exclude fiom their final
product.

In an area (like medical technology) where expert judgment is respected

160

.

and sought after, this process might
work.

However, in an area like education

--where no one is so respeeted so as to demand
the attention of the entire community,
this process may be counterproductive and wast,p1.

B. .'Producing Meta-Analysis

In the area of education,.Gene
in the knowledge, synthesis area
-

Glass has introduced the newest innovation

Glass contends ghat in the areaof educational'

research, synthesp products can most appropriately be produced
through the use of
)meta-analyais. Meta-analysis refers to the
analysis of analysis: It refers to
"the statistical analysis of a large collection
of analysis results from individual
.

..-

studies for the..purpose of integrating the findings."

He f

ls-thaethe need for this kind of work is clear:

(a) the literature

in-many areas of education is growing at an astounding rate; (b)
the findings

nefragile and vary in confusing irregularity
across_ contexts,' classes of subr-

jects, and methodologies; and (c) there is
a hidden consensus between many studies.
The'reason why the consensus:has
not emerged is due to the fact that disagreements
.
,k
have occurred over essentially scholarly
matters choice of methodology,
statistical
tests, etc. Glass contends:

4

;

In educational research, we need more scholarly effort
conceneated on the'problem of finding the knowledge
that lres untapped in completed.research
studies. We
are too heavily ~invested in pedestrian revie
ng where
verbal 'synopses of 8pidies are strung out in
tying`
lists.
The best minds are needed to Dategrate
eIggering numbers of individual studies.
The endea:- ,
or deserves,higher'priorityitharydding a new experiment or- survey to the pile.

o

Glass has littempte0:eta-analysis

on several questyns.

In one case he 'set

100
.
out to integrate. the outcome evaluation literature
_
in psychotherapy and counseling.
.

,Thrpugh an
,

extens4eliterature,search, nearly 400 controlled evaluations
,
of the
--.

.

014_

effects- of psychotherapywere-found.
.

.

Each study was described

,
-

..

in' uantitative or.

.

.,

110

.
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,quasi4quant&ative terms in sev,ral ways.

,

Most important wasIthe "effect size"

the mean difference "between treated and untreated subjects

of thejherapy:

.divided by the within group standard deviation."

Thus, a study could be described

,as Showing 6..5 or .75 or .25 standard deviation effect of the

ther4y.

In all

4

of these studies, there were more effect Measures (800) than there were studies.

Glask quantified the properties and findings ofthese studies.
In general, he found that (a) on average the therapy-group mean was about
,

----r'
.

two thirds standard
deviation above the control, group mean on the outcome vari.
able;.(b) the four types of therapy-are not greatly-different in..their average

4
impact; and (c) (a rather startling fining) theeffects of, behavioral, and non"...The available evidence

behavioral therapies are only trivially different.

shows essentially no difference in the average impact of each class of therapy."
Glass's'restarch groUP has also attempted the same form of meta-analysisin the area of studying the relationship between socioeconomic, status and sehpol

achievement:NOite (1976) collected over 600 correlation coefficients from
published and unpublished literature.

He subjected the coefficients to exten,

sive analysis to determine how their magnitude was related to varying definitions.
,
,

1,

of $ES, different types of achievement,eto.

.

The analysis reveals that the SES.
,

and achievement correlation is below what is generally-beligVed to be the sfrength
.

,

,

of /association of the 'two variables,.
.

1

.
.

.

.

Clearly, Glass has made an important contribution to- the knowledge trans,

_

.

iormatfon/synthesis area:

.(a),he.is able to addrest'decision makers'concern

that "social scientists can never .agree on.any subject."
.

He is able to report

.

the degree of agreement; and the -statistical significance of any disagreement
that has occurred; tb) thus, his meta-analysis methodology also provides a,way.
.

0

of validating "established'findinge'in a givenfrea or of assessing the extent'
0

10

to which new findings are consistent with the "state-of-the-art"; and (c) he

-162k4
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has provided'a way to help organize the complex data in the educational area

In addition, unlike Glaser's approach this method does not demand a heavy in-

vestment of human capital.

.

It does, however, take some time

o Iodate andaruilyze

the literature.

C.

a

The Glass approach is, however, cohsistent_with many of the -facets of the'
-traditional synthesis,approach.

Most notably, it is a passive process which attempts

to summarize all available knowledge without any organizing framework.

The only

framework used is the criteria of reporting levels /degrees of,agreement and disagreement in the literature.
.

,

In terms.of the process recommended in this paper,we would emploY-ass's
approaCh once ameement was reached between producers and users as to theproblem'
that the synthesis was supposed to address4

4

Users should.als

consulted con.

cerning the particular area that the meta-analysis was supp
,

-e

address. 'Glass

-

himself maket's distinction between piospective and retiospect ve syntheses.

Pro-

spective synthesis is the attempt to address the literature with specific categories
in mind.

Glass would prefer a retrospective approach which collates' all available

knowledge and reports oh-the degree of consensus.

esers can then (retirospectively)

4140

fit'these.results into whatever categories they fe4 are appropriate.

Again, an

,

autom4ic market (that does not need to be cultivated) is assumed.
Within the context of the RDX system, Glass's approach would have to be refined
and limited in_application to problems that were subject to general analysis.

Also,

his approach should only be used well along into the synthesis proCess (see section
.

on specifying information value).

In contrilitingthe Glass and Glater approdches it is possible to say that
Glaser emphasizes the'allocation of resources to intermediaries responsible fOr
.

producing the synthesis; Glass prefers to deVote resource to computer analysis which
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-

It is also fair to

canc6rocess large quantities of inforMation efficiently.

say that Glass feels'that integration in terue-of,what is the degree of agreement on geneial questions and disagreement on matters that might "only be

important to connoisseurs",is far more Mortant than the training egd,activities of intermediaries.
L.-A

The Exmerience of the Abstracting and Indexing A & I Services

C.

There is a whole industry that has developed around the notion of providing
,

"current awareness" (i.e., the most up-tq-date information)"to policy maketa,'practitioners, and researchers,. Since these userg cannot')&e,expected tb keep up with

all the available knowledge, there should be some abbreviated way,in which they/

s,

Given this perceived`
can become aware of the information resources available.
4
,
need, Many groups have developed which provide abstracts'of articles, tallies of
b.
*

#

1

contents for journiis, and someabbreviated review articles.

A

practitioneri.

sold'to government agencies, universities, and'private

-

These
services are
.

These services have suffered from the assumption thaihthis type of syn.

it difficult, -if not i

a

Tie A &A services have found

Aesia is cenial to scientific Communication.

Ossible, to change patterns of scientific, communication

through simple data reduction--not withstanding the fact that it is doneeffi-.
.

Ciently-with the use of computer technology.

They have had difficulty in-

,

attracting users and, showing diem that it saves athem time and provides a real
,

tool to "them.

,

i)
re
Tite aare

.

,/-.

,several important reasons why the ,A & I services have .had dilffictaty

in attracting users;

(l),

For the ma ority of users, a,goodreviewlpaperfois.more

useful than, potential Sccess to a special knowledge base.

These

systems cater

tto 4he few who don't need itanyway; and (2)° As a redult of this limited market

41
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r

and the continued

wide distribution of the A & I products,
th re is further poten-tial for o4erloading the system--especially
with pre - determined
d pre-digested
products that the users have had little
part in influencing. These two factors
are
9
symptomatic of the basic difficulty,asiociated'
with A t I.servisea:
their inability
to provide a differentiated
judgment with respect to the available
4
materials.
Users of these services frequently complain
that the data reduction problem is
not really solved. While some really
applicable materials is provided to them,
they are still presented with a good
deal of inapplicable 'end
irrelevant material/
knowledge (i.e., systelp overload).

In terms of thinking about the synthesis

component of the RDX system, one
mint arso remember that indexing is
the beginning of a process, not the end.
.Inde2eing simply helps to organize data
so that the filtering process,,
according to
agreed-upon categories, can be initiated.

r,

1

D.

The use of Intermediaries and Knowledge

As already noted much of the li

A

Utilization Agents

atureinopisarea has contended that

nonutilization and application result from
a lack of fit between the resejrch
4
cnimmunity and potential users.
Thus, linkages need to be-created which
will

,

bridge the gap between the two communities.

Td medt'this perceived need,-

intermediarieS (in the form of individuals and
agencies) lave been created.'
Within the context of the literature, these-intermediaries
have become known
'its knowledge 'utilization agents.

task Ind-have applied the

knowledge specific

Individuals and groups have taken on this'

traditional assumptiOpen-especially ttibse related to

characteriiticsoutlined,earlier in this paper.

To be sure, the knowledge synthesis

.

,

process,vees itself in the position

of being able to provide this crucial linkingtOte:

(1) sinceindividUals are
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used to commpnicating through other individuals agents can provide thetradir
tional communication channel; thus, syntheses can be produced and communicated
by individuals; (2) individuals can be trusted.

There is a-substantial body

of research which suggeits that knowledge is likely to be used more often if

it is communicated through a trUsted,agent. Individhals possess, the capability
of building relatiOnships,based oh trust.

Simple w ritten materialsoannot pro-

,vide the same basis'of trust in the absence of being communicated through,an
individual or group... Radnor, Spivak, and Hotlei' have Poin ted to the importance

of trust in their work on educational policy and practice.
This notion of emphasizing trust is based on the belief that who passes

on information is tote important-then thesubstece of what gets passed on
.80

The State Science Policy Advisor system, for examples is based on a commilat"
to this belief.

Although it would be possible to produce, process, and dissemi-.

4

.2

nate information relevant to policy makers and practitioners in the absence of a
,

trusted individual--especially with the .availability of computer technology-many states have hired, formal adilisors because of the crucial linking bole they
can play.

'1n-thinking about synthesis within the context Of-the = system, we think
the role of intermediaries may be a crucial one: An intermediary needs to be
r

s

able to ask potential audiences the questions which will lead to producing relevant

and meaningful syntheses.
.

.

The intermediary can be especially useful
.

in

fulfilling,
.

the-.following 'f4nctions.:

Al) understanding the client and researcher needs,

:constraints, and expectations; (2.) acting upon these Constraints by eOking the

clients questions end following,a process (to-be outlined; later in the paper)
4

which will

allow for efficient data red4ctioni and (3) in fulfillin the'other two

:inactions, actively promoting 'changes in behavior and uttituded among researchers
0
ti
t
ate clients. In this sense, knowledge synthebis is truly icoasensus-seeking
,

.activitx.
1

;

.

E,' 24ediphone
,

.

Intermediaries are extremely costly in terms of the allocation of human ier,
sources; problem solving is bgsed on individual communications and the ability

of the intermediary to supply "relevant" information. .Ag
might be expected,, there
havealsd beefissome,experiments to institutionalize intermediary services
so that

, so much reliance need not be placedon individuals.
By subscribing to kediOhone (based in Chicago) an4 physician
or specialist

.

may phone,up with a problem; the trained intermediary on the other end of the
line will consult his/her files and give the physician/specialist
the name and

phone number of a specialist in the area he is concerned with.

While the physician;

is waiting on the line, the intermediary (operatbp will
attempt to contact ;he

spebialist.

If condibt.is made7.the two parties can talk to each other.
.

If con-

tact is not made, the operator calls another equally qualified specialist.

Similarly,

.

,if the physician

is not satisfied with the information, he hai received,, then he

_ can:request another name of another -expert.

cr

..- 5e
The fee for this service depends on the number of ,calls that are made
per
year; the'basic fee is based on four calls per year.
?experts are both available through this service.

Practitioner and research

It is,important to note that thii

system relies upon the ability to locate experts and' to know thatthey will
be.recog,

.

nixed as such in the medical community, as a whole.
,our discussion of Glaser's method, there

.

.

As already pointed out in

are problems with transferability of this

-adsumption in 'educationc"
,

/

.

.

.

:

.

,

n terms of 'synthesis
and the RDX system, it should be rememberedNthat:
.
i
,

.,.

1

.0'.

.

this type of knowl'e'dge transformation can best be characterized
e

.

seevices.'
.

.

asTrovidiug,suOport

4)

s such, it is not a totalinswer to the informationr prof:1=1)y
itself.
y
!
-

1"H

.

(1)

..

.

,

Furthermore, this type of brokerage, service was not traditionally
thought of as
\
A

'

.1."

I

4.

'

1

.,

,',

3

77-

1,,

r
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f
"knowledge synthesis; and (2) the ability to usethis service effectively depends
upon knowing exactly what one's prOblem is.

If one.is not able to specify the

problems then the use of Mediphone is a waste of time and money; as such, it may

.
providesomd incentive to specify problems clearly:

F.

Science Writers for Education

In the physical scienCesapd some very techniesl areas, experiencedwriters
I

'

have been hiredto translate research fiddings into language that will be under....
stood by laymen.' In this sense',, science writers serve, as e different farm of
intermediary between, ,producers and users of knoWledge.
. ,

There have been some*pro-

posaleto Veriment with this idea in the.field of education.
In considering this type of experiment,-it should be remembered that (a) science
"16

,

-

Writers can only be Successful as the material that is provided to them4. (b) writers

do not specify problems or make them relevant to particular users; instead, they

merely translate what is given to hem into.a product that is easily understood;
and (c) science writers do not provide0a framework into Whith to organize complex
data.

Thus, science writers could only be employed after most of the knowledge

synthesis process was already completed.

Gg. Information Hot-Files
Another institutional form of the intermediary mechanism is represented
by the information hot-file.

Havelock, who first formulated this idea, was,
.

) concerned With providihg a service isituations where a Live inteihediarY was
absent.

He formulated this idea with the goal of reducing redundenCy:
1

in information collection and processing.
,

of timeit takes tb access information.

.

He also wanted _to reciuCe thi amount

In constructing such a filessit allows

one to search through a.central file before going anyfurtherl hopefulli,-this
file Will contain the infot:matioa that is appropriate and necessary for the client.
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_

The keWo understanding thra innovation lies in the statement:
hopefully,provide the information appropriate for the client.

It will

,The knowledge

syntheiit process must seek to-insure for the production of products that meet
client needs, with a great degree of-certainty.

The T.V. "Station BreaP

U

Another form of intermediary service which has been suggested in the field
of educational R & D is.the T.V. commercial.

The Department of Education in the
16.

State of California has used the "547minute station bree0 quite successfully.
They have presented problem and solution oriented programs' to the publid.

/

It has also been suggested that this same method might be used to present
synthesized data to the public--perhaps of the type spggested by Gene Glass.
Although this method has attractions in terms of working on presentation, its
effective use is based on several assumptions:

(1) there is an audience for such

,aprogram; (2) that the materiel could be general enough to attract a wide, audience
and specific enough to really be of help in solving problems; and (3) the mode of
presentation will make a critical difference in terms of its ultimate impact.
It is our belief that mode of presentation is important in predicting ulti,,

mate,impact.A however, as with other methods already discussed, Ehe T.V. station
break will not specify problems or organize datelanto a framework that'addressed
client problems.

I.

The Social Indicator Movement

This notion,of meeting client.needs with a great degree of cer

in the forefront in the development of the social indiAtor movXien

.

intrwas
.Social

and economic indicators were developed with'a keen appreciation for the informaSP

tion overIoad,iioblem tas it is traditionally perceived) and the da a reduction
'Aueda which'follow.from it.
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With this keen appreciation in mind, social indicators were developed as
potentially "high powered" ?sources of information that should provide clients'

with a large amount of relevant information.quick14.

However, this data reduction

activity is differentiated from all the others reviewed thus far.

These in

tors

/--

were designed to measure progress toward programmatic goals and policies.

Howelpr,

these aational goals were to.be agreed upon (a level of consensus) by potential

users of this information.
.

The social indicator movement did not realilkits potential because the

information was being presented wic
agreement had been reached.

respect to a set of goals over'which little

In addition, the goals were so general and vague

as to be relatively meanipgless to many potential users.

However, in terms of the knowledge synthesis processes being advocated'
in this paper, the social indicator movement was designed correctly.

True, data

reduction can only take place when there is a high level of consensus with respect.to general programmatic goals.

Subgoal

and individual goals can hen be

Ordered in relation to the agreed upon overall objectives.
powerful source of inforriation may Itrealized

The'Poten

ally

rough the knowledge synthesis

process.

In order to,effectively judge whether information. is' "of value",',commit-

runts to,specific priorities,and goals(at each level of the =system) must
he id place.

With these in place, it will be possible tojudge what information

will-contribute most effectively to the problem being faced by a particular
client.

Indeed, an intermediary,knowing what these goals are, can play-a signifi-

cant role beyond -simply transmitting information.

He/she can, specify how that

information will be tided and what resourcei should be devoted to collectl.ng it,

given the relative priority poSition of the goal it relates to

.1f the goals add,

then
policies are not cleafly stated, understood, and/or agreed upon (consensus),
\
,-

1"0

it is difficult to
.

able across diffe

nstrct criteri

r judging value which will be generalix-

areas within the educational policy arena.

Alternatively,
114

information can'be of value if it contributes to the intermediaried andclients'
ability to be able to specify priorities and goals.

Both the process of setting

goals and the 'actual commitment to them--in terms of structuring synthesis activities
around them- - points to the necessity of formulating a process for specifying value.
oL

V.

The Process of Specifying Value
It is fairly clear, from the literature that knowledge
synthesis has bean

thought of as a fairly passive ,process:

it responds to problems already defined

by assembling knowledge related to that specific problem.
.

#

..

The process has not

been used to help specify the problem so that the search i.
effort can be more
.

.

specific:

Similarly, it has not been thought of as an interactive
process

whereby the person responsible for the synthesis makes judgthents
concerning
relevance and value.

As awesult, most frameworks developed for syntheses

hive bee n descriptive and not analytigtP.Thomas

provides an example of how

thoee responsible for knowledge synthesis'create
a frameWork.

Material is

4

usually broken claim into categt;ries:
1.

Material directly applicable for action

2.

Material applicable for complementary action

3.

Materiel.hypothetically applicable for direct4 action

Material'hypothetically applicable for indirect action
.*.
.

51.'"

Inappropriate material

An interactive sy4esis process would encourage actors
to.separate.material
into categories.

These categoiies should, however, be based
on judbments

concerwingInfbrMaticin9./alue.

It

.

its

111.
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.Idially,'the responsibil.ty of officials at all levels of the RDX system,

should be to engage in a continuous exercise to establish overall system goals,
sub-program goals, and to develop priorities and imptement them.

Failure to

continue to perform this exercise results in excessive information production
r

in the forn.of knowledge syntheses.

The absence of precise objectives breeds

,

)

ambiguity, misunders46ding and redundancy.
The following simple construct could be of assistance to participants in
_the RDX system.

Information is. valueable if it contributes to the well-being

Both parts

of siudents AND if it is useful to the teachers of these students.

of this statemen

are essential.

It is not sufficient to be useful to

teachers (it is a necessarycondition); however, if this useful information
4'

can then be-applied in such a way so as to lead to student-Kell being, then

Webaveprocured information Which should be considered as being valueable.
This may seen to be obvious.and too general a definiti4n to be useful, however,
[

.

it is un4eteling to see how many large information systems and programs developed

in the educational'area do not qualify under this criterion:

All too often

administrative concerns; rather than educational benefits, underlie
information progiams.

Clearly, it is difficult to develop operational measurement tools for-

such i generaletandard,as:

RDX related information is valueable if it
t

contributes to student well-being AND ii useful to the teachers of these
students.

However, itis possible to outline a process which can be followed to
4.

'formulate i set of concrete questions Aimed at,constructing criteria for
judging value.

In adopting this-approach, we realize that specific criteria

sky change over time and that there may[besome goal conflicts; however, one
is still left with a-basic set of questions and procedures for specifying value..

'
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.
.
r
,
Specifically, information is valuable if, and only if (1) it influences

or leads,to-policies that increase student weIl-being, while being' useful to the
teachers of these students; (2) it is essential for answering currdnt policy quest

tions; and (3) it has-

able effects for the students that

some beneficial, docum

the RDICsystem is committed to serve.

In the case of this information system, "student welI-being's must be
linked directly to progriMs and policies which some' identifiable and articulated

educational need.

Operationally, information related to student well-being

mightbe'conCeptualid in the following manner:
tnformatign has value if it contributes to,implementing, operating,
.a

1.

and monitdring programs which a
44

2.

responsive to student, teacher, and

educational needs.

Informatioft has velue if it cont ibutes to legitimate regulatory

responsibilities of educational agencies and/orepollty-makerp..3.

/iformaticin has value if it assists the educational

colnity

in

understanding, evaluating and implementing'their programs or in
determining whether educational institutions (including governmental
ones) are acting appropiiately; and-.
/

4.

Informationhas:value if it° atsis s the educational, community in
.

1

obtaining the goods and sery

s to which it is entitled.

There are also sub-optimal definitions of information valde', which may

b.

or may not be directly linked to realizing student'well-being:

informationhich contributes to the effective operations of.'

an educational agency

.

1/!.

information 4hich is collected in a cost-effective manner
information which introduces a new idea or innovation in ;o government.
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information which helps an administrator/policy-maker ju tify his/her

D.

program or record of performance.
information which helps to assess public reaction' to poi y options

E.

being considered by eduCational policy makers.
P.' information required for the internal administration of a program.

These alternative, sub-optional definitions of value are not directly
1

tied Ito contributing to or providing for student well-being even broadly,

defiled; instead, they relate to significant and Ofteh legitimate functions
of government and private organizations, internal management, agenda setting,
cost/benefit considerations and justification and legitima ion to one's
superiors.

The Need for Specifying Goals and Priorities

A.

it is true that informatiOn has value if, end only if, it contributes
.

to student well-being and is useful to teachers of these students, the process
identifies goals, estab-

,must start from a conttnuing interactive exercise which:

lishes priorities among these goals and developcsub-g oals.

Information value can then be expressed in terms of the extent to which
it relates to realizing a goal.

relatives degrees of priority:

Relative value can be judged in terms of
Once it has been shown that a particular
,

.

specific goal and Oriori4, chierarchtally'ordered),

problem is.related to

,

.

then one can begin to think'about types of informatiou.that ;re relevant

to it:'
..-

.
.

'

I'
rk

....,,

i

I-

o

Information is frequently considered to be "of value" if'it.is used; but

this must be questioned.
;,e

It is necessary to'start with:student Well' -being 'as

:,

.j'

-

:

A.

.

goal and then'use an information process as a means to achieve this end.
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.

In short:

1

What. is needed:

educational benefit

piocess,1

Student weV.leing

Inlat:rshot needed 'but often occurs:

/

ptocess----p. information fiefdoms or

Power-Objectives.

overload

.

Conceptually, it is possible to think of tree types of information activities

*

...- _

relevant to te.RDX system:
tion value.

information collection, information use, and.informa.

The effectiveness.of the RDX system can be judged'by the congruence

a

of these three activities.
.

Intermediaries within the RDX system should strive to insure that the informs.

,

tion collected and/or pro cessed through the RDX system is used AND that the information collected (processed) and used is valuable.

A model of a highly effective

RDX system'is'illustrated in Figure A:

Information Collected

.

.

Information Used
4

Information of Value

Thug, information of value bs almost the sea as (congruent with) information
S1 ghtly more Information is collected than used.

'Used.

A

typical situation is represented by Figure B.

This is the situation

4

at the
than needed.

ation of the proposed RDX system.

Far more information is collected

Frequently also;igs re resented in the figure, more information
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,

is used than is truly relevant.(of value).
. , ).

,

.

This is, for one or two readbni,f

/

%

k

,,,

4'
.

either because there is actual or perceived pot4pcial disagreement on what infor.-

. .,

`-';---:-

mationsis relevantralternatively, the.relevantinformatinn.is not available
,..

and hince,it is necessary to fall back on a )etof supportive proxies.

LEGEND
t

Information Collected

Infortaationysed
Info

tion of Value

B; Specifying Information Value
As we already. indicated, it is imp or

to outline a process which a n
.

0

be used byintermediaries in specifying informs ion value.,"The intermediary
.

.

serves a critical function in understan4g cl,ie t and researcher needs, and
\\t.

n pkolAdinOor theseneeds.

Thoseengaged.in the process of knowledge syn-

thesis provide 4or information needs that are of particular relevance to those
requesting the information.

information', those engaged

In providing

in synthesis, avoid the charge of contributing to the information overload
probleta.

Relevant syntheses,do not just add tor-the stock pile of available
.

information in any riven problem area.
If knowledge syntheses are to provide a valueable service within the:
context oftthe RDX system; we propose the follow process:

Each informaticn_request from a state official; local

Step 1:

...

.

....

k.

*

.

official, or school practitioner be prodesped by an
.

intermediary responsible for preparing the synthesis.
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yet
.

.

This intermediary Would ask,,the following
questions
before providing any information:
a.

Which program,, goal, or priority does the

information you are requesting relate to?
b.

What information have you been exposed to
in this area?,

c.

In what ways would, this information
be

essential for your .problem- solving
activities ?,
d.

Row doyou intend to use the information?

Justification:

As already noted earlier in this paper,
IF conceive of the synthesis proCess
'11.'

as a consensus seekinwactivity.
not a yessive process; it

requires' interaction between those producing,
processing,

and Using information/knowledge.
moipeses

It is also essential toinote that a synthesis
is

must be certain that he /she

Thus, the intermediary producing. knowledge'Synunderektands organizational goals, policies,and

'-prioAties. in the same way!'that the
potential user does.
In addition, tIM. first question is also a check
on the potential user's ability

to clearly formulate an issue/problem.

"Information overload" is commonly thought
of as resulting, at least in part, from
vague goals and/or vague guidelines for
gathering and/or processing information.
The intermediary rhoulti not guess about
the problem of concern fo potential
users. We are
of the fact that many.
,
--,..analyits
studying research and development
issues contend that successful knowledge
,
/
producers must allow policy guidelines to
emerge from their clotk. it is, however,
our strong cOnviot on that the problems associated
with current synthesis activities
and practices are closely associated with the,laCk
of clear goals and priogties and/
11,

:/.

awA

t,

.

.

-

.

,

or"lac

f consensus concerning the goals that educators
should be striving to

achieve.

r -=`%.

1.7 7
-`"
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ti,
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7

.

-

.

?

o

i,

,

,

e.

,.---:

esponsible
Moreover, with relatively clear goals in mind, the intermediary responsible
,r
for knowledge syntheses has a clear standard by, which to judge what to include'and
,

<

.

-,
,
16
:1J.' exclude frqmthe summary being created 40.part of the RDX system.
,

.

W

,;

of?.

standard that

71.14,

can be applied to itral.4ation often

4

knowledge synth ,is as an obstacle to'ntilization-1

,i-

, .

ilICAL

SCENARIO:

,

cited

This

he

in the liter-atulf

'

tpc.
n

.

..

t.

Decision maker X islaced with the problem of a#opting
.a track*stem or other system for placing students in
His ewnAntuition is to adopt the track
grade school.
system. Havingjust'been introduced to the concept of.,
searching for the.best.information available in this
area, he instructs his assistant to,assemble this inforiation for him:

Tklil

Hatzing,received the vast amount of inforteation*availon this subject, he begins to sort though it.'Upon closer examination he finds that there are two,
"Upon
conflicting schobls of thought. One group i s for the
Further,
trackin&system and the other is against it.
the decf %ion maker discovers that.the information/reBoth sets of information
v, search is of equal quality.

.,

O

''are in a form that can be easily understood by the
decision maker.

.

.

Given this situation the decisienomaker is not helped'
by consulting the available information. His uncertainty
is hot decreased. Logfcally, therefore, the decision
maker adopts the courseolaction that was intuitively
acceptable to him in the-firstplace. '.
4
,v.

.
o

I

4

,'With goals in place (a

,

.,.

,

least at the level of understanding betWeen knowlege pro,

ducers, users and inter

diaries) the intermediary can.process the available in-

lir
formationby,applying the following standardi
.

,

-

,

1 .

.

.

does it relateAci the goals bein

I

maximised; what priOrity does 't}

goal have ia'the'overall scheme?

The answers
.

,

information processing:
to these questioneprovide:.. clear criteria foi.purposiof
.

If.the information relates to the goal being maximized; then the.,informa--._
tion shoUld-be highlighted in the synthesis.

e

I1I

b.,

If the infermadca relates toahigh_prioriry goal, then the ,synthesis Should.
reflect this fact.
e

"

r..

4

7,
:

,!

.

'

.

/

,

IP

s

`- Within this, conteict; we are not Suggesting that,

system be used for political

-Oirposes; i,e. gxclading infOrmation which aoes not relat5,4 a goal or which,.
contradicts a.goal

.--

set out try a group of-policy makers./ On the contrary, we

if

would conceive 4of, the following scenario
.
Nod-Traditional Scenario:

.

r---.

ware -' toto be adopted:
were-'

.

.

-

.
.

-

,

,

I

Y

**t\'

a

Decision maker X is faced Ath the prbbleci4 adopt,j.ng .a
tracking system or'other system nor plaCing students it
grae school: He instructs his assistant rsiOksemble,the
availalle information on the subject.
-

-

'
,

%..

.p.The assistant then goes to (phones)'the-interme diery in the
kik-system responsible for dgalingwitb,decision makers
and practitioners- *TheIntermediary proceeds to 'ask the
questions spOcified in Step 1 of our recommended pracess.

;

)

r if .

,

.

.7

In lelking with the asssterit,, the intermediary discovers:'.
-_that the school board 41ad mandated the decision maker'to '
produce the best overall reading scores of any'achool in

v,

.

the area '(or at least better than the students arecurrent0
,'

p)rforming)'.

.

,

.
vr

I

0

i.

I

.

.

Having
Having discussed-this goal with the assistant, the at
iermediary discovers that the school-board has diecusqed two popBible options:' tracking and random plactment_in classroots.
The reason for disCussiag tracking; howeve/is solely related
to the 'boards Interest in increasing reading levels.

,--

.1.

.

..

r

-

.

I

,

'

'

°

.

_........

*---,

`'

.

With this InformatiOn in place, the intermediary is able to
search for information on how reading rates relate to,:im- proved reading scores and'othersacademic allttiis.
-

.

...-

. ? .

__

1

.

_,.

.'

-T, :-,C_4.

2

`a

.

Having assembled this information, the intermediary can then
present arguments related to specific-isdues!. how do differ--.
-%ent.i.lacemene systemiafect reading rates? Also, the inter.'
.he expectea'ta,prOvide information on ungniici- mediary should
pae consequences of adopting these option, s.
The intermediary
should also be expected to discs the goals and problems with
- :-Oes'potential user. For exampl4 if he is interested in in.'creesing reading rates, then it may not be appropriate to look.
at tracking systems.
Howeverthiq intermediary would not be
in apogitioatp make this cype of jnagment if ie were nob<
cleaf3i5itthe decision maker was interested in; i.e., .not'
juit a-gelerel.eveldation of tracking systems, but an increase
o
'in overall reading rates.
,

'-

'
.

-'

,

,

_
.
,
.
6
In termsiiq..understanding haw our proposed process*Might work, it may be
0

,

..

useful to preselit anbiher scenaridC.
-

,

-

4.

..

,

v

.

..-

:.'

''. P79
1

.

.

.

4

_

.

.

1

e

.

3

-.

Non-Traditional Scenario II:
Decision maker X Is concerned with.reading levels/ rates
. ..,of.students Within kis sehool.system. ,,He goes to the
intermediary in, the RDX system. and, says: What are/ the
bestmarods available for improving reading,scofeS/levels?

4

Mob

The intirmediax should then respond by saying that if'
' you are'interested ielbe best methods, you are likely
to find that individuai'diagnostic vne-on p-one tutoring
teaches more kids to read better. However, this system
idvery expensive. Other methods Work less well, but work
.. for 6d% of the kids.
Do you really mean to ask for the.
,best'methed of the one, that will work best in-the class:rhom; Le: will work for the moat kids efficiently and

.,

.

-.7

at a reasonable cOit?'''.--.
..

1

,

r

,\

of

'

.

.

_

.

The decision maker theri answers hat he is real* intereated iri cfassroom-applications.
'
rt

:The intermediary isthen able to search for the informstion which is within the budget of the !school and can be:
applied' to classroom situations.

I.
-

InTterms of 'understanding 84 proposed system for synthesis, we would highlight
%
,..

,

.

,

o

;

,

several differences between the two scenarios outlined above:

4.' The

)

.

first sceharib reflects the typicalsyathesii process,
,

s

the inter-

t.

,'

,

mediery is'givetrincompLete inkormation on how the question being asked

,

-,
the ovrfall:policy context/environment., Otit proposed.system

relates

t

/:

is depehdent upon ascertaining this information before proceeding
further..
..

B..'The first scenario required gore resources and producesmany more cite.

.

o

tions (m&i

informattgA overload) than our proposed

The'lirst

system.

siatemprOduces all informition'related-tg tracking any other options
.

.

\tit is then the ./.jt.(4'-:ihe intermediary respbnsihle for the einthesia to
.,*

0

.

-'-,..

.

-

.

.

'sort throtigh this infordation end present it is some logical framework.
,

.

,

I

t"

.

.

- In the proposed. ,system, the intermediary can .afford to be muchmore.,

'

..,,,

.

.

,

.

.

pelectiva; only the information whih relates to tbeessociation between x;
the tracking System and indicators df academic abetty are processed. -.:
_,-

....In

adds ion,.
tion,.

i

by prodessing information in this way,

--,

.
.

.

.

..

hare ready-made framework to organize . the assembled information.
!
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C.

The first scenario aceepts the assumption that the synthesis process
,

is basically a.,passiveone.* It simply provides the user with all of
,

the'knowledge oiailable on a giventObject,
,

.

,
.

,

)49
-,-.

.10§6

.

gbl.s. is a'procesa that, can,

T
,

be' completed relatively quickly with little front-end investment of
f
/

.

,

time on the part of the.user.

/

,

.

However, once the product is completed
-,

..
.

,he'MaY have to spend egreat deal of time sorting througu.tr ultimately

.

.

,.--J

.'

-,

.

...

,

.,

,

deciding-tEit it fs'not worth his /her.

Our recommended process

,

.

,requir'es an investment of time in the heginning whi

we believe will

...
.

,

.
1

-

.

..

pay off when it comes to using'the synthesis.

.

.

,

...

D.

.

Our'recommendedA)rocess assumes that in order to participate in the syn.

proceal

1

lemust be aeveloped by intermediaries, users, and
--.

producers of knowledge.

'The traditional process does not

assumptions about skillsi
of 'specifying,

Specifically, skills are

ny

equired:in,the area

and being familiar enough with tir*literature

and the problr-solving process (of administrator'si policy makers, and
teachersj to 'give appropriate guidance to potential clients.

}
Given

r

his background concerning the goals of our proposed-system and its

-

..

.

advaniges, ve are ready eo,continue discussing the process which can be used
',.

to realize these goals.

The reader shopa,,be:cognizant of the fact that question

,
#1, outlined in Step 1, merely serves.to delimit the universe of information that
.

ti

might be'ielevant for a given synthesis.
5

'

Given this initial step, the intermediary can tags move on to define the
,

use

knowledge and experience with. respect to

the proWe6

at hand. All answer

0

"

"to this question provides tie intermeditry (question 2; Step 1) with essential
.

data on the level of sophistication to which the syntheiis should be,oriented.

.

If the user has some background in a particular area, it is pot necessary to in --

'elude. much ol theltasic.materil: A prinoipal,.for example, knows what the key
45_
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%.

,-.,..,,,

S

r,,

...

,

r

Z_

.
___.

..
'

,

issues are in increasing the readingspeed and comprehension of elementai.y

school studentS;he is, however; conceined with the,success of various *,methpds.

...

.used and tested.

4

tk,

If the intermediary is not successful with ascertaining clear

0

problemdefinitiOns, then this question:pro\;ides addition 1 information which is
essential for "focuPing in" on the problem at hand.
'4,

,tea

The third 4ueszir (Step 1) begins to narrow the universe for purposes of %.

4
*

creatiig the synthesis Producr: .If the information is egenti 1 for solving-

\

1...

.,

1

i

.

.

the problem at hand, then they potentival User should be able E2 tell the ikter-

.. amdary (a)'what he would da-,if he does nothave the information; and (b) what
.

)

trade -offs the user is willing tLmake in orderOto receive thi.
.

.

0

,.,..t.

:.

4

.

information.

.
.

:Information sho

d not be viewed as a free

Pfte4 an information system

00 .

./

..
'

alke the RDX sys

f'

.

en beliefthat it-"would''he.good
.

-

.

.

eads users

.-.

,

,

to have, all the

.

.

/

.

.

practices have simply made'i
.

.

.

a

1

.

lc

proposed

,

"inters tive_process" is designed to eliminsteihie pracit ick,

If theAnformation is not

ssent ia/ and if trade =6
",.
1

..

,

the synthesis Shouldn't b, provided.

.

/

_

i

.

.

eisier,for users to be,exposed:to all brie. informal

i
4

..

)

".

tion. jpur

-.

nf9rmatiou a enable through the'RDX'systdmd1.6u"trent synthesis

ar0/not being made, then:,P

:

'.

i.x)

t14

,
p
Users should be worked with until, this- .

4

,

Tl

e of -calculation can e made.

t

,4

-Finally, the last questiO4 also check on,the precision 'of the-information

,

request and the need for it withinthe.requesting organization.
.

hood, if 0-user cannot tellan intermediary how a synthesisw

.

be'uSed, It is

0

4

pot essential for solving

e problem at anuld lack of planning also reflectt a

tendency to search for

problem.

all ,information

o

.

instead of .information related

a specific

'
.

.

;Step 2:

lioving established the need for a syntheiii, the.,

.of

inebymedlary is now prepared to specify critical,

t
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4

details related to the form and othere'
characteristiCs
7

' Of the synthesis to be pr;duced:
.

,

4

.

.

,
,

a.

How many people\Will be receiving this synthesis?

b.

What-is the background (demographically) of . the

.

-

.

)

.

groups for whom this synthesis is, being prepared?.

w
.
What format have you received such informatiod in
.

c.

k

'-.

previously?
1

I

__,..

."-

)

44.

s

'f

Whatjforiaf are yot'mos't comfortable with? :

,

''

Justification:

4:,.

9...

.,

f

J

d.

1

%

'e

,.-

.

,

41

Again these questions are design d

-

. t

"

U

1
,

4

//'

.

0

to,

,

creche a spirit Ilof Coope'ration and
' ...

.$

,%
coordination between
the so;ors involved in the knowledge inquiry process which
1

,,

..

.

1,,

...
,

:

'

.,

.

,..

:

.,

,

is part of the RDX`syseem.' Specifically, these questiOns/4 designed to increasb,
.-

,

e

..

f
v
v
. the utilization of relevant ',syntheses. by-taking formatting .and dissemination', con- ,
.' .
.

f ,' ,N.

i

.1

,.k

%

6

%

4,

.

.

.

c,

1 /

'.

si:dersions into-unt "up front."

.

o

.

o

. 4
.By Apdcifying how many_ peoples (organizational sub- units) will be receiving
.#

,-.
.

6.

6.

tn1

T441a synthesis, the intermediarie,
.

%

f

.

%

establishing the essential ground-rples

.

.

for purpoies of formatting.. If only a.few:people.(especially wfthinaone organi=
C'

zaE'to nal sub -unit) are receiving a synthesis, then it can be tailored to their
.
.

-

,

.

.

.
.

...

specific preferences and needs; on the other Wand, if a large audience must
.
Ir :
,,s.
.
t,
1

.

4.

,

receive such information in a form which can be equally will understood and used
.

.

!

,

.

by all,'then "tailoring" must belcept at,a minimum.

In the latter case, thy,
.4.....

..

c

ry m search for-the kaves e common denominator.
intermediabi

.

.

.

' r
Similarly, by establishing'thZ diversity of background characteristics
/

,

,

.

-,..
\
.
,
'
of the potential.Upers, *intermediary is also able to' determine the extent I'

'I

,

.il
.

,

.

.

,

-to which's syntRests:can be oriented toward 4:me particular.griup. Tht same
, -.1,

principle applies:
.

the more diversity,.the,less . the,intermeniary ii.s.able to,
.

.

, .

-..

.

.

-

....

54. o
.
specific products. Within the context
of the RDX system, we expect that
intermediaries must be prepared ti produce both types of products.
Raving established the site and background of a potential User audience,
4

1

an intermediary is now prepared to make critical- decisions
concerning the form.
in whiich the synthesis will be_ presented. Users. not familiar with
computer ,,

techniques, for example, sttould not be ,presented with " computer read2outs"
as
44
.
their first
synthesis
o
product.* Similarly, thee accustomed to w ritten materials
?
.
'
'(at opposed to tapes. or, films or conference
.calls) should ,initially be provided
with infiormation, via their preferred media form/mode.
Subsequently, 'once users
are demanding more relevant and - valuable
.
synthesis (reflecting the

..

.

.

,

r

1

....-*---

4

,,

1

process', Outlined

.

they

aboVe).,

.

t

,

4

,,

.

,

k

,

,,'

i

interactiv

'

'

.

,

.
be exposed to other
ot er media f rms Which
pay -be' ,,
...
A"more cost-eifficientthan
the-Ara,.3.
.
I .mettioda they are accustom d to. Users , .
. ,
;
4
may also find that non - traditional edia mOderi
'
arc also time-efficient in terms
,,
of,,reFeiving up=to-date ,.nformation, quiCkiy.
,
.

,

..

.

4..

c

may

0

.

.

,

-

N

.

4

e.

.,

`'

(

,- .L.

,..

r VA
Sierr 3: Having establ,ished
the -universe 'a 'appti..

Co

e, relevant
\ ,,,, .s,
.:
i4ormation and:having established =matting Criteria,
.
cinterraediaries aret prepared to-produce. the ilAthesis.

,

.

)

';

.

(

requested,' ;In, the process, of.creating this product,
/....,,..

,

.....

certain key. questios

.

,..

'.,- ..,,,. t..:
..-

..

-*

4

e;illediary:

'r.:'

.

.

'

A.

" 'i

...

.
A

4

,--

i,-,'

.

i

'
1.C

-,

1

,

/

-/

...

must4,be answered` ti.athe

,,
.

-,

-,

4

S.

inter- \

.

:,

bo I fullyr,imtlersland4-tbe problem- '.\\ki,,
.,
...being faced' by
1,'
r
4.,
thel' potentiais. users
'of this, inforziw(tion?' '
-

x..
.

..........

,

_

0,--

.

.

,.-.

.. b. , Do I undertand
'the information they ate familiIr
,
.

\,

'

: .4

't'
1."
with'and what informa,tion
they can obtain from
"
kyesr sources?
ou rces. ?

)

, c., Am I or others

in

With 'the e i

.

,

.

.

,,,

\;

.,

41.'

)

..

c

MP

''

:,

my crgonization -full,' conversant

.
tion relatad'.to the .problem at !hand?
.

.

. ,

L
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(
;5.d:

If not,

an we get the necessarrinformation

.

,.

2

.-

.

,
.

sho-rt period of

.

.0

"ip.a

\

.

e_and/Or_put our users in contact'

,0
.

.e-with experts' who are fakiliar with their
ptoblems?
`
.
x
'

P

.

Justification:"

,

-

I

5.*
,

*

.

c

i

Inteimediaries must be fulf.74Cognizant of the fact that they'aregbeifng

1

3.

.

,.I

f

i.,

d,
testeit
the bakinning of an experfMentlike
the one represented by the RDX
,

.

system.

....1.

If they do not establish their cr dibility at thebeginning
of their

exposure to users; then they are likely to

,

'

.

of the system.

As Cap

.

(1975) found:users are very receptive to naw'Pnformation.

)

high7lee l

However,.

cy makers complain that they are not being.exp sed to the
best

quality infora tion.

We already Ipted theimpdttance of distl guishing between

information ovarload in general. and an overload of relevant'infor#60*n.
thermord,

-

,

.

redibility - throughout the life

--,...

11

Fur- (

users are
re tied tothe information channels that they are accustomed
,

tO using.. Thui, to:break into this market, informati,on0 .producera
1
must immediately
.,
.

.

.

provt their valueto potential users.
.

-

:
.....,

,..

...

i-

.. 4

.

t.

This set-of-questions eMpha'sises
-

,

the impotanCeof thinking of knowledge

.

,'

4.
.'";,-synthetiis'as a chnsensus seeking 0activity.
,
a
.

4

,

..,,-..`

',...:.

4,'

.

,

The.vroduction_of valuable

tion4is depefdent upon clear understandings and
mutually accented expectations.
*

.

.0,

.

.

nforma-

-,

.

-

Moreover, intermediaries are nbt ei.king.to foolanione.., '
,AI
If the necessary infor-.
50
-

',

'

.

.

:

.

,

,

- ,-

.

primacy

.

.

criter.iafor;Judging cAether.
:

v.)

,
,

.

it is nbt a crife4a to he ignored.
.
,

.

.

1

,
'

Quality information is available n-different sides df
a AUestion.

.

However,

.

l':

.once a mutually agretd apon framewotgis..in.Place,
..,
...

%.--

quality lis.act importaft

'C

.

..

copsidetetion.
,-.
'.:.

/

,

,

4.

inforMatiod -should be included ia,a synthesis
.-

o

.

timely lnfortathon: Similarly; 'An though
;

16 do not believe that "quality'L'Is
the
.

.

JOb to Put' Users in contactewi.th 1,,. '

.

explits who will beiible fo.proViae

.

.

ation- is not available, then it- is the

.

.,"18,5
.

"

,

I

.

.

1
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0

a.

collated knowledge (using some media form)

b.

names of individuals to be contacted

4

general assessment of available informatiori in the problem area
(scope, quantity, quality, etc.)

Ths notion of expanding the scope of knowledge Synthesis to include a'network
`%-413 consistent with our ,argument

syhthesit should -be conceived of in terms

of diffusion of'innaiatioalimodeis.

With a network in place, one can logically

expect ( over time) sharing of information and Vonsultationwhichby-passes the
intermediary.

Participants in thertworkwill et to,know themserves as well

as the intermediary.

Hopefully, this-will encourage knowledge inquiry systems

which extend beyond the narrow boundaries of.current practices.
Step 4:

r'

Having provided the eynthesis,Jollow-up should occur.
43

within three months of the time it was received'.

The

.
.

-

intermediary should. use the followihg questions to guide
.i----

this proposed stage of the knowledge synthesii proCess:
A

V

,

.

a.

4

'How was the' synthesis 4 edtr'

4

'

o

.

i

b.

Wag it used in the, way you intended tir use it2

c%

If not, why not?

:
.

to.'

.

d.' Were,ou-satisfied with the'rel

informatir?
e.

e

Gnce of the

)
'

.

,

Which other users might want to know about/this
information?

.

..

.
...

,

f. Are you-willing totalk,to others about y ur
...

experience?
..

Justification:

,
..

., ''

'

,

.

.

/

-

,

.
these questions server guide the intermediary in improving the
qualipy- .

7,

.

,

of service provided db potential users. ,gmpirical studies in the area of reseatch
- ..
0 91 \<.......:

.

.- .

,

,
,

.

lig3 6

V

,
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.

.

4;
utilization indicate that,one Can expect inWal.utilization of information
within three months of the time that it was rec
%J.'ve4the usdng organization.--

Thus, we

suggest.'f/k
thethreelmonth

t

frame for initial follow-up activities.

It is essential to establisl if the information was/is
being used in the
.) wail= which users originally int nded to
use it.

The correlation'between,

intended 1=3 actual util/tition 'will serve as an
indicattor of how well the user
1-

0

has planned for incorporetting information'into,his
decision - making needs;,it will

also show the extent V which information-ia related
to programmatic goals that
were established pri6r,to,acquiring any informat4W.

Withinthis,context, it..

should.be remembered that use can be found forAny infork

budgetarOpocations are de-i5enadnt upori)it.

fY contilued

-

.

,

Thus, use by itself rave

little about the "valud" of the information being
produced.

If-interMidiaries

0

.

are expected-to provide infOrmation that i* considered to-be "of valuSt's
then.
.

they must reeive keedbackot
use and'bezana4osition io conpare'adlOaLand
s

intended uses.

4/11

If requested inflormation4A thillOrm Of alnowleOge synthesis was
.1.

1.

4

for its intended purpose hndrdyn;t used at alls,thei
the'knoWledge synthesis
'.:,

....=,:

i

proceat* ,was not succgsatul4In its consensus-seeking
dapaaty.
.

i 5

41..z.,.

...

,,--.

...A,

c

132iS type of .feeds

;tick wOuld be sympt,a0kic oftheinied for
better.interantions between the actols'
'

that arm. pad
'format and

Of 'the ID/ 'System. "We- answers

Me will
-

ht

"1-3

--;

-:,,,4-4.-:

'

to7the o belique_tions-vonCerning

;

to improve the overall' quality of 'service avallataC"N
'

through' the

DX systemt-

IP

'4

,

,
It is,, If course, the 'case th

use may also be

-,arorsmnigion4:environment (see.tile Gros* and Moj

*

fected by the political

ki-papeaqpreparedfor

1

- RDX participants).' Politically% plans may be very dlear' d impossible tO'fiiplef-"
mept..°Organitiational'bargiers may well stand in the

;

1

of impleientstiod:
4

I.,:

t

V
.

4

Yr-'

.
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S

The preposei four-step process-is ,designed to guide the'knowledge

synthesis

process toward the ,god. of producing valuable information which is reflective
of sw.Ind management techniquei/prinoiples.

°IV

The four steps cover the essential

.
.

steps in problem solving of concern to managers:

(a) problem definition,- (b)

information production, (c) information use, and (d) feedback and evaluation.
41-

It is our conviction that this process*shouldbe used forced actors who are
,part of the

A

.1

Discussion:

We have pueforward an information

agement system that can be applied

by intermediaries lresponsible for knowledge syntheals.

It is-directly responsive
'

to the traditional assumptions made in the knowledge synthesis literature:

Assumption:

There is an information overload problem..
.

,

.

/'

Knowledge synthesis

I.
.

,

.

should be designed priMarily_to reduce the overwhelming amount
.

'

of data being dipeminated to policy makers, practitioners, and
._

administrators. 4.

_.

i

Response (on the bast:of o

vsystelp):

There.is,not,a general information ,.

.

g

.
i

Those responsible for syhesis have not

overload problem.

dis

shed between relevant and irrelevant information--

.

thus, there is thd appearance of overload while policy makers

still complain of not being eXp6in to the best quality infor,

mation.

Through our interactive procesS, users will be in a

position to specify their specific, needs; the interthediary

organization will provide for them.

A

18-8
r

o

,
;',^f;.:

p

A

Q.

6o.

Assumption: 'The *age of the computer .N
will help solve oi.i data reduction needs;
%
through the computer this can be done quickly and users can be
.

.

,

exposed to laige 'quantities of data'in a form that can be easily
assimilated.
4

Restc=se:

Data reduction be.itself does not help solve the problems at the
foundation of CurFent synthesis practicei.

Thus, not even the

rtbest and most advanced technology can specify problems or formulate

foundations for concensus.

These foundations, must be formed before
4

t

technology can be of, aid to us.

Assumption:

ntificcommunifttions have always been

art of_the knowledge

esis'process.'Thus, uaN will naturally be receptive to

-

utilizing syntheses.

0

Response:
p

4

';Scientific communication haspways been dependent upon pne-to-one
il

.-

J

communication:

Scientists culd consult with a folleagle before

.
,...,

using an A & I service.,

.

.'he interactiveAy4thesis process builds

this reality of scien tific co

Assumption:

information blisiness has alw

cation intorts'design.

belieVedthat if they can Pro-

duce a product that is easily understood and timely, users.Xwould
beat a path to their door to take advantage of it."
.

Response:

.

Consumers do not feel that they have, to develop a strategy for

collecting and processing information; instead, infbrmation

simply be disseminated to them--irrespective of any special, wellformulated request.,

This type of dissemination has always occurre.d
..

in the past.

-..

,

Furthermore; communication processes over the phone

i

, -'-

,

.makeis easy to-rely Upon personal communication. In conceiving
,
-4
V
of the intermediary role as cri.jical, we hive talon this reality
into account.
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ft

,

61. a,
ft

.0:'
AssumPtiott:

Utilization of knowledge synthesis products are not o ccurring

0

[

the,'

at the level they bhould because they-are not timely enough,
1

are not in the proper form,'and they are no

of high enough-quality.
.

c

.

.

,...:.

.

..

-,_

If these barriers can be overaome, utilization willkautomatieally
*

.

,

t

'\

.

1

.

'follow.

.

.

,

..,

.1

.

.....

Response:

1

,,

Unfortunately, the barriers to utilizadion,are not this simple

i

...-e

There is godempirical evidence. to show that even'when

solve.

these factors are taken into account, utilization does not follow.

value:

Thus, use is not a good proxy for

Working within

he frame-

work* and mind set of users has a better chance df producing
work

tiliza- '

,,

.-

tioi.

,

.
,

In other words, ware proposing this system in an effort to move beyond the tradi*
.t-

tional
''

iea of knowleage production and,

linkage models that have defined the boun
C.

,

application since 1945.

.-4::.
',

.
...

.

.

%

,-

,,srl
4,,

4,,,.iro

.

Ideal situation vs. reality:

Ideally we would like our intermediaries to serve a coordinating role between
various users within the RDX system.

This type of coordination would involve the
I.

following
A.

functions:

If a princOal asked for a synthesis oriented toward

Onelliblicyx'or

goal

and a sui4rintendent toward another, the intermediary could say that try'
are working with confli&ting goals within the same school district.
B.

Similarly the intermediary could advise actors that they should strive
(for better coordination between programs.

'Cr

The intermediary could in a sense serve, as a policy advisdi-'or aide to

.4,

i

.4

,

all actors. -Re would be aware of their activities and could advise people
-of conflicts and management inefficiencies.

4
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,

In this Aorpe..4f ideal situation, the intemediariNwould be responsible for

fkcilitating a goal - setting exercise which would sere .6'6 rank-order priorities

-. -amels
among all actors in the,RDX system.
:'
.

From a management pdint of view,

"%1/47.

.
IW45! ',I.:.U.1:441030111.E! 041Kactors

in terms of redbutce

'location and agenda0s for problem

,

!.

Ever -.74:.:g# this would be ideal, we do not feel'that it is rea4detib; for the

/04
2
intermediaries taint be,inita positon_
p

initial stage of of the RDX system:
(

(1)

e or manipulate the cliOts/Usersl,agenda;.thisyould be

of appearing to

,

Intermediaries may have to , initially provide information before

politically n

f

engaging in the give-andtake which is essential for the process of specifying
-.

.

value; and (2) by initially concentrating on one-to-one interactions which apempt
,
/
the
to specify problems and goals, one can work 10 to trying to specify goals at

k

.

Although informatioh overload related to

level of the RDX system as a whale.
,

'44flictitfg_goals will not. be ;3.W:hated through the adoption of our propOsed procrs,*1'

consensus can be achieved. within,. single

organizations

and grojpa ofusers.,

=

'

k

\

C.

the Process of S eafying_yellm

Constraints and Problems Assodiated

e.

' In addition tothe,politioal and organizationdLproblems facing the synthesis.
,

Component,of the Ra.system, seyeral other problems arltof immediate concern:
.J

(i)

The intermediary is'not,working With the teacher or other client"directIy.
;

:Re

r.

,

;

is' working

,

..

t

relay his request.

.several

other layers and telying upon them fo

,

Although thisleparticularly 'troublesome:it the.,

beg/Idling stages of. tie RDX system, this -type of forced communication
4

r

_

will help to build up a network and commitment-Xe the process over time.
I

Commitment of representatives at all levels of the RDX ArstsM is essential

if

this system is

to work,, Operationally, RDX,Intermediaries wpatd be"
.

29

63. ,
t.2

-.
*
asking the ,clie tst intermediaries questionsp.APresunfaely, these
. ,
.
questions would have to be transmitted back to the ,client,, before an- ..
.
- d'
'
9
information
request
was to be filled.

a

.

,
(2

As alreadyinoted,
this type
. ,,_

.

s and .,train-

sk

of communication requires.
,
1
J

.),'

14

,

'

0

re
. not in a,. poSition to say,:"I

1;)----'!---7-6-\;

:'

'; .

'The leVel of
sophistication to make
thiesystem Operate succes. s.
'
i
,, ,
0 fullyvill only be built up over time. Initially; RDX0. inttermed
ries
loing.

.

4

4

tl't provide youc ,with any ;inform.,,

<

tion unless You engagefin, this process." Such tin intermediaty

,

would

be considered unresponsive and. incoopekative'.

(3), Howtver, the interme

;41

ary is in .a position to create* zieed (in; the'

ofvthe,Clients) for pro

ing 'this information;

.'.

e.g., '.by infotng theclient!weintermediary'oft-we alteinative
,,.

,.

a

'

.

I

intetpretatione' that can be\ given to a paqi.cular,question,
and t4te
.
4

different kinds of information that*buid 'be provided for eacti,:'alter-.
,
native. In this'4ay, tike-importance*'of koblear
efini.tion can be
..

,

appreciatea.
.
..

->

'

,

..

,

4'

7

-

'

..
.

°
s'.-

)

.et

.

.

..

.

.......,

r- .1-

I.

(.9 'It, follows from this that incermediaries andCilents. must valud-thV'
.

.

,

..

.

,..

i

..

..

training that they will tfec eive 'as pert of the syrIthisteptocese:1( Tale,
.

-..

,.

.

-

-'-

. ..

might be donethrough some qUasiTexperiments. Incas4s where clients
,c)

,

-

i

,t.

insist on receiving 'information without going.througti ',the
proess, of:
.
l

..-

.

.

4

.7.7,,

,

f;

problems comes Up from a client thfit$.willAtOperate by. engaging in
'
I
'
oUr Pioposed process, thepritinal:aient Shodd be sent "a copy, of

e

4

r . 4404
specifying( value, the information should be,proyided. Fhie
a similiir

-

",

-.)

I

t4e'materfal produced thrbugh, both searches along with an inalysisof
,

.

.

'..1 :lee,/

'.

,'

f

#

'
the resources
(tithe and money gdevoted .to each. PresuMsbly,, (*is will
., , ,--f
t
-,
is.,...
4
.
. -help to create some -level
of
demand
on
thePart
of
the
user
who
3,faso,
--.

.

*

,,.

%.

reluctant to ansage in the profess of specifyAng value.

t4

.

,

.

.
,

.
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(5)

.

Our,recommended process for specifying value also faces the potential
problem of producing many idiosyncratic syntheses.

To what extent'

could these syntheses be usefully (appropriately) replicated over
time?

It is our feeling that this is only

the early stages of system development.

up with sinner problems.
to say:

immediate problem in

Over time, users will come

Intermediaries will then be in a position

"Person X had a similar problem recently.

the materials he received.

Let me send you

Also, why don't you contact this person.

to find out what his experiences were.

If these materials are not ade-

quate, call back and we will see to it that you are provided with what
you need."
mulate.

Gradually, we expect a bank of packaged materials to accu--:

Also, organizational memory will develop to the extent of

being able to serve, the support and training function Ctitical for the

success of the knowledge synthesis process.
k

VI.

Staging and Phasing,

Clearly, some thought needs to be devoted to implementing thissystem.
This paper, asa whole, is written with a vision of the ideal, lull knowledge
synthesis piocess in place.

In terms'of staging and phasigg,the following_

points should be kept in mindl

(a) initially, the,intermediaries will play

a key role; they must implement the four-stage process; (b) gradually,
organizations will begin to build an "organizational memory"; (c) this will
enable organi ations to begin Co build an informal network--where they are
drawing as much upon their own expertise as.those of the intermediaries;
i.

and (d).eve

Sally, network members should be in regular contact with each

other fbiptirposes of specifying questions/problems "at hand" and for collating'
V

synthesizing information.

Eventually, the role of theintermediary should be
4'
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to provide occasional assistance (of a technical nature).

The RDX system

dy (in the long run) should not be dependent upon this special class of experts.
In thinking about implementation more specifically, we feel it is useful
a

to talk about the individual and systematic level; i.e., what can individuals
do, and how will this affect the system over time?

We also feel that it is useful

to think of the whole implementation process in ale framework of diffusion of

.

innovations (see Zaltman and Sikorski for a mpre-gentrai statement Of theSe-'

problems); as more and more,people become familiar with the synthesis component

I
and, the process which accompanies it, commitment will be built up.
,

The overall

(

perspective on staging and phasing for the RDX system is spelled out in the

Aper by Bean and Rogers.
The implementation process can also be thought of in terms of the feed9

forward aspects built into the RDX system. "Specifically with respect to knowledge synthesis, intermediaries will be providing the feedback which will provide
the groundwork for the next stage of development.

Eventually a user /client

oriented system will be continuously in the pdsition ofdeveloping the system.
On a step-by-step basis, the implementation of the synthesis comporienE
can be thought of in the following manner:
Step 1:

a.

Establishing communications between RDX intermediaries and
other levels of the systel
system level:

Nc

'Several packages on subjects of national impor-

tance should be prepared by the intermediary organiAtions.
(e.g., issues like competency standards for graduationw how t7
AS.

deal yith a consolidation plan, bi-lingual education, how,to/
/

manage teacher contacts with students, increasing readiUg'and
4

writing abilities).

/

4

These )Lackages should be oriented toward

the key issues in each of these areas - -what problems are of

most concern?

HoW can they be dealt with in the context of a

\ 194
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school sYstem and limited resources?

These padkages sho Id also
0

contain frank statemens as-bp what is known and unknown in a
given area of concern.
b.

individual level:

Where problems come up that are rela ed to

tha pre-preliared packages, intermediaries should attempt to

engage users inthe'process of specifying the problems

nd

goals they are working with.. In cases where Packages's e-not
available, clients Should be put in contact,with experts who

wouldbe familiar with their problem.
Between 9 and 12 months.:

c.

time line:

d.

justification:

`The system will not be able'to handle all requeSts

efficiently at the same time.

Since commitments to tas process

will have to be developed, it makes sense to.develop a ser'1ies
4

of packages that clan work' efficiently for clients and users.
Step 2:

a.

On the basis of established communication, begin to.engage.}
participants at all levels in the system in,theprocess"of
specifying value.
system level:

New packages are.constantly being developed and

a memory bank of experiences with synthesis begins to become,
available.

When feedback is received on a given produdty the

name and experience is stored.

As a result, when a client comes

with a similar problem, he is able to receive the synthesis

produet, the

,

perience of others with the product, and the

names of'people who have dealt with this problem.

In other

words, .organizational memory is being built up over time.

These.

7

'developments should also lead to a demand for synthesis productq
among participants",
-

0/.

b.

As demand increases, it will be possible to

individual'level:'

build up the network of people engaged in the process of speci:-:
fying value.

We can conceive of two possibilities:

(1) client

intermediaries will engage iii,the process of questioning their

clients; and (2) they will put the clients in direct contact with
RD% intermediaries.

Also,.client needs will, help to generate

the ideas for more packages.

At this stage of development,

clientsYwill continue to be put in contact with experts in areas
where packages are not available.
.

time line:
d.

Between 18 and 36 months.

justification:, Again;.we want to be careful to build up support
for this protess gradually.over time.

At the same time, we-feel

that it is important to buildup an organizational memory= -both
in terms of indivijottl, experiences and substantive knowledge.

The system should alto be inthe Position Of continuing tb update itself.

We distinguish the development of an organizational memory
from, the creation of a catalog. 1We do not simply want to provide

users with a listing of packs 40 that are avag.able; this would
e!''

again fall into. the mode of a'pissiveprocess.

Instead, we

P

g

want to engage them in the proceas'of'specifying their needs and
41k

responding directly. to these neadp

terms of providing,substan-

,

tive material, experiences of indivicluals.who have worked in
.

this area, and the names of IheSe iitaividuels so that they may
'

be contacted.
/
.
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The development of an organizational. memory is particularly

consistent witb.thinking 6f synthesis as the collation of literature and exemplary practices.

The development of an organizational

memory, as we have conceived it, is especially important in terms

of reporting exemplary practices andthe experiences associated
with implementing them.
Step 3:

The phasing-out of intermediaries in a critical,-active role
After three years)we expect the organizational memory to

C.

be developed to the extent of containing information-4n terms
of subsIance, experience ,with practice, and names of experts,on

most subjects of interest to clients.

Furthermore, the up-dating

will have been developed by.this point in time.
.

Thus, it will

be possible to replace the trained intermediaries who must be
involved with every excblangein specifying value with an operator
who is trained

ineducational research and methodology (i.e.,.

similar to the ones used in the Mediphone system).

Theile operators

will rely on the factkthaenetworks have, been 'built sufficiently

for people to want to engage4in the process 4.specifyini value.
.

,

,

,These operators will be trained to iknide'users'ihrough this
,

process.

VII: Critical Indicators for Monitoring
In,terms of the development of the synthesis component of the RDX system,
.

\gb.

.

monitoring and evaluation are built into the system in several ways:

(a) inter-

mectiaries are responsible for receiving feedback from users when a product is

,received and at three and six month time intervals thereafter; (b) the develOpment
'of an, organizational memory is dependent upon receiving-feedback on how the

informatial was used and whether "exemplary practices" were facilitated through

e

b3.

the application of the synthesis; and (c) the movement from step to ste0' to

t4 staging and. phasing process is dependent upon careful Xeedback:and evelua:
As the Weiss, et.al., paper on monitoring points out, the monitoring

tion.

dimension of the RDX system (in general) is carefully tied to the feedforward
aspects Df this system.
.

Specifically, with respect tb the knowledge synthesis component of this
system, formal evaluation (in the sense of formative evaluation) should occur
at' the following points:
1,

At the end of stages one and two in the implementation process;

2.

One year into step three to see If the system is operating independently
,r

of the active involvement of the intermediaries).

The Synthesis Component and the Overall Themes of the Conceptual Papers

VIII.

The development of the synthegis process is el sely tied to the themes
that have been used to integrate all of the papers

epared for RDX participants:

.

Problems speCific to educational policy--s nce education is a derivAtive

.1.

discipline; the synthesis process is affected; i.e. it is difficult
'',to innovate And new methods are often resisted.

Interohenizational c nfflict and managementthe entire synthesis process

2.

-

proposeliin this pap'e`r represent? management approach. for developing

e

We.are attempting, to piovide guidelines for,

complex R and D systems.

the development of an efficient girstem which overcomes the barriers
#
.

associated with effective development and use of knoWledge synthesis`
S

products in the past.

7:

4

..

,Staging and Phasi4.--in.terms of'awledge synthesis, we have devalopea
0

several, steps fort' implementation that cari be thought of 4.n terms of
.

,

systematic and individual levels.

$
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..

The regional deielopment of this R and D system is not affected by the synthesis
\6) process advocated in this paper.

Lt should be applied across all the regions;

differences may occur with respeCt to the speed df implementation.

'IX.

Sub-Optimal Solutions

As indicated earlier in this paper, the process of specifying value repre-

I

sents an ideal solution to the problems of knowlpdge synthesis and transformation,

within the context of a complex R and D system.
to this process.

.'

There are acceptable alternatives

strongly believe that each of theSe alternatives will not

address the root causes associated wit41. less than adequate traditional synthesis
ti

practices:
1.

The Glaser approAch for 'producing state -of- the-art papers.

Clearly,

this. approach has the advantage of building consensus concerning the
major issues in a, given discipline., In'addition, it: sorts out the best
.

quality information available in a.givenirea.
.

,

Disadvantngts: However, in, adopting this technique there is no guaran'tee that the.s5rnthesis will be relaied.to.the goals:Which the using
organizations 'are mandated to maximize.
2.
-

0

The Glass approach for producing meta-analysis through statistical

analysis of numerous studies on the same subject.

Clearly, this ap-

4
6

.

proachhas.ifie advantage of.validating'findings and putting differences
Attween various researchers into perspective:

are there siginificant

.

differences or are,the seemingly conflicting results due to. insignif i'

cant variations in method or form?
Disadvantages:

However, this technique does not allow for the develop-

ment of a common framework in which to place results; such work is left
to the,discretion of a particular :der.

9
p

11.
6
vi

1'

3.

The social indicator approach used by OMB.

This approach. is designed

to provide information on how well we are doing as a nation concerning
the goals that 0MB considers to be of national importance.

In each

synthesis, at least some goalrelated information is being'presented.
Disadvantages:

However, there is no guarantee that die. goals that

the'OMB indicators are measuring have any relevance to the user being
exposed to the knowledge synthesis.

Again, an interactive consensus

seeking process is missing.

We feel that. 41 of these approadhes have merit and at least try to maximize
some of the goals that we are trying to achieve in'our

fourstep system of

knowledge synthesis..

Conclusion
N6

Clearly) more work has to be 'devoted to operationalizing the system pro.
.

posed in this paper.

As a. whole, the paper was written with a vision of the

Y lull knowledge synthesis proctss in place.

We have attempted to provide a

general stept-byStep plan for thinking about and organizing the implementation
process.

w".

Essentially, we have prdvided.guideposts for what might beexpected

'at the end of each stage of system developMent.

The notion of specifying the value of information and not thinking
of use as a prcNy for value is novel .in the. synthesis arca.

It' goes
A

against the general market paradigm of supply and demand,.

If there is

a demand anH.there is use, why shouldn't we think there is value.

We belieVe that this framework and way of thinking Is reflected19n
the "current state of tfie art".

Thus, we have. tried to proviiid a different

framework in which to order knowledge inquiry processes.
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*VERVIEW
'

The RDx is carving out a role in a larger process, that of detecting

J

-

,

practitioner needs and' matching theM against R&D resources, with the gOal of,.
providing more responsive research, development, and delivery.' The diffusion-

'literature offers a nuber of principle; for the RDx in this endeavor.

r

..t,

Howeve*.since much of the research deals yith diffusingsingle or specific
,

-

InnovaXions, it must'be interpreted cautiously.

'With,this.ip Mind, the

.

.0

following are Offered as diffusion principles:
Planning facilitates innovation.diffusion, and where planning is;more

.

explicit and detailed, diffusion-is faster and more complete.
NT

q'

Diffusion planning sho4ld begin;at,the ear1iest.stages of R&D, when

='

.

,

decisions on the form Outcomes will take determine their ultimate communica.

.

ility, complekfy, radicaless, advantage, and compatibility.

-and meanAngful interactions with intended beneficiaries should occur prior

V

'to development

\

Diffusion'Plannets sbo-/.

Mus,.cloSe

)7'

L
sider pot just the nature of the beneficiary.

system(s), but also the relation of those systems with*their environments.
4o

The diffusiOn process is blocked where-It dels with innovations which are
1

appropriatefroM the perspective of'one but notbOth.

This is particularly

true if either is threatened or j eopardi±ed by an innovation or change

.

aAvocated brthe other system.

The greater the discrepancy between a social
' 6,
system and its environment, the more4difficult it will be to diffuse innovations
,

in that system.

I

2

2 04

.

7

with many
Diffusion is more easily accomplished among ,social systems
external linkages.

Hot...ever, different individual

systems handle the adoption

or preempt innovations;
and change process differently. 'Reactive systems co-opt

proactive systems adapt and incorporate innovations.

The latter processes are

of the change.
more time-consuming, but are,necestary for "ownership"

Diffusion'of innovations within social systems is slower, but more
sustained when the system has open internal communication flows.

This is

the sydm,
because open flows invite involvement from many or all levels of
the change process,
: and this involvement has the paradoxical effect of slowing
sustained.
but increasing the likelihood that it will be

change
Educational linkers should distinguish among the organizational
Stages:

initiation; implementation, and resolution

Different types of

assistance are required at the different phases.
the
Educational linkers should be sensitive; to the-informal as well as
formal aspects of adopting..organizations.
.

,

systemchich perceive and understand
Educational linkers can work best with
their needs for change.
assisted.

Need assessment activjties should be encouraged and

commitment
A change agent should establish that there existg strong

to'change in both the formal and informal systems of schools.
-

Further, it

idsources
should be ascertained that thje system has or can acqUire the necessary
to accept and sustain change...z

variety of organiIn planning diffusion, it is necessaryo consider the
the different needs of
zational- roles in the beneficiary systems and to consider
each type of role.

Roles include gatekeepers,'Reinion leaders, decition-makers,

can influence the diffusion
innovators, implementers, and affectees, any of whom
0

ti

process.

-

3

Diffusion planners need to consider.aere the various role holders ate
in the acquisition of their roles.. ,.person's needs stem in part from role
familiarity and experience.

:

Individuals 1, ant formal guidelines and assistance

at' early stages; at later stages, they become more interested in having.

meaningful impacts in their roles and in personalizing their performances.
Early infa,change process, participants are in:early role-acquisition
stages and need more formal, guidance-type information and assistance.
-

At

'later stages, they may take more risk and become more "innovative" to achieve
impact.

Diffusion is improved when there exist

mechanisms for taking on new roles.

4

These should attend to needs occurring late in role acquisition, as well as ones
occurring early in role acquisition.

The diffusion process.is conditioned.by the available res4rces (innovations).

In effettpoor products will not be successfully diffused.

Some adaptations

may occur, but this is not what is aimed at by an ongoing diffusion system.

Rather, the system should, over time, match appropriate resources to user needs
and facilitate satisfactory exchanges.

These goals will be frustrated if

,

adequate, satisfactory resources are not available.
Diffusion is easiest for innovations that are new.

When "mature" inno-

vations are being diffused, there exist more substitutes or competing ittovations, and the remaining non-users tend to be segments'least inclined to adopt.
The single most important attribute an innovation should have 3s flexibility.

Piffusion is hindered when innovations being diffused do not fit easily with
-

the variety of conditions characterizing adopting systems.

Choice of tactics fqr'assi;ting the change process should reflect careful
consideratioh of the decision stage to be reached; the tolerance of participants
for rikk, the goals of involved

rties; the scope and complexity of the con-

/
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.

templated change; the nature of the innovation; the time and resources

.

_

)

available; the nature of the target system; and "competing" demands on the
system.

To facilitate diffusion efforts, information about available innovations
should relate them to the professional.development of potential users.
Diffusion is hindered where it must rely on already full'or overfull
information channels.

INTRODUCTION

The past three decade's in the social sciences have witnessed a dramatic

rise in concern wi social change.

T14,,sj.s particularly true for that aspect

concerned with the adoption and diffusion of innovations.

of social c

When an innovation is adopted and diffused within some social system and
-

results in an al-terion in the structure or functioning of that system, social
change is said to have occurred.

The term "innovation" is used here to refer

to any idea, practice, or object which is perceived as new to a person or group
who might potentially adopt it.

By "adopt" is meant the decision to usethe

innovation on something more than a trial. basis.) The. term "diffusion" refers

to the spread of adoption decisions.

The phenomenon of innovation diffusion has been extensively researched
ft.

in a very wide variety of contexts and covering a broad. array of innovation.
The orientation's or perspectives of the persons involved in conducting these
studies has also varied greatly.

As on

might guess, along with the great

diversity characterizing nearly all asp cts of diffusion research, there comes
a degree of contradiction or "poorness, f fit" when comparing particular
results or observations

provid&

erent studies.

20

Most importantly,

5

however,,there has also been a considerable degree of agreement among diverse
studies on one or another basic issues.

There are exceptions to nearly atl

these areas of agreement, but the issues of agreement represent a convergent
validity:

the same phenomenon' being observed.in different contexts and in

different ways.

Convergent validity is an important criterion in science.

When present, it provides confidence to the extension of an observation to
a new setting.

The larger.the number of different contexts a phenomenon can

be found in (the greater the degree of convergent validity), the more confident

we are that it will be observed in or applicable toanew
ae
context.
,

The observations to be made in this paper all.have a high degree of
convergent validity. 'Thus, they are likely to be applicable to.the field of
education.

Some'of them already have direct support in this field and their

importance is further underscored by convergent validation elsewhere,

Managing Diffusion
Perhaps the very first issue to be addressed is: *To. what ,extent can the
9

diffusion process lie managed?

Are there too many important uncontrollable

forces present which may easily,- disrupt management effortst .Are those, factors

which sate subject to control too costly individually or collectively?'Do-we,
,

in fact, know what to do once critical factors or variables are brought within

our con)rol? The available evidence suggests two important principles.
Principle 1:

a planned diffusion process is significantly more likely to

succeed than an unplanned diffusion process.
important.

Prior explicit pldnnipg is very

The incidence of widespread innovation diffusion is much greater

in cases where prior explicit planning diffusion is evident thin in cases
where
it appears lacking., Additionally, the-diffusion rate tends to be faster among

planned as opposed to unplanned cases of successful diffusion.
,--

,

4r

008

0/
(

A second related principle concerns the quality of planning.
2:

complete
the more explicit and detailed the planning process is, the more

kor total the diffusion of an innovation will be.

.o'

"

The diffusion process' will

be more rapid than would otherwise be the case.

.

Principle

The explicitness and

and
.detail of Nanning is a major distinguishing factor between successful

.unsuccessful planned diffusion efforts: Successful effOrts are characteri:ed
by careful needs assessment, meaningful 'objectives, detailed alternative
,

6

.

,strategies, contingency plans, and evaluation/control
cation for RDx is'clear.

echanismS.

The

RDx.should pay very careful attention to need

assessment, goal setting, .planning and contingency p1. ning.

This must be
4

4

done explicitly and \in operational ways.

Principles 1 an

2 seem so very Obvious that the reader might question

w 'hy they are mentioned at all.

.

'Surely everyone knows planning makes a difference.

Yet what we know and,what we do arg not always in coo espondence.

Par, most

'innovations, diffusion appears to occur in the absen e of any planning, or
in the presence of only Vague planning.

where parties have a clea

This applie

even to those instances'

vested interest in achiev ng *rapid and complete,

diffusion.

Careful planning is not a common charact ristic of diffusion

processes.

Even less common is the provision of needed support for implementing

diffusion,plans.

'While developers may be concerned with innovation diffusion,

diffusion
they do not often allocate the resources necessay for successful
management.

The result is that diffuslonis less complete or less successful

than would occur with an explicit'and.detdiled planning process,
The evidence supporting Principles 1, and 2 suggest that uncontrollable
factors are often not so disruptive as to render diffusion management activities
ineffective.

Moreover, many important controllable factors do not require

unreasonable resources for effective control.

209.
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Thds, an otherwise disruptive

ts4

o
-e
innovation might be ameliorated by the planne,rs'accommodating to it-early,

A necessary retrenchment can be focilitateli if planners anticipate,negatNe

-outcomes and develop contingency plans.
avoided by a careful plan.

UnrealiStic expectations can be

1

Joint Considerations of Internal and External Factors
Most diffusion research focuses only on the unit of adoption, such as
the teacher or a school.

Furthermore, many observeri have suggested that

change must be imposed upon the individuals or organizations.

This is basic',

ally a reacti'e perspective:. social systems change primarily in response to
outside stimuli.

Other studies take a contrary approach, maintaining that

enduring change must essentially come from within the social system:

The

tendency for people to fall into one camp or another obscures an important

At
point summarized by Principle 3:

innovations diffuse in response to the

,

;4,interaction bf a unit of adoption with its environment.' This means that the

design of A

iffusion system should consider not only adoption characteristics

and not onbk..eaironmental characteristics, but the characteristics of the
,

1
interaction between adopters and their environment., The focal, point becomes
,b,. ,,

..

,

,the,"social"relationship between a social system"'

id its environment.

How do

.

i

schools intiAct with state edUcatjon agencies?

This question is quite

different from, the more frequently encountered questions, what can a state

education agency do for (to?) local schools, and, alternatiVely, how can local
schools use state education agencies?

The gDx neec14 to continue to study how

LEAs make decisions and operate within their environments.

f

1Some recent attempts to codify some of the knowledge about diffusion
management in education and in the broader field of social change can be found
in Zaltman, Florio, and Sikorski, 1977; Zaltmap and Duncan, 1977; Rothman,
"et al., 1974; and,Rothman, et' al., 1976).
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i
Given-the importance of interaction and relational analysis, tine must
ask
/

-

about discrepandies, i.e., differences in readiness for innovation.

A school

system cannot move very far ahead of, say, a state agency (an environmental
component), nor can the agency move very far ahead of the school systems it
may try to assist.
A

The relationship between a school district and a State

agency, or a regional lab or center will be disrupted or impaired if the

district is ready to use a third geporation technological innovation, e.g., a
highly sophisticated teaching machine, while the state agency may only be
able to assist with theT.rst4eneration version, e.g., a simple teaching
machine.

Conversely, a state agency will be unsuccessful in diffusing third

generation innovations if a school district only has the desire or capacity
for the first generation version.

Distrepancies may exist between a school system and a non-educational
agency in the environment.

These, too, must be considered.

A schoolsystem

in a community must.compete with other service interests in the...community,

A

such as' welfare, public works, Pare and police protection, and so forth.

discrepancy exists_when, for example, an improvement in the educational system
a

is clearly at the expense of public works.

The greater this'discrepancycor

conflict, the more difficult it is for'the school systeM to advocate the
adoption of innovations whose success may be uncertain and intangible.

The'

uncertainty and intangibility dimensions make the school system vulnerable
to att

or criticism.

leads to Pra

le 4:

This vulnerability lessens innovativeness.

This

the greater the discrepancy between a\school System

and an important element of the environment such as a, major unit 'of city

,government, the less innovative the social system will be.

This principle

suggests that RDx should consider (a) discrepancies in value, capacities,

21
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And readiness.-,to change which may exist between schools and their environment,

and (b) discrepancy-reducing strategies.
'The presence of discrepancy-reducing strategies is important.

However,

discrepancies, may not be easily overcome anday need to,be confronted directly.
-This implies the need for political process and conflict-res&tidn-

Only

one diffusion model (Stiles and Robinson, 1973) appears to have allowed for a
According to-this model, a good diffusion system

consensus-seeking approach.

should be designed to allow for political process as ,a diffuSion strategy.

This strategy mightentail several steps.Step 1.

marshaling of forces having unmet-needs

Development:

and articulating complaints and proposals,

St4 2.

Diffusion:

dissemination of the complaints and remedial
.

:" proposals through public protest and criticism.
Step 3.

Legitimation:

recognition' of the need for change among

pidicy makers and resource allocators at the local level,
or, depending upon resistance at the local level, recog.

hition of 'the need for change among legislators or courts.
Step 4.

Adoption:

acceptance by professional educators of their

responsibility for carrying.out the change,
Step S.

Adaptation:
. without

actual implementation-of change with'or

modificAbn.

.

Zaltman;et al. (1977)

gest:

"A major implication of the political process model for the
change planner is the importance of connecting a desired change with
an unmet need of one or more vocal.j.nterest groups or stimulating the
growth of an interest group centering on the desired change, Creative
use of interest groups can greatly speed up the development, diffusiOn,
and legitimation phases. The educational change planner can play an
.
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t'

important role in these phases as disseminator' of information.
This suggests another impli:cat ion of the political process model.
Eadh phase nay require di fferepidkinds,of'informat ion.,'.and the
Chalge- planner as_disseminafor. mould be aware of such equire-rients. For eximPle,, in the development phase, information about

"
,

therfature and,severity of a problem should be stressed; while
at the diffusion stage, information abaft particular solutions
or remedial proposals shoulkl be emphasized.';-

Organizatibnal Roles in DiffusiOn .

111

Diffusion research focusing on organization change, has many implications
,1

which do not appear to have entered 'into innovation Offusion strategies in
.

,

education. Such Strategi'es often ignore Vie internaldynatnics of orgaltiza.

-

and, felt needs of 'person0
tions. For example, the differences in perceived
\........-.--,
,
Often
ignored.
occupying different social-roles within a- s'ahool systs are'
z

user; _however, the internal
The feedforvi. ard concept focuses on. the ultiziate
,
.

enviroruaent,of a school or district involve 'many others -in the change process.
of persons' in these'
Other roles in change are very important, and the ne
ti

.

roles must be assessed as well.

II

-..

'

What are theseother,roles? . Briefly, in addition toe user s, they .inclucle:
I. Gatekeepers: People who cahtiolenough, of a channel of
e

tommunication_ to be an arbiter oftrhat information flews

into a school, system....or 'what information, e.g product
.k

needi, flows from
a
/7

-

2

peoplewithin

the school sys

t out..

siders such as SEAS or regional R&D labs and centers.
Opinion leaders: People who offer solicited and /or tin.
4

solicited advice (this distinction is an important one):
about an educational,. innovation .or innavati.on needs.
_

3.

.

,

/

Innovators: People who are-early users of iv/ovations

(and whose felt and expressed needs may

mat

sentative of those df other persont).--

3

be re'Pre-

,,,

4

11
0

4.

Decision makers:' Persons who hare the authoritylto commit

4

the school system to the adoption of an innovation (and
whose felt and expressed need's may not be A9presentltive of

those of other,persons).
S.

Implementors:

People responsiblefor putting a decision

A

,

into effect.

(These people may also be users.)* ,The way a

decision is implemented may be influenced by the perceptions
'"

implementors have of the needs,ofAisers.
6.

iffectees:

People who are rift necessarily usepbut are

affected by the use of an innovation.

Students may be

affled by*,teaeher training programs or' organiza5pnal
development efforts.among,professionaletaff in the schobl
system.

People in all of these roles may have strong iloact on diffusion ifforts.
Yet because of the particular 'corICerns-of

-

4

their roles, they'have different
.4,

innovation needs, different information' reeds, and d*Ifferent
needs for assistance
.

and support.

-

It is important to know these difWences since
persons in

%

different roles act upon their needs, and their
actions affect the school'
.,-S

.

0

)

system's response to innovations. 'kiss; it,is important to know
whether or
.

A

to whatextent a neela,assessment effort is
tapping the needs of people in
these roles more than user needs.
or more of)these. other roles.)

to identifyland disrin

(0f course, a'usermay also occupy one'

Thu

Principlikip'stAtes:

it is'important

ish among the needg of persons in
many different

social roles within a schoolystem:
-

Assessing and ultimately responding
,

only to user needs ignores other,vi,tal need'# sets in a school,
system.

Perhaps

4,

the RDx requires a system for tlassfOlag 9schbolnpeds in
terms of the type
1'

,r70

-_
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,

those needs.
of rolg(s) most likely to be concerned'With the satisfaction of

This may result in better targeting of information.
do different
Just as different change roles imply different needs, so also

stages in role acquisition.

This is true bot4_ for change roles and for other

teacher, student.
more specific/organizational roles, e.g., school principal,
experience.
hat is, i'person's needs stem in part from role familiarity and
school
For example, a person new to a decision-maker role, such as a new

principal, may be more receptive to innovations'which help establish hisor

her stamp on Lh system; someone

who has internalized that role more completely

functioning
may be more concerned with innovation that insure a smoother

of school operations.. Principle 6 states:

RDx diffusion strategies must

consider where the various role ,holders are in their acquisition of their
innovations, information,
roles and what implications this has for structuring

and assistance.
Stages in role acquisition include an anticipatory stage, a formal stage,
and finally, a personal stage..

Individuals begin by depending on formal rules

for behavior and replace this over time with reliance on their own abilities
issues to
and skills.!- In addition, they mbVe from.more mundane, "survival"

loftier concerns more 0 line with self- or system-actualization.

The RDx
,,.

must be prepared to'address changing needs implied by the dynamic role.

acquisition process.

At an early stage in role acquisition, the role hoIder

needs dependable guidelines for successful role behavior,

He or she may lack

personal assurance as well as pr yin credibility in the orga4zation: At
this time, the role holder will

most open to innovations relating to successful

role performance and/or holding some promise of enhancing the role holder's
credibility and demonstrating his or her special effectiveness in that role.

21rJ
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Thus,'new school principals or superintendents will be anxious
to set them, selves_apart from previous 1-Ole-holders by trying projects

system from what it was,under previous'roie holders.
-do the same with their classes or in the school.

that change the

Net, teachers want to

gowever, they will generally

look for projects that fit safely within the formal limits
on the role holder's
discretion.

At later acquiiitiOn stages, the role holder has passed the test of
survival.

He or she is, more comfortable with performing the role and
more

confident of system support.

At later Stages, the -role holder is concerned

with' maintaining equilibrium and a smooth, effectiire
c

or she' is also likely to become interestedleh

accomplishing something more

significant than successful role performance:
can conflict.

operation;. however; he

Pbviously, these interests

For example, the experienced teacher who wants both an effective

daily operation and the possibility of significant impact
on students faces
disruption of the first to achieve the second.

Such a person is interested

in innovation, but that interest includes a desil.e for disciplined,
systematic
change. -

-

It is important to consider not only how different existing
roles will

respond to innovation, but also to consider that,the innovation
itself requires
the creation of new roles ini.the system.

This suggests Principle 7:

innovation

diffUsionpay depend upon individuals within adopting organizations
taking
on new roles.

Thus, as a system adopts an innovaii&, individuals in
the

system go through stages of acquiring the roles

needed to ithplement the change.

Here we are Feferring not to change roles in the organization,
but toro/es in
change.

For example, adoption of individualized instruction
may require that

teachers become classroom managers as well as inslructors;
adoption of team
teaching requires that some teachers and administrators
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become leaders of

o.
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problem-solving groups. _A task for the RDx td undertake early in the change
process fssto have teachers or others with information t,o1 assist them in the

performance of their new roles.

For example, initially a school system

adopting team teaching may have Members who need to acquire 'group problem -

Jt is insufficient for a'system such as RDx to provide

solving skills.

The RDx must also be a provider of social skills necessary for

'innovations.
.

the implementation or utilization of innovations.
i

Support for, Change

The preceding paragraph's describing role acquisition suggest Principle 11:

diffusi6n-is improved when there exist mechanisms for training participants
_

to take on new roles.

This kind of support appears useful for,,diffusing any

complex innovation.

Usually, training mechanisms address needs occurring early in role
acquisition, while neglecting those which occur at later.stages.

-That is,

A

assistance in acquiring formaltl skills is provided, but Support for-continued
0

Such circumstances can foster rapid; but only superficialk

growih-----ik not.

diffusign.
.

Co4etenee for sustained change is nolt enough; participants must be self-

motivated and committed to change.4 One implication is that those .inVolved
VA

in a change should have input into decisions which affect them

in particular,

the decision' to try the change and any decision to adopt/continue it.

Such

410,
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participation in decision making is necessary to enhance commitment to change,
which in turn is necessary for.sustained, motivated implementation;- However,:
participation slows down the change process.

Thus,

Principle 9 states:

diffusion is faster among systems with centralized decision authority, but
it is perhaps more effective and complete among .systems with participative
decision-making structures.

2

.

4

O

.-

,...

,n implication for RDx is that it should encourage the use of organiza

,

\\

1

tion'al development technigftes to achie.e flexible decision' authority patterns;
r

.

patterns,whilph allow for certain (adoptiony decisidns to be made through a
-

.

.

.

decentra;kzed pattern, and other (implementation) deciSions to be made using

.-

.
'a,

more

7

centralized and tiles faster pattern.

A further implicition is that

,..

,

_
changepartic ants can be involved in deciding which matters will be in-their
1

--/

.

.

sphere of in erest and which they will surrender in the dnterests oestream,

.

,

lining the change process.
,

. '

.

.

If the
the particpants themselves delegate decisions

r' .

'

to a centralized authority, they retain through this delegation decision
,

-,

-th

.

.c.

..

0

.

.1!dwnership'Oand control.

.

.

A

t

..

).r.

process;7they.)mameiiilve the confli-ft between speedip
.._

-

A-.

.

deElsion making.

f

I

.

Innovation Attributes

e importance

Much diffusion research has

ca

Diffusi

o'i

,.

04

4

(-77

.,kto s4ccessful diffusion.

.

.

*eckentralized

.

.

0

r-'-'7'

change-thiouh'centra-

.

tlized decision-making and mediating involvement with change through
ts

e

..,

,

i
If adoptini sysxeraScan be suppouted.in this

innovatin,attributes

1? faster fOr innovations that.are communi-

simple and nonradical, and have a clear relAtive advAntage; itis 100
r

like'l'y to be complete And sustained with innovations that

'compatible,

r

,

.

pervasive, and have demonAtratable impact.

't.4-"
'.

It is s6ignificant

°'

,

ail but the last,two'of these attributes are

relativistic concepts; their operaiionalizition reqUires'reference to the state
11"'

of, the adopting system.

'is points to a probable reason that innovations

are frequently ur;derused; that,....4-3-, they are developed separately from the

potential usere.wi
and circumstances.

upexplicit reference to user needs, dec ision processes,
Principle 10,stateS:

diffusion Concerns begin at the

earliest stages of innovation deyelopme9r where decisions on product fore
.

4218
.0

ft,
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determine its ultimate communicability, complexity/radicalness, perceived
advantage, and compatibility.

The goal is to developlPorms that are maximally_

communicable, simple, non-radical, advantageous, and compatible.

This can

only be done through close and meaningful interactions with potential users,
and such interaction is likely to show that, contrary to popular belief,
these attributes do not have to conflict with innovation effectiveness.

It

should be possible to serve ultimate users better by attending not only to
features that increase an innovation's potential impact, but also to features
that make'them easier and less punishing to use.
This implication regarding, development can be supplemented with an impli_

cation_regarding_diffusion_of_already-developed.innovations:

.

those responsible

for allocatirig resources to diffuse existing innovations should have a reliable

mechanism for screening out those which may not be usable.

.

In educational

contexts, screening usually focuses on potential impact; however, products
should be screened for "marketibility" as well.

While a potentially useful

innovation should. not be dropped just because it is difficult to, use, it is

only reasonable to decide that it must be dropped or revised if it appears
that this difficulty is likely to prevent its use.

Even in Commercial settings, product prunidg is not easy, but it is routinely
carried out for products which threaten the firm's p
areas, pruning decisions are even, more difficult.

e

ability.

4116
ere is

In nonprofit

not as clear a

criterion as "profit" and arguments for and against pruning are likely to
appear equally cogent.

Still, in other social contexts it is necessary to

prune innovations that are not needed or wanted to an extent which justifies
the effbrt to diffuse them.

after back the of

Otherwise, we may be simply throwing good money

ct of which is not only to waste resourdes on an innovation
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that cam't be diffused, but also to divert effort from devIluping or diffusing
other versions.

This leads to Principle 11:

innovations should be routinely

and periodically reviewed and the resources spent to diffuse them justified
according to impact and marketability criteria.

Thus, the 120x needs to provide

a gatekeeper function focusing on quality control which would result in a
better use of resources and prevent the overloading of'SEAs and LEAs with
impractical innovations,

Quality control gatekeeping should be carried out continuously.

This

r

notion suggests the importance of an innovation's life cycle.

Principle 12:

diffusion of a particular innovation is likely to be easiest shortly after
its.Introduction, then progressively more difficult as substitutes-or-comileting

innovations enter the field and/or diffusion approaches saturation.

It is

important to realize that an-innovation at time 1 may be more readily'anf
cost-effectively diffused than at time 2.

It follows that any rationale for

allocating scarce resources to diffusing it will lose some cogency as diffusion
becomes less cost-effective.

For social products, this point is frequently overlookedt

A socially

important and effective innovation might receive sc rce*resources long after

the effort.to diffuse it is cost-lpfective.
to diffase for several reason's.

"Mature' innovations are costly

As mentioned, comp ting innovations enter

the arena and preempt part of the target audience.

Additionally, a

the

innovation is more and more completely diffused, the remaining efforts must
be aimed at late'adopterJ and "laggards," traditionally the most difficult
group to reach.

Thus, it is important for the hDx to determine where an

innovation is in its life cycle and to prune or reduce allocations for 'mature"
innovations in favor of younger ones.
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Perhaps the single most important attribute an innovation should have is
flexlbility or adaptability.

Diffusion is hindered when the innovation does

notfit easily with the variety of conditions characterizing adopting systems.,
\

Further, the commitment and competence needed within adopting` systems may

require that individuals have input into the ultimate form the innovation
0

takes.

'

Thus, innovations should be malleable in ways that "alld4 adopters

to determine their nature and use.

Susceptibility to modification seems to

Social innovations should be designed

be an important innovation attribute.

so that significant user_ adaptation is possible at the time of use.

raises a very dikfiCult'issue.

This

User adaptation/of an innovation may inad-

vertantly lessen its effectiveness on quality.
alteration could be very dysfunctional.

Conceivably a particular.

There is no evident feasible way

for the RDx to maintain quality.control once provision for substantial
alteration is built into the innovation.

A final point about innovation attributes concerns which of these should
be stressed in communications to users.

Innovation attributes provide the

.

basis for descriptive "promotional" communication to and among potential
users.

Depending on the stage users are at in their acquisition of innovation-

related roles, information should stress user rewards (at early stages), then
potential impact (at later stages).

Since the diffusion strategist is likely

to want to provide as much information as is feasible, the poAt is not "that)

he should provide one or the other type of information, but rather, that he
should gear his information to the attributes that

elate to incentives or

reasons for use. In social change areas, incentives for innovation involve
the career paths of professionals charged with adoption and implementation.
Financial incentives are important, but prOfessionals are ultimately most"'
concerned with enhanced prestige, status, and position.

Thus, developers

r
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and diffusion strategists need to consider aspects of the innovation that
could be positively or riegatively )1-elatedto the career develfpmentof
individuals who!will participate, in the change.

'Oranizational Communication'
Diffusion/ is most easily accomplished among social systems with open and
viable' communication flows.

,4k

The importance of internal flows to organizational innovativeness is,
.

1

,

suggested by our earlieCdiscussion of decision-authority patterns, Open
vertical and horizontal flows may s ow the process of innovation, but may
also be essential for sustained change:
Open inter-system flows do not have the same effect

rather, the more

extensive and open these communication networks, the more rapidly diffusion
.

.

will occur,

.

,

However, effects on,the individual systems involved. may be uneven.
-

Those systems whiO are proactix4,ise

ing toassert and maintain control
Ai,.

over the environment rather Ihan.thq\other wayoaround,
ground, will adapt the innovation
-,.,

\

,

.and incorporate.it more slowly; those reaglpg

.

o environment pressures will

co-opt or preempt the innovation, adoptingjt relatiVely rapidly, but not
experiencing sustained change.
c.

All organizations are more likely to adopt.
.......

,

,

.

innovations wherewthey have viable external linkages, but the process is more
,

, 'disruptive and often frustrating and superficial in thos

respond to the environment rather than interact with, it.

systems which.

f

It is commonly believed that communication problems are problems of
blocked flows or restricted information; however, problems of overloaded
dhahnels are equally important (Rogers and Rogers, 1976).

L.

Diffusion is hindered
.

where' information channels are overloaded.

-

Delay. and distortion are.charact-

eristic Of communication which depends for transmission on such channels.

tt
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Overload maybe due to too much information or information In forms that are
not efficient or effective.

Thus; one task for the RDx is to screen and

process information so it is maximally efficient; another is to study the
existing channels and determine whether there is too much competing informaa

for effective use of the channel.

If so, strategies for improVing

...4xisting channels or developing new ones must be devised.

It has been

speculated that we may someday'have to devise ways to restrict-and qualify
information flows, much as we have begun"' in this country to restrict our food
4

intake.

"Oursis said to be the first society in which overeating is a. problem

for most of the people.

A recommended remedy is self-discipline on intake

and a balancing (physical] regimen.

Perhaps in analogous fashion ....a new

ethic is required that defines knowledge for its own sake as waste, mil...-.
unrationed'intake....as gluttony." (Wiebel 1971)
It is important to note that attempts to reduce overload'may lead to
important distortions and omissions. - For example, a gatekeeper relaying

information may allow his own biases to determine who learns about what
innovations.

If this happens, diffusion can be,thwarted by seemingly useful

attempts to streamline information flows.

Other Organizational Considerations
There are several implications for innovation diffusion in education to
'be derived from organizatibnal change theories.

perhaps the'most important

distinction to be made initially islikinnovation adoption by organizations
consists of three important phases expressed in the next principle.
.

13:

the RDx should distinelish among the following stages:

implementation, and resolution.

Principle

s\_ .

initiftion,

During the initiation stage, the'organization

becomes aware of an innovation, becomes knowledgeable about it, makes
.
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evaluations, and then decides either to cry or to reject the innovation.
During the implementation phase, the organisation changes,its-practices to
accommodate the innovation and perhaps alters the innovation.

During the

resolution phase, a decision is made to continue or to discontinue usage of
the innovation on a more or less permanent basis.

This phase involves an

assessment of the impact of the innovation-and efforts-to reduce conflict
generated by the innovation.

Modification of the innovation may also occur

during this phase.

Different types of change agent activities are required at the different
*.phases. 'For example, the provision of information about the innovation and

its success in other educational settings is important during the initiation
phase, .while conflict reduction activities and innovation adaptation activities

are particularly important during the latter two stages.

Assistance in

evaluation research and its interpretation may also be necessary during, the
resolution phase.

The RDx should also be sensitive to the impact of various organizational

'1

.

.

.

70i

structure considerations.

For example, initiation is easier when authOrity

to innovate`is decentralized, when the organization has relatively few rules'
affecting activities necessary during the initiation phase,, and when there

are many channels of information readily available to the school.

;As implied above, it is very important for change agents to work closely
with potential adopters.

In doing so, Principle 14 shou

be con

deted:

the RDx should be sensitive to the informal as well as formal aspects of'the
organizations identified as potential adopters.

Diffusion of innovations is

much more rapid -whei informal aspects of organizations are considered expli-:
citl

Informal social systems.within schools may be as important in the
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,

as .biefOrmal social system as reflected by an,organi:ational

adoption proc:ps

t
.

Thus, we might distinguish between adoption by informal groups and by
.
.
.
f
'formal groups within a given school building or a given school district.
chart.

,,f,

f,

arerlap' may exist between the two group's, of course.

Selection of Diffusion Strategies and Tactics,
One basic issue in diffusion management is who the best initial target
should be.

this topic.

,

Several principles can be derived from the extant literature on
The principles will be cited in terms of considerations a change

agency should attend to in developing a change strategy.

Principle IS is that

the
an explicit decision should be made whether-to approach the most likely or

This issue is often referred to

least likely schools to adopt an innovation.

as the strategy of least resistance versus the strategy of greatest resistance.
4".

When pressure is great for demonstrating an early success, agencies should
focus their initial efforts on those schools most likely to adopt an innovation.
This is also desirable when word-of-mouth communication and legitimation
,

'processes are important.

-

On the other,hand, the most likely schools to adopt

an innovation, may do so even without nurturance by external agencies.

Thus,

it may be wiser to concentrate resources on those school systems which are
most resistant to change since innovative schools may adopt anyway.
Diffusion research also suggests Principle 16:

the RDx should select

schools,on the basis of the degree of felt or perceived need for change.
If a school does not feel a strong need for change, they may adopt an innovation, if at all, on the basis ,of political pressure, but not implement. the
innovation.

This may be very dysfunctional to theRDx"since the adopting

school is likely to have little "shocase" value.

2

1
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Related to felt need is the degree of commitment a sch6O1 may have toward
a

the act of ch(nging.

Principle 17 is that a change agency should determine

theta strong degree cef commitment to change exists in both the formal and
informal systems of schools before proceeding with a najor diffusion effort.
Having a strongly felt need does not automatically imply that a school will
be committed to change.

This is particularly likely if the belief exists

that the need is essentially "unmeetable" or if there is suspicion' of the
change agency.

Principle 18 states that change shduld not be undertaken if the school
system does not possess' the necessarleinancial and human resources to (a)
accept change, and (b) sustain, change.

An exception to this, of course, ig'

when the change agency or another organization is, able and willing to provide
these resources.

Thus', the existence of felt needs and a readiness to accept

.4

change alone are not sufficient reasons to proceed with a major diffusion
effort.

Principle 19 is that a'change agency shquld consider the possibility of
a heterogeneous audience of potential adopters who might be classified in
ways'which require different diffusion strategies and tactics.

For example,

school systems vary along many dimensions such as per pupil expenditure,
size,.community socio-economic characteristics, and so forth.

Diffusion

research suggests that the dimensions relevant to the innovation at, hand be
identified and school systems clustered in terms of 'where they fall along
these dimensions.

Each such cluster may require a different approach and

may have somewhat different needs.

Diffusion efforts which segment target

audiences appear to have substantially more success than those which do not.
Change agencies commonly assume that potential users of an innovation
are all in the same decision-making stage.

--.
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Principle 20 is that the RDx
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should assume that potential adopters=willNary in te4:s of where they are in
Some schools may, not be aware, of an innovation, while=

a decision process.

I

othOrsgare only aware of it, and still other schools actively assessing the
Different` apfroalhes are necessary for schools in

value of the innovation.

.different decision-making stages.

Diffusion planners conveying infOrmation have availabee.aLlarge array of
.

0

.

tactics for mediating commitment and learning and facilitating tplementation.
0

.
.

A major category subsumes information tactics-such as use of direct mail:, use

of the mass media, use of salespeople or field agents, and workshops or
Other-cat

informative product paCkaging.
.
.

-

,'.

,

o ies of tactics are 1:Tpduct
.

.

and training/assiStance tactics:'
The
development, user involveMent, . legal,
'
....
a
'

.

.

.

e

planner's skill -in combining and using such tactics deterMines *heir effect-

" .

.

iveness for promoting innovation - diffusion.

Diffusion/change tactics can,be characterized on a.number'of dimeriSions
which relate tes their usefulneis for different changeioals, target systems,
,

and change contexts.

.

One such dimension, stability, is characteristic of

tactics which generally operate as intended with little chang# of deviation
or unexpected consequences.

Examples might,iricltde the tactics of mandating

simple changes, using direct mail'messages, or subsidizing change,

Tactics

with less predictability might-include personal seflingconsultation, or
4

.co frontatiOn tactics.

Intgeneral, use of high-stabilitx,tacticsdefuses risk and increase's
the planner's confidence in the likelihood pf the outcome.

Suchtactics are

0

also useful for'achieving a'consistent effort with a divi
.

and/or over time.

d target popPlation

.

However, stabilitymay be obtained at

cost of'real

impact -- as, for' example, when direct nail is used instead of'a telephone
'call to solicit cooperation.

2?7
et
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Tactic(which involve personalyuct are good for obtaining ;:omr4it.-tents
and'influencing, the change Process. -This is Principle 21.

However. they may

be expensive and unstableimilarly, a greater amount of interaction betueen
4

the change planner and the change implementor is desirable,_ but usually costly

and unstable
Tactics which do not compel user involvemerit are less assured
term impact.

Thu, legal tactics mandating change work only as long as'

vigilence over implementors is maintained.

In a related vein, Principle 22 suggests that tactics which involve,
.

-s

extra "work" on thepart of the receivers tencrto mediate better learning
and more commitment.

,

Thus; information tactics such as direCt mailmay be

less powerful( than training tactics. 'Learning from'a technical journa l.

article is likely to require more particiPatilon than would learniitg from,
,
A

more simple material such as advertising.
$

.

Redundancy.or irrelevant content

,.

associated with a Ttic increases the need. for a user 'to participate and
,

work to get the message.

-1,-

However, tactics requiring.zreeater effort may dis-

courage involvement initially,
so they must be nsed'with care.
.
Principle 23 23 suggeStg:

.

-4,

when a diffusion /change planner has only limited

resources; he must attend to dibensioris of tactics such as cost, potential'
coverage, and repeatability.

Further, the diffusion planner must consider

the user/implementOr's resources as well.

A

.,

School people. have limited timeas well as money. *The planner must
..

consider whether the demands on their time reqUired by he tactic are reasonable.
.
t

Thus, while confrontation or encounter group experiences may be potent for
achieving change in schools, it maylbe.th i school people do not have the

Jr
a
luxury of time required-to participate in such experiences.
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The change plann'er must also consider whether the tactic chosen is

aporooriate to the change state being facilitated.

This is Principle 24/

At late stages, potential adopters/users must have some opportunity for
hands-on experience with the innovation in question.

At such stages, tactics

such as action research (to derive and ddionstrate the Tie-Cdfbr change) or
invoking authority are too abstract in their depiction of the innovation;

demonstrations or contact with field agents maybe far superior.
.

Choice of tactics to use should reflect'Areful consideration of the

decision stage to be reached; the tolerance of participants for risk (i.e.,
the cost of failure); the planner's and implementor's,goals; the scope and
complexity of the contemplated change; the nature of the innovation; the time
and resources available; the nature of the target system IreleVant actors,
decision /authority. structure, resources, values, characteristics, and incentive

structure); and the nature of "competing" demands or appeals.

Distribution Systeme.
A

iiffusion depends on information flows:; it hlso depends on distribution,
systems for innovations to travel from developers to users.

.

Comercial

distribution systems arise and are modified to maximize efficiency and profitability.

Principles of "minimum total transactions" and "assortment-of-goods"

(illustrated by Figure 1) guide the creation of distribution structures.
Thus, systems are devised which reduc

the total number of transactions

required between `producers and ultimate consumers, and reconcile the narrow

\

prpduct offering from each source of supply into a wider assor ment'at the
)

point of sale.

L.
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Cumbersome Transaction System

,Streamlined Transaction System

-

Figure 1
Source:

Kollat, et al, p. 286

.

Distribution is an important variable to consider for'enhancing profits
by reducing costs.

Further, it is often the source of major breakthroughs

by commercial marketers.

Many companies.have attained great success not

through product innovation, but instead, through an effective, innovative
distributiqn arrangement.

VP's cash-and-cairy stores; the dealer structure

of G-M; the discount store; shopping centers andsupermarkets -- these are
°cited as examples of distribution ideas which spelled major success for their
initiators.

Thus, in commercial settings, there is-great interest in distri-

bution as i variable important to diffusion of products.

In social change programs, there is a corresponding concern with distrif.'
bution structures.

The study of linkages is a major intellectual endeavor.

However, there remain to be developed effective systems for distribution of
social products.
.

This is due in part to the kind of attention giveil' this
I
.

variable.

.

,

.

Funding is usually for research rather than development of linkage

arrangements;'it goes to projects which are 'separate from developers of social

23 0

.

2S

,

innovations and is usually not applied research in the sense of being intenied.
Finally, concern with

to obtain real efficiencies uit

particular products.

linkages focuses on information

lows rather than pioduct flocs.

A recent

_N
,

xreport prepared for the RDx (FWL, February, 1977) outlines some of the
bution-dnefficiencies that characterize educational diffusion efforts. The
problem seems to be not a lick of interest, but rather the unique challenge
of distributing complex educational indOvations.

The wide variety and complexity
t

-of products; the complexity of consumer decision structures, and the social,
importance and volatility of this area all pose major prOblems for distribution.
I

Multiplier Effects
An important concern in de4TE57; :strategies for diffusing educational
innovations is the-identification of potential adopters who themselves may
act as agents of change.

This creates a multiplier effect, whereby.aneteacher

or school adopting ad innovation becomes responsible for its adoption 15)t,
several other teachers or schools.

The task facing the RDx is how to identify

the best potential adopters'of an innovation.

Some prescriptive-tuidelines

for addressing -- but not solving -- this task are presented'here.
The best potential adopter is one which has a (;) high early adoption
PrOpensity; (2) high volume propensity; (3) high influence propensity; and
(4) low cost of effective exposure.

4

In the following section, we shall ,
4

clarify each of these concepts with reference to the teacher as the basic
'

unit of adoption (see Kotler an

Zaltman, 1976).

.

Early adoption propensity is defined as the probability that, say, a
teacher would be an early user pf the innovation upon an effective communi4
.

cation evosure.

Early adoption propensity is a function of the following

subfactors:
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The extent to which the innovation has sclardng,need

potential-for the teacher.
2.

.

The extent to which the teacher has an` innovation orientation,
This is determined in part by cultural values, and in part by

5

individual personality.
i

3.,The extent to which the innovation is highly accessible to the.
teacher.

The extent to whicflothe teacher has the resources to "acquire
the innovation.

Each-of these factors is important in whether px.not aiteacher will have
,...-...-....._
..

.

,

.

a high propensity to adopt a particular innovation.

factor can be scaled from ze

one;

44'

e

.

.
.

Let us:assume that each

_

It is suggested that these factors
$

would combine in a multiplicative way.

for 'example, the highest early adoption

prope1tstty would be found in a teacher who has a-strung need for the innovation,.
-

tends to search out.innovations,can easili'acquire it without Much effort,
and Etas the requisite re sources.

The formula is multipl
`a
.

3lig because if
-

.

.

any factor ii' weak, the early ado\ ption VropenOty drops considerably, -/t is
not the case that (t44
he propensity would be high simply because two or&hree
,

factors are very high.

.

.

(

,,
t.

Heavy volume propensity is the amount of the innovation that the'teacher
.

is likely to use when it is used.
1/4

1.

\kt
The probability that this type of teacher will ii7eiefficiently

satisfied with the innovation upon ,trial to usdlit again,
.

2.

.

-,

factors:
es-

.

This propensity depends upon the following

The average amounteused by-this teacher per Use ocCiision.

These factors p obably combine in a multiplicative say to determine
the person's heavy

olume'propensi

v.
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1.y

The proportion of persons tbeVothe prospect influences depends upon the
factors:
1.

2.

.The teacher's innovation conversational propensity.
The percentage of his or her acquaintances who are potential
users of this product.

3.

The degree to which other persons look upon this person as a
legitimator of innovations.

This says that the prospect will show a higher' influence propensity the more

he ot%she tends to talk about innovations they-have tried, the more he or
she talks to others who are interested in the area of the innovation, and
the more he or she is seen as a legitimator of new ideas.

.

Communication cost is the cost of delivering an effective message with
a. given media vehicle to a given prospect.

This cost is defined as some

functionof the following factors:
1

1.

The probability that he or-she will be exposed to the.message
with the media.

I

2.

The probability that lie or she will see the message.

3.

The probability that he or she will comprehend theMessage.

4.

The probability that he, or she will be favorably impressed by

.

the message.
S.

The actual cost of getting the given message exposed to the given
. individual with the given media.
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CONCLUSIONS

Some implications for t4 RDx from the diffusion principles include:
1.

An early investment in explicit and deliberate planning will pay off,

being more valuable in the long run than plunging into vaguely planned
diffusion efforts with the hope of,later retrenchment and improvement.

A

trial-ind-error approach could make '.'sacrificial lambs" of the innovations

and linking institutions which become involved and may be wasteful of scarce
resources.
.

-

)4:t4,

'

2.
.

Planning should take account not only of the target or beneficiary

systems, but of their relation'with their environments as well.

to consider discrepancies in values, capacities, reaclinessA
develop discrepancy-reducing strategies.

1-

It is necessary
ange, and to

This includes poliiical process and

conflict resolution strategies.

3. ,RDx should be more concerned with assisting the growth-of proactive,
outreaching beneficiary systems than with diffusing specific innovations.

The

implication is that RDx might focus on SEAs and other linkers' abilities to
Proactively address practitioner needs, rather than just helping them respond
to requests from the field.

RDx should help clients (e.g., SEO) develop

strategies to be,proactive, not just find products to deal-with schdols.
4.

RDx involvement in specific change efforts should be sustained

throughout each effort and deal with training and assistance needed at later
change stages as well as early change stages.
S.

RDx must be ,concerned with having the participation of all affected

groups in the chadge process; and RDx should consider this a more important
early goat than that of having a smoothly_ functioning operation-(possibly at the
expense of wide paiticipation).

4
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6;

client-responsiveness,
To effect a balance between efficiency.and

ddcision-authority patterns, patterns which
the RDx needs to support flexible
decisions to a
.of users to delegate certain
permit a wide representation
procedures..
centrali:ed authority and retain others for participatory

the outcomes of educational
7. .Andmportant role in the diffusion of

quality of available outcomes.
R&D is that of assessing and/or regulating the
in developing mechanisms to screen
As a support system, RDx can play a part
pruning are
$creening
outcomes for "marketability" and effectiveness.

but also to avoid or reduce
important not only. as quality control functions,
information channel overload
8°.

should be res onsive
The array of 'innovations or resources available

to user needs.
9.

This requires contact with users.

Ultimately, it is the quality of RDx

-

feedforward which will determine

the quality of RDx dissemination., Responsiveness.to

the field will depend on

the informatidn provided through fec4forward.
-

a'definition of needs which is
10- The process of feedforwardaust use

role-related.

Whose needs and for what?
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